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This study investigated short-term cognitive and

behavioral response to subliminal auditory cues and the impact

that hypnotic suggestion for improved listening had upon this

response. The relationship of hypnotic susceptibility,

measured by the Harvard Group Scale of Hypnotic

Susceptibility: Form A, to response to subliminal cues was

also explored. Subliminal cues were presented through an

audiometer at 25 dB, masked in 40 dB white noise. One hundred

thirteen undergraduate volunteers were randomly assigned among

three treatment conditions: hypnosis plus subliminal auditory

cues, subliminal auditory cues only, or a repetition-only

control. Auditory acuity and behavioral and cognitive

responses were measured. Baseline and post-intervention

measures produced a double-blind within-subjects control-group

design.
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The group that received only subliminal cues demonstrated

the most widespread response. In this group, significant

within-subjects effects were found on three of four auditory

acuity variables. Differences between the subliminals group

and the control were found in two of four auditory acuity

variables, three of five behavioral variables, and three of

five cognitive variables.

The group that received hypnotic suggestions with

subliminal cues responded somewhat less strongly than the

subliminals-only group. Subjects in this group demonstrated

significant within-subject effects on two of four auditory

acuity measures. Differences were found between the hypnosis-

subliminals group and the controls on two of four auditory

acuity variables and two of five cognitive measures.

Measures of the effects of susceptibility on subliminal

response were limited by the small percentage of low

susceptibility subjects (12 of 113 scored below 5). Thus,

valid comparisons between high and low susceptibility

subgroups could not be made. When low and medium

susceptibility levels were collapsed, significant differences

from the high susceptibility level (HGSHS:A scores above 8)

were found only on two of the five cognitive variables within

the subliminals-only group.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

It is impossible to understand human behavior,
creativity, and psychosomatics without having studied
the unconscious. - Leon Chertok (1981, p. 581).

The problem of the unconscious is the problem of
psychology. -Sigmund Freud (1974 [1900], p. 611).

Theoretical Framework and Supporting Research

Is consciousness the meat of human existence, or is it

merely the tip of the mental iceberg? The realm of non-

conscious cognition has been a subject of animated

philosophical, scientific and practical debate for many years.

Whyte (1978) traces the concept of the unconscious back to the

time of Descartes and Leibniz. In 1890, William James

presented a series of arguments for and against the existence

of unconscious mental processes. Freud identifies Bernheim's

demonstrations of post-hypnotically suggested behavior in 1889

and Breuer's studies of hysteria in the early 1900s as the

foundations for his theories of repression and unconscious ego

defense mechanisms (Edmonston, 1986; Stross & Shevrin, 1969).

Psychoanalytic theory secured for the unconscious mind an

integral part in the birth of modern psychology,

differentiating conscious from unconscious processes and

1
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imbuing the unconscious with substantial, mysterious powers to

influence and shape behavior through dreams, defense

mechanisms, instincts, wishes, and memories.

Since the 1950s, the field of psychology has undergone

several waves of skepticism (described well by Greenwald,

1992) during which theorists (stemming originally from

behaviorists in the line of B.F. Skinner) dismissed the

unconscious summarily as scientifically unverifiable, and

researchers struggled to begin affirming and delineating the

powers of the unconscious. In the 1960s, the information¬

processing theoretical framework for cognition popularized by

cognitive psychology once again included both unconscious and

conscious facets of processing, separated by the faculty of

attention. In this framework, attention was viewed as the

locus of conscious agency. Cognitive activation and the

establishment and retrieval of memories were conceptualized as

accomplishable through both unconscious and conscious routes

(Greenwald, 1992; Loftus & Klinger, 1992).

In the last quarter century, efforts to understand the

nature and function of the non-conscious mind have led

scientists down a variety of widely differing avenues of

research. Among these are subliminal stimulation (including

subliminal psychodynamic activation and subliminal semantic

activation), psychophysics, selective attention (dichotic

listening and dichoptic viewing), hypnosis, unconscious

learning and memory research (such as subliminal mere exposure
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effects), as well as the burgeoning fields of neuropsychology

and neuropsychophysiology. Two of these areas, subliminal

stimulation and hypnosis, have been selected as the focus for

this study.

At this point in the 90s, it seems safe to say that a

general (though definitely not unanimous) consensus has

emerged in psychology throughout the world that some

unconscious properties of the mind indeed exist and do

influence both perception and behavior (Greenwald, 1992;

Chertok, 1982; Caputi, 1884; Shevrin & Dickman, 1980;

Meichenbaum & Gilmore, 1984; Kihlstrom et al, 1992). However,

what the unconscious is, how "smart" it is or what its limits

are, and how and to what extent it governs behavior and

physiological processes are still major guestions for research

exploration and dispute.

Terminology has varied with research paradigms.

"Implicit," "non-conscious," "subconscious,"

"preconscious," "subception" and "perception without

awareness" are terms which have been favored by one or more

researcher as replacements for the concept of "unconscious."

There is little consensus, but abundant sentiment, in the

field as to the differences among these terms. As Whyte

(1978) very aptly observes, "the trouble is not that they are

ambiguous: . . . It is that we do not yet know the right

definitions to use (p. 17)." This investigator favors the

use of the word "non-conscious" as the clearest designation to
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include all of the above-listed concepts. However, the term

"unconscious" is widely used throughout the field today with

this broader application and, therefore, will be so used in

this study, despite the risk of confusion with one of the more

specific meanings given it by Freud, Kihlstrom and others.

Subliminal Stimulation

Within the area of subliminal perception, one goal of the

methodological rigor which has evolved over the past two

decades has been to achieve a demonstrable separation of

conscious influences from to the

unconscious. Problematically, research paradigms have adopted

differing definitions of what unconscious cognition is. Some

(e.g., attention, subliminal psychodynamic

activation, dichoptic viewing, dichotic listening, and

subliminal affective conditioning) have defined the domain of

the unconscious as any cognition which is outside of

attention, or, in other words, which is registered by the mind

but unattended. This research explores the level of analysis

and memory residues produced by such stimuli. Other lines of

research (e.g., subliminal semantic activation, implicit

memory and perception, and memory illusions) have defined the

unconscious more liberally as cognition which cannot be

validly verbally described or reported. Requiring the ability

to verbally acknowledge and report experience which is labeled

conscious reduces controversy over the boundary between
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attention and awareness. This definition is useful for

research on the ways in which cognition and action are

influenced by events which were experienced but not remembered

(Greenwald, 1992).

Since the 1950s, commercial advertisers, movies, and rock

music groups have aroused public interest in the unconscious

effect of subliminal messages on behavior and the potential

for invasion of personal privacy. Numerous reports have

reached the press of movie theaters flashing subliminal

messages to increase sales of refreshments, department stores

playing subliminal messages to reduce shoplifting, and

companies using subliminal sexual stimuli to increase the

impact of their magazine and television advertisements. These

sensational claims and the public curiosity they provoked

provided additional impetus to psychologists in search of

answers to the relevant questions (George & Jennings, 1975).

In the mid-1980s an auditory subliminal technique called

"backmasking," purportedly used by the rock group Judas Priest

to convey satanic messages, was implicated in the suicide of

two teenagers (Loftus & Klinger, 1992). At the time, there was

little evidence available to support or deny the validity of

these claims, but several studies done since then have failed

to support the alleged ability to process or act upon

backmasked messages (Vokey & Read, 1985; Swart & Morgan,

1992). The popularity of subliminal self-help auditory tapes

has been the most recent focus for consumer-motivated research
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testing the mind's capacity to absorb and respond to

subliminal messages (Merikle & Skanes, 1992; Swingle, 1992).

Most of the work on subliminal perception has dealt with

visual stimuli. Research on subliminal perception initially

approached the investigation of the boundaries of

consciousness and of what is registered outside of them by

testing the psychophysiological limits of human perception and

trying to establish a methodology by which it could be agreed

that the mind was indeed receiving messages of which it was

not consciously aware. Cheesman and Merikle (1984, 1986)

introduced a fundamental distinction between subjective and

objective thresholds for conscious perception, which has been

adopted in subsequent experimentation. The objective

threshold was defined as a level of stimulus presentation at

which forced-choice responding indicates no more than chance

level (50%) accuracy in perception, whereas the subjective

threshold is a level of greater energy at which subjects

report (or claim) awareness of stimulus presence at chance

level of accuracy. A large volume of evidence today indicates

that the body does register stimuli of which it does not have

any conscious awareness, through visual, auditory and tactile

modes. Subliminal processing of simple stimuli has been

reliably and consistently reported through all three sensory

modes, as well as by measuring evoked potentials within the

brain, at levels between the subjective and objective

threshold. However, conclusions about subliminal analysis of
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stimuli presented in the area below the objective threshold

and of more complex (multiword or multipicture) stimuli

continue to be controversial (Cheesman & Merikle, 1984;

Fisher, 1975; Holender, 1986a, 1986b; Merikle & Skanes, 1992).

Indeed, Greenwald (1992) argues in his overview of research on

subliminal cognition that the capacity of the unconscious mind

to analyze and process stimuli appears to be "severely

limited." He proposes a "two-word challenge" to the field,

defying researchers to demonstrate that attentionless

cognition can, in fact, extract meaning from a two-word (or

more) sequence.

Probably the best known field of subliminal research has

been subliminal psychodynamic activation (SPA), spearheaded by

Silverman (For a comprehensive review of these findings, refer

to Silverman, 1983, or Weinberger & Hardaway, 1990). For the

most part, these studies have involved subliminal visual

stimuli presented tachistoscopically for periods of only a few

seconds, (e.g., eight 4-millisecond flashes at 5-second

intervals). Numerous studies have shown that certain

psychodynamically oriented messages (most commonly "Mommy and

I are one."), although outside the realm of reportable

consciousness, have temporary measurable effects on behavioral

factors, such as academic performance, anxiety level,

stuttering, homosexual orientation, and schizophrenic

organization. The same messages have been shown to lose their

effect when presented at supraliminal intensities. The
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theoretical significance of these findings with respect to

psychoanalytic theory and unconscious processing has been

intensely debated (Balay & Shevrin, 1988; Balay et al., 1989;

Fudin & Benjamin, 1991; Moore, 1989; Weinberger, 1989).

It has been argued that the auditory mode of subliminal

communication is more amenable to clinical adaptation than the

visual because it can so easily be reproduced in the form of

a portable audiotape and does not require such focused

attention or refined machinery (Swingle, 1992; Urban, 1992).

However, there is still a great deal of disagreement as to the

complexity and duration of auditory messages which can be

absorbed subliminally and how frequently and rapidly they

should be repeated, for what length of time (Cacioppo & Petty,

1979; Merikle & Skanes, 1992). Whether it is more effective

to present a clear stimulus below the auditory threshold of

intensity or a masked stimulus below the threshold of

discriminability is also unresolved (Miller, 1991; Mitchell,

1992; Urban, 1992, 1993). As with visual stimuli, it appears

that auditory stimuli presented at a subliminal level have a

greater effect than those presented at a supraliminal level,

although the reasons for this are not fully understood

(Borgeat et al., 1985; Zenhausern & Hansen, 1974). Swingle

(1992) presents a body of research indicating that subliminal

auditory messages as long as a full sentence can be effective

therapeutic tools when used as part of a taped self-help

regimen. However, several other studies done to test self-
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help tapes prepared commercially or for research purposes

concluded that they had no therapeutic effect beyond that of

placebo upon the targeted behavior (Merikle, 1988; Mitchell,

1992; Russell et al., 1991). Urban (1992, 1993) argues

convincingly that the field must develop a standardized

methodology, suggesting that difficulties in replicating and

confirming the effectiveness of subliminal auditory

stimulation stem from the dissimilarity of protocols and

methods, which leaves it unclear whether the subliminal

message was presented in such a way as to be effectively

received by the subject.

Hypnosis

Hypnosis bears the reputation for being the vehicle by

which Freud's and Breuer's attention was first drawn to

demonstrations of behavior which they believed to be

completely unconsciously motivated (Stross & Shevrin, 1969).

Procedures using hypnotic trance and suggestion as an

effective medium for "magically" promoting mental and physical

healing originated in ancient times (Edmondston, 1986; Gravitz

& Gerton, 1984). Aside from its impact on Freud's theories of

the unconscious, research on hypnosis has also been identified

as a major influence on the development of the psychologies of

motivation and social influence (Fromm & Shor, 1979). The

concept of a "two syllable limit" to unconscious perception

(Greenwald, 1992) is completely alien to practitioners of
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hypnosis, who have utilized the human facility for fluent

hypnotic communication with the unconscious and acceptance of

suggestion to motivate a wide range of behavior (Cheek, 1994;

Erickson & Rossi, 1981; Hilgard, 1986, 1987; Rossi, 1986).

New applications and techniques of hypnosis, bearing

ostensible clinical validity, emerge every year in the medical

and psychotherapy literature. The same skeptical eye of

scientific credibility which has shaped the course of research

on subliminal stimulation has challenged researchers in

hypnosis to explain the basis for this clinical success (Coe,

1992; Fromm & Shor, 1979; Gruenewald, 1982; Hilgard, 1987;

Kihlstrom, 1984, 1985, 1987). Thus, one of two major trends in

recent research on hypnosis consists of studies evaluating the

effectiveness of hypnosis as a treatment for a widening

panorama of physical, psychological and emotional "dis-eases"

(Hilgard, 1987; Kihlstrom, 1985, 1987; Rossi, 1986). The

other major trend focuses on describing the hypnotic

experience and documenting scientifically how, to what extent,

and under what circumstances it operates. This includes

questions of what hypnosis actually is, methods of accessing

and documenting unconscious processes, controversy over the

existence of an altered state, investigation of altered

perception, amnesia and hypermnesia, questions of depth and

susceptibility, parameters of suggestibility, state-dependent

learning, and research on the mind-body connection with

somatic processes (Chertok, 1982; Erdelyi, 1988; Gruenewald,
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1982; Hilgard, 1987; Kihlstrom, 1984, 1987; Orne, 1977; Ratke

& Spanos, 1981; Rossi, 1986; Rossi & Cheek, 1988; Stross &

Shevrin, 1968, 1969; Tart, 1970, 1979).

Central to the scientific explanation of hypnosis is an

understanding of what characteristics and effects are

essential to hypnosis. Perry (1992) submits that the term

"hypnosis," meaning excessive or morbid sleep, is an

anachronistic misnomer which promotes misunderstanding of the

process in modern terms. Its definition as a "trance state"

has been challenged by Coe, Barber, Spanos, and others, who

propose that hypnotic hyperresponsiveness to suggestion can

often be explained as a mutually-agreed-upon social influence

situation, involving compliance expectations, fantasy, role-

playing, role-relevant skills, and transference (Barber, 1965;

Barber & De Moor, 1972; Coe, 1973; Coe & Sarbin, 1977; Spanos

& Hewitt, 1980; Sutcliffe, 1961). Others, such as Orne

(1977), Graham (1977), Rossi & Cheek (1988), and dePascalis &

Penna (1990), point out that there is definitive evidence of

neurochemical changes occurring in the central nervous system

associated with hypnosis and other altered states of

consciousness. Other evidence indicates that hypnosis

constitutes a unigue psychological state involving processes

that are gualitatively different from waking consciousness,

suggesting strongly that more than a social interaction is

transpiring (Chertok, 1982; Fromm, 1979a; Graham, 1986;

Hilgard, 1986; Orne, 1977; Spiegel & Barabasz, 1988). Coe
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(1973) and Perry (1992) recommend a synthesis of the two

positions, the "state” position focusing on within-subject

phenomena, while the "non-state" position contributes

perspective on influences external to the subject.

Most research suggests that under normal clinical or

laboratory conditions, hypnotic suggestion alone is not likely

to induce an individual to commit acts against which he or she

has deep moral convictions (Conn, 1981; Levitt et al., 1972;

Udolf, 1992). However, how much power hypnotic suggestion has

to influence behavior outside of conscious awareness or

volition and who has license to access that power has been a

subject of heated ethical and legal debates since the early

1980s (Kihlstrom, 1984, 1985, 1987; Scheflin & Shapiro, 1989;

Sloane, 1981; Udolf, 1992). The experience of

involuntariness, known as the classic suggestion effect, is

one central characteristic of hypnotic experience through

which unconscious processes are manifest and which has not

been defined or assessed by standard susceptibility scales

(Bowers et al., 1988; Stross & Shevrin, 1969; Weitzenhoffer,

1980). In addition, considerable legal debate surrounds

reports of hypnotic hypermnesia used to uncover criminal

evidence. A number of case studies, both in the psychological

and the judicial literature, report forgotten factual

information recovered through the use of hypnosis (Orne, 1979;

Scheflin & Shapiro, 1989). Deeper inquiry suggests, however,

that such information is often only partially true and that an
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increase in false recollection also occurs, rendering such

testimony unreliable for legal purposes (Erdelyi, 1988;

Kihlstrom, 1977, 1987; Sloane, 1981). Another parameter, the

duration of post-hypnotic suggestion, has only been

investigated in a few studies. Evidence exists that certain

suggestions can last for years in some highly hypnotizable

subjects, although the curve of responsiveness seems to fade

over time (Berrigan et al., 1991; Edwards, 1963).

From the time of the development of the Stanford Scales

of Hypnotic Susceptibility (Weitzenhoffer & Hilgard, 1959),

hypnotizability and factors affecting it have been avidly

explored and debated. In 1987, Hilgard concluded that "it is

now clear that there exists a reasonably stable and measurable

hypnotic talent under ordinary life situations" (p. 249).

Individual differences in hypnotizability have been found to

be stable over intervals as long as several years (Morgan et

al., 1974). However, still unresolved are questions of what

characteristics make a person a good subject for hypnosis, to

what degree hypnotizability can be learned or improved, or

what impact either "susceptibility" or "depth" of trance, as

measured by standardized scales, has on the outcome or power

of the trance experience. Some correlates of hypnotizability

which have been identified are absorption, capacity for vivid

imagery, propensity for fantasy-production and imaginative

involvement, synthetic or holistic thinking, and ability to

strongly focus attention to the point of dissociating
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peripheral stimuli (Edmonston, 1986; Kay, 1992; Kihlstrom,

1984, 1987). Certain cognitive factors, such as motivating

instructions, positive expectancy, and favorable information

about hypnosis, have been shown to increase suggestibility

(Barber & Calverley, 1963; Cronin et al., 1971; Salzberg &

DePiano, 1979). Experience or specific training with hypnosis

has also been associated commonly with enhancement of

hypnotizability (Bertrand et al., 1993; Spanos, 1990).

However, these factors appear to have only a mild impact which

plateaus over time (Talone et al., 1975), and interpretation

of experimental results is still controversial (Bates &

Brigham, 1990; Crouse & Kurtz, 1984). Most of the

psychophysiological and therapeutic effects of hypnosis seem

to have their greatest impact and applicability in subjects

who are "highly hypnotizable." However, for therapy purposes

there is evidence that individuals who are only modestly

hypnotizable or in a light trance are capable of using

hypnosis to accomplish many relevant goals (Hilgard, 1986;

Madrid & Barnes, 1991; Rossi & Cheek, 1988; Udolf, 1992).

Chertok (1978, 1982) and Rossi and Cheek (1988) emphasize

the pivotal role which hypnosis plays in understanding the

relationship between psychic and biological aspects of the

unconscious, by permitting the creation, by means of

suggestion, of experimental situations in which

psychobiological interactions are open to manipulation. A

number of physical parameters appear to change in response to
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hypnotic suggestion. One focus of this research has been the

apparent shift in laterality of brain dominance for some

highly hypnotizable subjects under hypnosis (Bakan, 1969;

Carter & Elkins, 1982; Morgan et al., 1974; Spellacy &

Wilkinson, 1987). The use of hypnosis as anesthetic and

analgesic has been widely explored beginning in the 1970s

(Hilgard, 1975; Kihlstrom, 1977, 1984, 1987). In the last 15

years, there has been expanding interest in the exploration of

more naturalistic processes such as psychosomatic medicine,

the relaxation response, the ultradian healing response and

hypnotic interventions in immunotherapy (Benson et al., 1981;

Cheek, 1994; Darby, 1990; Lydick, 1987; Mindell, 1982; Rossi

& Cheek, 1988; Cheek, 1994).

Among the psychophysiological interactions, alteration of

sensory perception has been a topic of interest since the

beginning of the modern study of hypnosis. Cases of

hypnotically induced deafness, blindness, and tunnel vision

aroused great curiosity, in part because of their apparent

similarity to hysterical blindness or deafness. In addition,

these conditions begged the question of fakery or malingering

(Bowers, 1976). In the last 30 years, renewed interest in the

study of cognition has been associated with the gestalt

tradition, which emphasizes the constructive role of the

individual in interpreting sensory events (Graham, 1977). A

variety of studies have indicated that auditory, visual, and

olfactory acuity can be either enhanced or decreased by
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hypnotic suggestion (Black & Wigan, 1961; Blum, 1975; Bowers,

1976; Crawford et al., 1979; Graham & Liebowitz, 1972; Kay,

1992; Nash et al., 1987; Smith et al., 1983; Spiegel &

Barabasz, 1988), although these results are disputed by others

(Goldiamond & Malpass, 1961; Jones & Spanos, 1982; Wagstaff,

1983). Some studies focusing on "negative hallucinations,"

(i.e., the suggested diminution or distortion of normal

sensory phenomena), have found significant differences between

responses of hypnotized subjects and those of individuals who

truly have these sensory deficits, suggesting that hypnosis

does not actually remove the reception of the sensory signal,

but may affect the subject's processing, interpretation, or

reporting of the signal (Crawford et al., 1979; Goldiamond &

Malpass, 1961; Sutcliffe, 1961). These findings are reviewed

in detail in Chapter 2. In summary, however, there is no

consensus at this time on the issue of alterations in sensory

perception. Some evidence suggests that certain perceptual

processes are alterable by hypnosis, and that these effects

correlate with susceptibility. On the other hand, evidence

from studies derived from Hilgard's work on the "hidden

observer" phenomenon and on "trance logic" indicates that in

many cases, perception is not altered by suggestion, but

certain aspects of perception may be dissociated or "covert"

as a result of the suggestion, causing the subject to report

perceptual alterations consistent with the suggestion

(Crawford et al., 1979; Hilgard, 1986). Therefore, recently
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the question of whether it is signal detection, interpretation

of sensory signals, or reporting which is altered by

suggestion has emerged.

No study to date has focused on improvement in auditory

thresholds in normal subjects under hypnosis. However, Scharf

and Zamansky (1963) and Goldberg et al. (1966) reported

improvement in visual word recognition threshold under

hypnosis. Moreover, Graham and Liebowitz (1972) tested myopic

and normal subjects and reported significant visual

improvement in myopics under hypnosis, but not in normals.

Kay (1992) replicated the finding with myopes.

Statement of the Problem

Integrating research and theoretical developments over

the past century suggests that psychology today is in avid

pursuit of a more complete understanding of mental processes,

one which integrates biological processes with the psyche,

abolishing the dualism of body and mind and explaining the

relationship of consciousness with non-conscious processes.

Some would include spiritual experiences also in the eventual

integrated conceptualization of mental processes.

Psychotherapy based on only a rudimentary understanding of

non-conscious processes might be likened in some ways to

guiding a traveler through terrain which is only partially

explored and charted. As humankind seeks ever greater control

over its environment, exploring further into unmapped areas of
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our universe, questions about just how and to what extent our

lives are controlled by thoughts and experiences in an inner

universe of which we are unaware become increasingly timely.

The range and limits of conscious and unconscious states and

processes and the dividing lines and interrelationships

between them are the domain of the psychological cosmonauts of

the 21st century.

Although, as the forgoing review suggests, our current

pursuit of understanding of unconscious processes includes

several significant lines of investigation, we are still

unclear about the part which each contributes to the overall

picture. Conclusions remain limited in each area. Little

empirical research has explored the possible interaction among

these modes of access to the unconscious. Of specific interest

to this research project, little has been discovered about the

impact of hypnosis on subliminal perception, exploring the

potential for amplified unconscious effects when the two modes

are combined. To this writer's awareness, no research has yet

investigated the relationship between hypnotizability and

responsiveness to subliminal cues. It seems plausible that the

use of focused hypnotic suggestion might enhance the ability

to perceive or act upon subliminal messages, at least for some

individuals. This is a relevant question for the field of

psychotherapy, as both hypnosis and subliminal stimulation

have been shown to have measurable effects upon perception,

memory, and behavior, which go beyond the client's conscious
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awareness, and thus have applications in therapy. Therapists

who use hypnotherapy, as well as those who might contemplate

the use of subliminal audiotapes, seek information as to how

these modes of intervention work, what their limits are, and

how to use them most effectively. Thus far, research into

what types of subliminal messages might be effective in

modifying cognition or behavior is in its elementary stages

and results are inconclusive at best. Only a few studies

begin to touch on the guestion of whether or not hypnosis can

enhance human perception and response to subliminal messages.

These studies, and other findings which have set the

framework, will be reviewed in the following chapter.

Purpose

The purpose of this study is to explore some of the

effects of hypnosis on the human response to subliminal

auditory suggestion. The effect of the trance state with

suggestions for attuned listening on threshold auditory

perception will be investigated to determine to what degree

differences in response to subliminal cues might be

attributable to enhanced auditory capacity or to focused

attention under hypnosis. More specifically, deviations from

a waking baseline in auditory perceptual threshold will be

tested under two conditions: subliminal priming, and

subliminal priming plus hypnotic trance. The capacity of

subjects to identify and respond to brief subliminal auditory
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messages will also be compared under these experimental

conditions. A control group which undergoes repeat testing

without subliminal stimuli or hypnotic induction will be used

to measure the effects of repetition alone. Finally, the

relationship of hypnotic susceptibility and of hypnotic depth

to subjects' response to subliminal auditory stimuli will be

preliminarily explored.

Delimitations

This study will be limited to a population of native

English-speaking college psychology students with auditory

acuity within normal limits. All subjects of the study will

be volunteers who have been pre-informed that the study will

include at least a preliminary experience with hypnosis, a

situation which might introduce some bias in selection. Also,

it will be limited to those effects which are visibly

observable or assessed by subjects' verbal report or forced-

choice to a paper-and-penci1 self-report

questionnaire.

Definition of Terms

Auditory acuity is the degree of auditory sensitivity to

standardized test stimuli, in comparison with normed

values.

Auditory threshold is the least audible sound-pressure level,

defined operationally as the level of intensity and
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duration of a sound at which it is perceived by the

subject just 50% of the time.

Conscious refers to the state of being subjectively aware.

Decibel (dB) is a common logarithmic unit expressing the

relative loudness of a sound compared to the reference

sound pressure level of zero dB.

Depth of trance refers to the moment-to-moment state of the

subject along a pre-established depth continuum,

involving degree of responsiveness to suggestion (Tart,

1978/79, p.188). Some researchers still view the term

"depth of trance" as interchangeable with the terms

"suggestibility," "hypnotizabi1ity," and

"susceptibility." However, for the purposes of this

study, "depth of trance" will be viewed as related but

not identical to these terms, which are defined below.

Hypnosis designates a psychophysiological state of aroused,

attentive, receptive focused concentration with a

corresponding diminution in peripheral awareness and

heightened suggestibility and as a result of which

certain sensory, motor, and memory abnormalities may be

induced more readily than in a normal state (Spiegel &

Spiegel, 1978, pp. 33-34). Also defined as a social

interaction in which one person responds to suggestions

offered by another person for experiences involving

alterations in perception, memory and voluntary actions

(Kihlstrom, 1985, p. 385).
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Hypnotizability. See "susceptibility.” The terms are used

interchangeably in this study.

Limen is the minimum stimulus duration or intensity on

some dimension that can just be perceived on 50% of the

trials.

Masking is the interference or blockage of one sensory

stimulus by another; in audiometry, the process by which

the threshold of a sound is elevated by the simultaneous

introduction of another sound (Martin, 1975, p. 60).

Non-conscious is a term used to collectively denote mental

processes which are outside of normal consciousness,

including those otherwise referred to by some as

subconscious, preconscious, unconscious, and implicit.

Perception refers to a psychophysiological response or

awareness of external stimuli, which may be conscious or

unconscious, usually combined with some notion of the

significance of that information.

Pink noise is a type of masking noise which provides a

relatively broad spectrum of frequencies with equal

energy per octave below about 2000 Hz.

Sound-pressure level (SPL) is an expression of the pressure of

a sound relative to a standard reference level of 0.0002

dyne/cm2 which is zero dB SPL.

Speech detection threshold (SDT) is the intensity in dB HL at

which simple speech can be just detected at chance (50%)

level of accuracy.
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Speech recognition threshold (SRT) is the intensity in dB HL

at which words in simple speech can be correctly repeated

at chance (50%) level of accuracy.

Spondee refers to a two-syllable word which is pronounced with

exactly equal emphasis on both syllables, for auditory

testing purposes.

Standard audiometric threshold level (or zero-dB hearing

level) is the sound-pressure level required to make any

frequency barely audible to the average normal ear (ANSI,

1986) .

Stimulus refers to any form of physical or chemical energy to

which an organism has a receptor capable of reacting;

anything, whether internal or external capable of

eliciting a response.

Subliminal applies to the processing of stimuli too weak in

intensity or too brief in duration to be identified

consciously (Borgeat et al, 1985, p.22).

Suggestibility. See "susceptibility." The terms are used

interchangeably in this study.

Suggestion refers to a manner, generally somewhat indirect, by

which mental processes in, or the behavior of, an

individual are altered by influence from without, in the

absence of coercion and of any conscious volition on the

part of the individual thus influenced. OR, verbal

material used to produce such an influence

(Weitzenhoffer, 1953, p.3.)
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Supraliminal refers to the processing of stimuli of which one

is conscious or aware, also stimuli above the limen or

threshold of conscious sensation.

Susceptibility designates the capacity of an individual to be

affected by such influences as may be called suggestions

(Weitzenhoffer, 1953, p.3.). Hypnotic susceptibility is

generally quantified the overall of

responsiveness to a series of standardized suggestions

administered following hypnotic induction (Tart, 1978/79,

p.188). For the purposes of this study, "susceptibility"

and "hypnotizability" will be used interchangeably.

Trance is used to designate an altered state of consciousness

rendering a subject hypersuggestible.

Unconscious refers to a class of psychological events which

are at the time unknown to the individual but that can

actively affect the individual's behavior. (Shevrin &

Dickman, 1980, p 422.) The term "non-conscious" is

used synonymously with this general definition of

"unconscious" in this paper.

White noise is a type of masking noise which has approximately

equal energy per cycle and covers a broad range of

frequencies relative to the limits of human auditory

capacity.

Word discrimination score (WDS) is a measure of ability to

differentiate between the sounds of speech, defined for

testing purposes as the percentage of speech material
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understood correctly when a standardized list of

phonetically balanced monosyllabic words is presented at

a specified intensity.



CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

As knowledge of the brain's conscious, unconscious and

psychobiological network grows, the way in which perceptions,

thoughts and feelings intervene in this pattern is a key area

of exploration. In this light, processes occurring beyond the

narrow range of consciousness are receiving renewed attention

(Shevrin & Dickman, 1980; Bowers & Meichenbaum, 1984; Caputi,

1984; Hilgard, 1986; Bornstein, 1992b; Hentschel, Smith, &

Draguns, 1986). An understanding of the psychotherapist's

capacity to enhance the client's well-being via the interplay

of such processes underlies effective clinical intervention,

as well as the professional training of psychotherapists.

This dissertation explores the connection between

receptivity to subliminal auditory messages and hypnotic

suggestion, two modes of crossing the border between conscious

and unconscious facets of mind. The literature review will

consist of an outline of the status of thinking about

unconscious processes within psychology, summaries of relevant

research in subliminal auditory stimulation and hypnosis, and

examination of the few studies on the intersection of these

two modes of intervention, setting the stage for the project

at hand.

26
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Contemporary Perspectives on the Unconscious Mind

Historical Context

For thousands of years, humans have wondered about the

existence of an unconscious psychic or spiritual realm from

which dreams, intuition, inspiration, and impulses originate

(Joseph, 1992). Foundations of Western philosophical

treatment of conscious and unconscious processes date back to

the 17th century rise in humanistic self-awareness following

the Renaissance and the birth of modern science (Whyte, 1978).

However, the existence of unconscious mental processes did not

gain popular acceptance until around 1900. The impact of

Cartesian philosophy, which omitted non-conscious processes

from both the mental realm (defined as awareness) and the

material realm, was a major reason why. During the two

centuries from 1700 to 1900, contributions from a wide variety

of individuals in many parts of the world led to the eventual

scientific and philosophical conclusion that all mental

processes could not be explained by consciousness alone. The

exploration of the mental structures underlying unconscious

processes has been the work of the 20th century.

Contemporary perspectives on unconscious processes have

evolved within the framework of developments in psychological

theory over the past century. Three of the most influential

contributions are the theoretical foundation provided by the

psychoanalytic school depicting unconscious processes as wide-
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ranging and powerful (Bruner, 1992; Kelly, 1991; Winson,

1985), the intense skepticism of behaviorists (e.g., Watson

and Skinner) who rejected unconscious processes as untenable

(Hilgard, 1980; Kihlstrom, 1987; Bruner, 1992; Greenwald,

1992), and the computer-based information-processing models

for mental activity provided by cognitive theorists, which

include separate but interwoven conscious and unconscious

networks (Hilgard, 1980; Dixon, 1981; Kihlstrom, 1987;

Greenwald, 1992).

Exploration of unconscious processes in perception and

memory in the 1940s, labeled the New Look in Perception,

redefined perception as a constructive process serving

adaptive functions for the individual, rather than mere

neutral registration of stimuli. The question then shifted to

what guided perception and made some features more

phenomenally salient than others (Bruner, 1992). The answer

seemed linked to needs, expectancies, and internal conflicts

or defenses, a finding which intensified dissention between

psychoanalytic and behaviorist views of mental processes

(Erdelyi, 1992). New Look investigations formed the foundation

of current research on subliminal perception. Tachistoscopic

investigation of recognition thresholds became the prevailing

technique (Bruner, 1992; Erdelyi, 1992; Prinz, 1986).

Over the past 50 years, questions about the "dark side of

the mind" have been the subject of increasingly meticulous

empirical investigation. As psychology evolves toward a
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unified meta-theory which provides a comprehensive picture of

mental substantiated by research and human

experience, understanding that which influences our behavior,

but of which we are unaware, is essential to completing the

picture (Meichenbaum & Gilmore, 1984; Caputi, 1984; Greenwald,

1992b; Loftus & Klinger, 1992; Kihlstrom, Barnhardt, &

Tataryn, 1992; Joseph, 1992; Epstein, 1994).

A central intent of exploration in the fields of hypnosis

and subliminal perception has been a search for evidence to

prove or disprove theories of unconscious processes developed

by Freud, Jung, and Janet. A significant body of work in

subliminal perception and neuropsychology, currently finding

substantial validation, stems from Freud's theory of the

dynamic unconscious which protects the ego through defense

mechanisms and influences behavior and intrapsychic events

(Winson, 1985; Kelly, 1991; Dixon & Henley, 1986; Henley,

1986; Hentschel & Schneider, 1986; Westerlundh & Sjoback,

1986). Jung's theory of the collective unconscious and its

inherent archetypes also being through

developmental studies, hypnosis, and work on brain injuries

(Kelly, 1991; Joseph, 1992). Freudian and Jungian theories of

dream symbolism are being explored through hypnosis, sleep

research, and subliminal perception research (Fisher, 1960,

1988; Winson, 1985; Kaser, 1986; Shevrin, 1986; Hilgard, 1986;

Kelly, 1991). And Janet's concept of desaareaation.

translated dissociation, has found increasing validation
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through recent work on multiple personality and on the hidden

observer phenomenon in hypnosis (Hilgard, 1984, 1986; Perry &

Laurence, 1984; Kihlstrom, 1984; Kelly, 1991; Rhue & Lynn,1991). These combined efforts have established a foundation

of documentation that unconscious memories, perceptual

defense, and unconsciously motivated behaviors and feelings do

exist, but the questions of to what extent and how they

operate remain.

Neuropsychological Contributions

The mapping of mental structure and function through

studies of split-brain patients and other brain injuries has

stimulated research in both hypnosis and subliminal perception

related to unconscious perceptual processes (Hilgard &

Hilgard, 1975; Warrington & Weiskrantz, 1974; Bowers, 1976;

Sarbin & Slagle, 1979; Dixon, 1981; Winson, 1985; Joseph,1992). It is clear that the two halves of the brain often

perceive things differently, have different memories triggered

in response to those perceptions, and reach different and

conflicting conclusions about the same piece of information

(Winson, 1985; Joseph, 1992). As left and right brain

functions and their interactions are differentiated, parallels

have emerged between right brain functioning and unconscious

processes and between the limbic system and the Freudian

concept of the Id (Winson, 1985; Joseph, 1992). Inhibition of

neuronal transmission across the cerebral commissures appears
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to functionally disconnect the two hemispheres in a process

related to dissociation and repression, areas topical in

hypnosis research (Galin, 1974). Further corroboration of

subliminal perception experimentation has come from

neurophysiological research on information processing, which

suggests that the right brain follows a fast mode of parallel

processing while left-brain processing takes slower,

sequential pathways (Kihlstrom, 1987).

Theoretical Perspectives

These scientific advances have not come without impact on

theory. Shevrin and Dickman concluded in 1980 that no

contemporary psychological theory can omit unconscious mental

processes (Shevrin & Dickman, 1980). A recent typology

identifies hundreds of theories of the unconscious and

organizes them into four main perspectives: bio-physical,

psycho-personal, socio-cultural, and transpersonal-spiritual

(Caputi, 1984). Integration of these diverse outlooks is

limited but progressing.

Current descriptions of mental activity generally posit

one realm of mental processes, continuous and mainly

unconscious, of which only a few transitory aspects are

accessible to immediate conscious attention (Whyte, 1978;

Dixon, 1981; Imhoff, 1986; Johnston & Dark, 1986; Hentschel,

Smith, & Draguns, 1986). Alongside the dynamic unconscious of

Freud has evolved a concept of the cognitive unconscious, an
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adaptive system that automatically and intuitively organizes

experience and directs behavior. Most information processing

occurs automatically outside of awareness because that mode is

far more efficient than conscious, deliberative thinking. This

may happen while waking or during dream states (Winson, 1985;

Kihlstrom, 1987; Joseph, 1992). Unconscious perception is

understood to precede conscious experience and set off a

multi-faceted process which automatically redescribes sensory

data into every representational form known to the organism.

Such processes create records of each representation, produce

varied perceptual hypotheses, activate related structures in

the brain, and influence analog aspects of actions (Marcel,

1983b; Shevrin & Dickman, 1980; Dixon, 1981; Kihlstrom, 1984,

1987; Madsen, 1986; Joseph, 1992; Kihlstrom, Barnhardt, &

Tataryn, 1992b).

Consciousness is viewed as a later, optional stage in

cognition. Stimulus factors, state factors, and motivational

factors interact to determine what needs to enter

consciousness (Shevrin & Dickman, 1980; Kihlstrom, 1984, 1987;

Joseph, 1992; Epstein, 1994). The ensuing conscious

phenomenon is a constructive attempt to make sense of as much

functionally useful data as possible from unconscious

processes, rather than a direct reflection of the internal

representations yielded by the perceptual process (Marcel,

1983b). An organized knowledge structure associated with the

self as agent or experience and residing in working memory, is
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believed to confer conscious awareness by coining in contact

with environmental cues and other knowledge structures

activated by perception and thoughts. Consciousness adds to

the phenomenon of awareness the ability to base intentional

action upon an experience (Marcel, 1983b). This connection

with the concept of self is absent in unconscious processes,

such as subliminal perception and hypnotic response to

suggestion (Kihlstrom, Barnhardt, & Tataryn, 1992b) .

Cognitive-experiential self theory (Epstein, 1990, 1994)

assumes the existence of two parallel, interacting modes of

information processing: a rational system and an emotionally-

driven experiential system, integrating the cognitive and the

psychodynamic unconscious. These two processes collaborate

for optimal mental health, and psychopathology may evolve when

either system is not supported by the other.

Beahrs (1983) has suggested the term "co-consciousness,"

to describe the situation of dual levels of awareness, a

phenomenon which he describes as a universal feature of

healthy living. Neodissociation theory (Hilgard, 1986)

asserts that a temporarily dissociated set of experiences of

which the mind retains an awareness outside of consciousness

may directly influence behavior without the individual's

awareness. This dissociation is believed to represent a

decision to abdicate executive control over those experiences,

and to be reversible at any time by the same mechanism which
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created it. Hypnotic suggestion can create this type of

response in some individuals.

One strong contemporary trend deals with the integration

of total mind healing theories originating in Eastern medicine

and religious philosophy with psychology, primarily through

meditative technigues. Benson (1987) asserts that increased

communication between the right and left hemispheres of the

brain, achieved through daily elicitation of the "relaxation

response" can strengthen the capacity of the unconscious mind

to overcome stress and maximize the contribution of mind-body

interaction to personal wellness. Rossi (1991) describes

natural ultradian variations in consciousness, including

periodic brief healing periods during which access to

unconscious processes is facilitated and can be used for

psychological growth, problem solving, and mind-body healing.

Siegel (1986) includes the effects of meditative prayer and

spiritual energizing through union with a Life Force as an

essential pathway of this mind-body wellness connection.

Many theorists express frustration, concern, or wariness

over the problems associated with the study of mental

processes outside of awareness. Caputi, (1984) and Erdelyi

(1992) point out that there is no firm dividing line between

conscious awareness and unconsciousness; rather, the

definition of unconscious is most accurately conceived of as

closeness of fit with a list of loose criteria. Erdelyi (1992)

asserts, furthermore, that the time and manner in which the
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subject is tested yields different measures of accessibility

to consciousness; what appears to be unconscious under one

type of inquiry appears to be conscious or partially conscious

under another type or at another time. Awareness of the

limits of scientific research is growing, however, and the

limited scope of laboratory demonstrations is not considered

proof that unconscious memories are not both complex and

influential (Erdelyi, 1986; Merikle & Reingold, 1992).

Caputi (1984), Archard (1984), and others from various

perspectives caution against reification of "the unconscious,"

suggesting that the word is most accurately used as an

adjective. Because of the diverse denotations ascribed to

"the unconscious," Erdelyi (1992) favors reacceptance of the

concept with reservations. Greenwald (1992) also concludes

that the unconscious mind is "severely limited in its analytic

capacity" (p. 775), understanding nothing more sophisticated

than partial meanings of single words, and capable of learning

only a fraction of what the conscious mind can learn. He

indicates that unless better evidence is forthcoming, it will

soon be time to abandon psychoanalytic theory's proposal that

unconscious cognition is the peer or the superior of conscious

cognition. Caputi (1984) concludes that the hypothesis of an

unconscious accounts for experiences, but is not a necessary

or self-evident proof, and is neither the only nor the most

logical explanation for those experiences.
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Issues of Definition and Terminology

For lack of a more precise understanding, the majority of

the literature today uses the term "unconscious" to refer to

all non-conscious processes, and that term has been used in

this project. A few attempts have been made to differentiate

between facets of the non-conscious mind. Kihlstrom (1987,

1992) proposes a tripartite cognitive division of the

unconscious which bears little resemblance to psychoanalytic

theory. The only truly unconscious mental processes, from his

perspective, exist in the domain of procedural knowledge and

operate on knowledge without conscious intent or awareness. He

uses "preconscious" to signify declarative knowledge which can

influence ongoing experience, but is below the threshold

necessary for representation in working memory and conscious

awareness (e.g., subliminal perception and implicit memory).

A third category, "subconscious" mental processes includes

mental representations which are above the threshold

ordinarily required for representation in working memory and

available to introspection under some conditions, but are

nonetheless inaccessible to awareness (e.g., hypnosis).

Another subgroup of researchers use the designation,

"unconscious," for phenomena that cannot be deliberately

brought into conscious awareness by efforts of the conscious

mind, but may be retrieved through indirect cues, behavioral

indicators, dreams, or free associations. Most researchers

would agree that subliminal effects generally fall in this
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category (Caputi, 1984; Andersson & Bengtsson, 1986;

Hentschel, Smith, & Draguns, 1986; Kihlstrom, 1987; Bornstein,

1992; Jacoby, Lindsay, & Toth, 1992; Greenwald, 1992; Merikle

& Reingold, 1992). Phenomena deemed "subconscious," while not

available to consciousness, are retrievable to recall under

certain circumstances. Some investigators view hypnotic

suggestion and automatic writing as experiences of this type

(Hilgard, 1980, 1986; Kihlstrom, 1984, 1987). Others, however,

indicate that hypnosis can communicate directly with the

unconscious. (Erickson, 1943, 1992; Chertok, 1978, 1981;

Rossi, 1986; Rossi & Cheek, 1988; Cheek, 1989). Hilgard (1980)

suggests that clear distinction between unconscious and

subconscious is difficult to make without commitment to some

theoretical perspective.

Conclusion

Although the single consensus, as we approach the turn of

the century, seems to be that some "unconscious" facet of the

mind exists and operates while we are in virtually every other

state of consciousness (from hyper-alert waking states to the

deepest stages of anesthesia), unconscious processes have

gained a position of recognized importance in psychological

research and theory. Areas of agreement or true scientific

definition, while small, are indeed growing. Unconscious

processes are being investigated from the perspectives of

psychoneurology, perception, sleep research, psychodynamic
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theory, cognitive information processing theory, hypnosis, and

memory research. Progress toward clinically relevant issues,

such as the nature of psychological defense mechanisms (e.g.,

repression and dissociation), dreams, unconsciously motivated

behavior, and memory, has been temporarily slowed by

scientific debate over fundamentals like measurement,

terminology and definitions (Bornstein, 1992b; Merikle &

Reingold, 1992). The subtlety of measuring unconscious

processes appears to tax the limits of current scientific

knowledge, and has stimulated heated debate over results and

compelled continual innovations and refinements in

experimental methodology. In spite of all this, however,

appreciation for the role which unconscious processes play is

growing. Spiritual aspects of the unconscious mind are today

being integrated with biological and psychological and with a

transcultural perspective in the holistic health model. This,

then, is the larger framework within which we approach the

fields of subliminal perception and hypnosis as tools to

investigate the unconscious workings of the mind.

Subliminal Perception

Contemporary theorists have come to view perception as an

event over time, rather than an instantaneous reaction to

outside stimulation. The roots of perception precede the

signal, extend beyond the confines of awareness, and

intermingle with the perceiver's private memories, emotional
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1986; Prinz, 1986). This broadened view of perception has

revised ideas about the appropriate time and methods for

measuring perception (Hentschel, Smith & Draguns, 1986;

Erdelyi, 1988; Fisher, 1988).

The reality of subliminal perception continues to be a

matter of dispute, despite decades of research. Modern study

of subliminal perception is often traced to Pierce and

Jastrow's 1884 discovery that subjects could guess which of

two weights was heavier at rates significantly above chance,

even though they reported feeling no discernible difference

(Kihlstrom, Branhardt, & Tataryn, 1992). Another pioneer

study by Sidis in 1898 showed that subjects could read letters

printed on a card shown to them far beyond their range of

distant vision with accuracy significantly beyond chance,

despite their belief that they saw nothing printed (Merikle &

Reingold, 1992). Since then, there have been persuasive

arguments for (Dixon, 1981; Bornstein, 1989; Weinberger, 1990,

1992) and against (Holender, 1986). However, continued

experimentation has led to a growing consensus that subliminal

perception is a genuine phenomenon demonstrable under specific

delimited conditions (Cheesman & Merikle, 1985; Fowler, 1986;

Hentschel, Smith, & Draguns, 1986; Wolford, 1986; Kihlstrom,

1987; Merikle, 1988; Bornstein, 1992; Greenwald, 1992;

Swingle, 1992; Urban, 1992).
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Since subliminal input is outside the awareness of the

receiver and may manifest its full impact over time, assessing

the effects of this type of intervention is even more

difficult than the recognized dilemmas accompanying scientific

validation of conscious psychotherapeutic interventions

(Urban, 1992). The paradox of scientifically measuring the

degree of a subject's awareness of a phenomenon which is

supposed to be outside awareness has been the primary basis

for the controversy (Shevrin & Dickman, 1980; Dixon, 1981).

The present study bypasses the issue of the authenticity of

subliminal perception (which the investigator views as an

adequately established fact), and explores issues of the

applicability of subliminal technology in the paradigm of

mind\body healing.

Subliminality

The concept of subliminality hinges on the verity that

the perceiver is unaware of the stimulus, the response, or the

connection between the two. It may be defined with respect to

awareness of the presence or the content of a stimulus. Some

researchers use the term "preconscious," rather than

subliminal, to distinguish any stimulus of which the subject

can be made aware (Dixon, 1981; Swingle, 1992). In early

research, subliminal was defined as below the "limen," the

point at which the individual could determine the presence of

a signal with 50% accuracy (Cheesman & Merikle, 1986). The
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issue of subliminality has become increasingly complex,

however, as other thresholds have been defined and new methods

of signal delivery evolved. Recent studies generally use

audible stimuli masked in music or noise. The threshold

concept, therefore, may refer to identification of the content

of the stimulus, discrimination between stimuli, extrication

of signal from mask, or behavioral response. Both subjective

and objective thresholds can be determined for each criterion.

A subjective threshold denotes the point at which the subject

freely indicates with 50% accuracy that he or she detects (or

differentiates) the signal; an objective threshold is the

point at which the subject responds with 50% accuracy to

forced-choice questions about the signal (Cheesman & Merikle,

1984, 1986; Merikle & Reingold, 1992). Subjects may also be

unaware of, or unable to identify, their response to

subliminal stimuli, an issue relevant to research, more than

to clinical work (Swingle, 1992).

Subliminal versus supraliminal effects

The effect of a stimulus can vary qualitatively and

quantitatively when presented at different energy levels

relative to the perceiver's physiological receptivity.

Theoretically, subliminal stimuli could produce effects which

are weaker, similar to, or stronger than stimuli that are

consciously perceived (Bornstein, 1992a, 1992b). Most

investigators have found that stimuli delivered subliminally

have significantly greater impact than when delivered
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supraliminally (Groeger, 1986; Silverman, 1983; Hardaway,

1990; Bornstein, 1992a). This is particularly true in the

areas of subliminal mere exposure and psychodynamic research

(Masling, 1992). In other studies, subliminal and supraliminal

effects have been found to be qualitatively different (Spence,

Klein, & Fernandez, 1986; Jacoby, Lindsay & Toth, 1992;

Shevrin, 1992). Psychoanalytic theorists attribute differences

to the differential action of the ego's defense system with

conscious and unconscious processing (Dixon & Henley, 1986).

However, in some areas, such as social perception and

judgement, studies maintain that the influences of subliminal

and supraliminal stimuli are essentially parallel (Dixon,

1981; Marcel, 1983b; Eich, 1984; Bargh, 1992). Subliminal

studies in lexical priming generally do not demonstrate

effects superior to supraliminal presentation (Masling, 1992).

Subliminality and unconscious perception

An important theoretical rationale for the use of

subliminal messages in the clinical context is that the

technology permits direct access to the unconscious. How and

to what degree this occurs is an issue of considerable

creative controversy (Dixon & Henley, 1986; Spence, Klein, &

Fernandez, 1986; Kihlstrom, Barnhardt, & Tataryn, 1992a,

1992b; Shevrin, 1992; Jacoby et al., 1992). One theory is that

material presented at levels that escape conscious processing

associates with unconscious material of comparable emotional

tone or cognitive or affective meaning (Swingle, 1992).
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Shevrin (1992) hypothesizes that consciousness identifies the

source category for a stimulus, which contributes to selection

of a conscious response, but because unconscious processes

lack this categorical definition, they activate a network

resulting in widespread association with many different

response processes. Jacoby et al. (1992) theorize that the

stimulus acts as a complex retrieval cue for the memory of

multiple prior events holding some similarity to the present

one, which consciously or unconsciously influence the

interpretation of the current situation by placing it in a

context. Weinberger (1992) posits that subliminal stimuli in

subliminal psychodynamic activation interventions trigger

unconscious schema associated with positive mood which

generally have affective cores and serve to mediate positive

behavioral response.

Psychoanalytic theorists consider that any stimulus

outside awareness is automatically subjected to the processing

features of the dynamic unconscious, governed by important

conflicts and general needs and following such laws of primary

process thinking as condensation, displacement, and

transformation (Spence, Klein & Fernandez, 1986).

Shevrin (1992) concludes that cognitive and dynamic

unconscious processes cannot be neatly separated, but interact

constantly with each other in varying combinations.
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Commercially-Prepared Subliminal Self-Help Tapes

A profusion of self-help audiotapes hit the market over

the decade of the 1980s, capitalizing on the seductive idea of

subliminal mind-body healing effects. Although evidence is

inconclusive as to what kinds of presentations may be

effective and what types of behavior can be influenced, claims

by marketing agents and the media have led consumers to

believe that the effects are recognized and powerful. The

script and recording technique of the commercial tapes have

not been released for analysis, but some tapes profess to

contain over 80,000 positive suggestions (Merikle, 1988;

Russell, Rowe, & Smouse, 1991; Vokey & Read, 1985). In

general, experts in the field have met this marketing effort

with concern and skepticism (Merikle, 1988; Greenwald et al.,

1991; Russell, Rowe & Smouse, 1991; Merikle & Skanes, 1992).

Merikle (1988) performed a spectrographic analysis on

segments of commercial tapes for evidence of embedded

messages, and found no indication of energy patterns

associated with speech. However, Urban (1992) maintains that

sonograms do not necessarily have the capacity to extract

information from masking, without a speech template for

comparison. Greenwald et al. (1991) conducted a blind

comparison of commercially prepared memory and self-esteem

building tapes, and reported indiscriminate improvement in

memory and self esteem, irrespective of the tape. This finding

was attributed to a placebo or expectancy effect. Urban (1992)
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asserts that since placebo effects are typically far from

universal, generalized improvement is more likely to suggest

either an arousal phenomenon commonly associated with

subliminal stimulation or content-specific effects of the

tapes not adequately assessed by the study. Russell, Rowe, &

Smouse (1991) found no impact on school grades of 120 hours

listening to tapes about study habits and passing exams,

compared with placebo tapes and wait-list control. Although no

objective study has yet documented therapeutic effects from

commercially-prepared tapes, other self-help media (e.g.,

books, videotapes and lectures) are not held to these

evaluative standards. Urban (1992) emphasizes that these

commercially available tapes should not be compared with tapes

intended for clinical interventions. He also calls to mind

the difficulty which psychotherapeutic treatments in general

have had in coming up with scientific validation of their

efficacy relative to placebo, despite ample clinical evidence

to the contrary. The impact of subliminal auditory messages as

validated in other contexts indicates that the issue is far

from closed.

Research on the Effects of Auditory Subliminal Messages

A central research question over the last decade has been

whether the auditory system has subliminal capabilities

comparable to those documented in the visual system. The

predominance of research thus far has used visual stimuli,
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although subliminal input from all the senses has been

documented (Dixon, 1981; Bornstein, 1992b; Masling, 1992).

Literature in cross-modal subliminal processing suggests that

auditory and visual sensory modalities interact and share

equivalent capacities with respect to subliminal processing

(Henley, 1975).

Sensitivity or receptivity

The border between conscious and subliminal perception of

a signal has been shown to differ from one individual to

another and also to vary within a single individual over time

and under different conditions (Swingle, 1992). Thresholds

for hearing or vision may also differ from the left to the

right side of the body. Only a little is known at present

about the factors which predict sensitivity to subliminal

stimuli. Signal detection theory (Atkinson, 1963) describes

the reception of sensory stimuli as a dynamic two-step

process. First, the relationship between external stimulus

events and the internal sensory state of the subject

determines the subject's sensitivity to stimuli. This may

fluctuate frequently, even from trial to trial. Then an

internal decision process specifies the subject's observable

response in terms of sensory state and physiological, verbal

or behavioral information gathered during the course of an

experiment. The process of detection may occur completely

separately from the subjective experience of the stimulus, and
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reporting of the experience implies that further criteria are

met (Fowler, 1986; Libet et al., 1991).

Watson and Klopton (1969), evaluating the impact of

motivating instructions, monetary reward, electric shock, and

verbal feedback plus strongly motivating instructions on

changes in detection of a masked auditory signal, found only

electrical shock and the motivating instructions/performance

feedback combination were able to produce even minor changes

in auditory acuity. The authors concluded that listeners are

capable of momentary enhancement of detection performance, but

average increments are not large enough to be a consideration

in most auditory psychophysical research. Variability between

subjects was smaller on high incentive trials than on normal

ones, suggesting individual differences in effort under normal

conditions and that with basic motivating instructions

listeners approached an upper limit of performance which could

not be exceeded with further motivation.

Perceptual sensitivity is known to be affected by both

personality and personality-based states of the perceiver.

Cognitive schema and other information in memory inherently

influence the allocation of attention and the receptivity to

and processing of all stimuli, whether conscious or not

(Prinz, 1986). Eagle (1962), using a Q-sort to examine

personality correlates of subliminal sensitivity, found

correlations with the following characteristics: empathic,

psychologic-minded, interpersonal orientation, social
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perceptiveness, flexible, cooperative, cognitive and affective

openness, confident, use of non-cognitive defenses, tolerance

of unstructured situations, and acceptance of passivity. He

also identified four situational factors which affected

sensitivity by encouraging awareness of unconscious

information: a relaxed state, a state in which reality

testing suspended, response tasks which encourage responses on

the basis of guesses and intuitions, and vague or less clear

stimuli. Fleminger (1992) also suggests that expectancies

prejudice our perceptions, tending to foster perceptions with

which they are consonant and, hence, creating bias. False

expectations, led by false beliefs, may result in

misperceptions, which reinforce those false beliefs.

A series of perceptual defense and sensitization studies

(Dixon & Lear, 1963; Dixon, 1981) have shown the perceptual

threshold for meaningful material to depend on the emotional

significance of the material. In general, the threshold of

sensitivity to emotionally threatening or distasteful material

is higher, and the threshold for emotionally appealing

material is lower, than that for neutral material. Sensitivity

is also affected by the emotional state and memory of the

perceiver. While moderate levels of anxiety produce raised

thresholds, high levels of anxiety result in a lowered

threshold. Aspects of the perceptual field which are

congruent with the emotional state of the perceiver are more

likely to be part of the resulting conscious percept because
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affect lowers the threshold (Niedenthal, 1992). Dixon (1981)

also reports that subliminal effects can be antagonized by

mental sets opposed to their effects. Prinz (1986) indicates

that selectivity based on the information contained in memory

is a central defining feature of all kinds of perceptual

activity.

A range of psychodynamically oriented experiments have

applied subliminal technology to the assessment of personality

and individual differences. Internal conflicts and defense

mechanisms have been shown to affect the processing of

subliminal stimuli, underlying the observed variations in

response to emotionally charged stimuli (Dixon & Henley, 1986;

Draguns, 1986; Henley, 1986; Hentschel & Schenider, 1986;

Silverman & Geisler, 1986; Westerlundh & Sjoback, 1986;

Masling, 1992). The Defense Mechanism Test (DMT) (Kragh, 1986)

uses visual subliminal images of a threatening figure to

assess defense mechanisms. (Anderson & Bengtsson, 1986).

Research has begun on the development of standardized

presentations of complex-related and neutral subliminal

stimuli as a potential tool for bypassing defense mechanisms

to diagnose concealed psychopathology, in a process similar to

projective tests (Andersson & Bengtsson, 1986; Dixon & Henley,

1986; Kragh, 1986).
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Stimuli

Single words or sounds and simple geometric designs or

pictures are the type of stimuli which have been most

thoroughly investigated and found effective (Borgeat et al.,

1985; Bornstein, 1989; Dixon, 1981; Jameson et al., 1990;

Marcel, 1983). Successful subliminal psychodynamic activation

(SPA) experiments involve the visual or auditory presentation

of a sentence with symbiotic meaning, such as "Mommy and I are

one," compared with neutral sentences such as "People are

walking" (Silverman, 1983, 1989; Fudin & Benjamin, 1991).

However, Balay & Shevrin (1988) pointed out that it is

uncertain whether the phrase is processed as a conceptual unit

or whether only certain words, such as "Mommy and I" are

responsible for the effects. Greenwald (1992) argues that

there has been no convincing proof that more than one word is

processed at a time.

Swingle (1992), Urban (1992, 1993) and others affirm that

subjects can process and respond to complete sentences and a

range of related content presented auditorially (Fudin &

Benjamin, 1991). Swingle asserts that multiple related words

or phrases are superior to single word presentations. Urban

(1992) describes good scripting as including short phrases or

words of emotionally relevant material, although he admits

that there is no absolute criterion for what a reliable

stimulus would be. Very recently, high frequency (15 kHz) and
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ultrasonic (> 24 kHz) stimuli are being tested in a few

studies (Lenhardt et al., 1991; Urban, 1992).

Masking factors

Music is itself a recognized modifier of affect. Benes,

Gutkin & Decker (1989) have shown that responses to subliminal

auditory cues masked in mellow music are greater than

responses to the same cues masked in frenetic music.

Pignatiello, Camp, & Rasar (1986) showed music to be effective

in the induction of the moods of elation and depression.

Tempo, loudness, and the structural characteristics of music

have also been found to have an effect on arousal, subjective

mood, and physiological factors. Thus, music can be considered

an ideal embedding medium for mood modification and relaxation

induction treatments (McFarland, 1985; Swingle, 1992).

Zenhausern & Hansen (1974) reported activating effects

of white noise at both subliminal and supraliminal levels.

Swingle (1992) indicates that subliminally presented white

noise has the effect of enhancing performance in any situation

for which relaxation is not required. Urban (1992) cautions

that broadband masking, using white noise, pink noise, or

ocean surf, can result in such a poor signal-to-noise (S/N)

ratio (at times -30 to -60 dB) that the message becomes

unretrievable; present evidence suggests markedly decreased

effectiveness beyond S/N ratios of -30 dB. These findings

suggest a need to control for the effects of the masking
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stimulus on reported subliminal effects. Clinically, using

white noise or music of the subject's choice for masking has

been found effective (Swingle, 1992).

Backmaskinq

Spurred by popular interest in litigation against the

alleged subliminal effects of "backmasking" Satanic messages

in rock music, Vokey & Read (1985) studied the effects of

recording messages backwards into music. Subjects

differentiated male from female voices, one male voice from

another, and the language in which the message was recorded.

They could not distinguish guestions from statements or

differentiate between types of content. Neither were they

influenced to select a less common spelling of a homophone

(e.g., pain, pane) by hearing a backmasked prime (e.g.,

window). However, when investigators identified portions of

backward passages which sounded like phrases or sentences,

subjects could correctly recognize the passages containing

those phrases if cued to listen for them. Thus, while the

possibility of unconscious effects remains, little meaning is

consciously extractable from backward recorded passages, but

backward recorded messages can contain sounds or phrases that

may be interpreted as meaningful. Backward masking of visual

cues (i.e., using the word written backwards as a mask) in

binocular rivalry situations has also been shown to have

subliminal effects (Dixon & Henley, 1986).
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Semantic processing

The degree to which verbal stimuli are processed or

analyzed subliminally has been the subject of considerable

research. Evidence has been presented for response to both

physical characteristics and content or meaning. Groeger

(1984) showed that with visual stimuli, structural analysis of

words predominates below the recognition threshold (when

subjects can detect but not recognize a stimulus), whereas

semantic analysis predominates 20% below the awareness

threshold (when subjects do not consciously detect any

stimulus).

In the auditory mode, homophones to which subjects were

subliminally exposed while shadowing a monologue played

through stereo headphones were shown to affect the recognition

and spelling of words immediately thereafter, indicating that

unattended information is subject to some degree of deep

semantic analysis. However, attended presentation of the

homophones produced much more complete semantic analysis

(Eich, 1984).

Memory

Short-term memory material can be influenced by

subliminal procedures. Chakalis & Lowe (1992) demonstrated a

memory-enhancing effect of a 15-minute subliminal auditory

presentation containing positive affirmations for improved

memory. Eich (1984) demonstrated a dissociation between memory
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and awareness of memory for unattended events, indicating that

memory for past events can influence present actions, whether

or not we are aware of remembering or of perceiving the prior

experiences.

Erdelyi (1988) points out that memory for unattended

events may be greater over time with repeated efforts at

recall. He also shows that indirect indicators, such as free

associations or dreams, often access a form of memory of the

stimulus which is unavailable to direct conscious recall, and

that memory for a stimulus commonly may be affected by the

context in which it is presented.

Affect or energy level

Borgeat, Chabot, & Chaloult (1981) demonstrated that

activating and deactivating subliminal auditory messages can

have significant effects on levels of activation on the Nowlis

Mood Adjective Check List. Emotional responses to simple cues

have also been demonstrated (Bornstein, 1989; Corteen & Dunn,

1974),

Studies in the field of subliminal mere exposure (i.e.,

where the subject is merely flashed a stimulus below the

recognition threshold) have consistently demonstrated that

indirect affect-based stimulus discrimination is more accurate

in detecting subliminally presented material than direct

recognition-based discriminations; subjects prefer stimuli to

which they have been subliminally exposed even though they do
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not recognize the stimuli on a forced-choice test (Kunst-

Wilson & Zajonc, 1980; Bornstein, 1992).

Subliminal presentations of words such as "happy," "sad,"

"peaceful," and "disturbing" and of pictures with happy or

unhappy themes have been shown to affect evaluative decisions

about subsequent target words, the emotional tone of stories

written following the exposures, and interpretations of

ambiguous inkblots, although subjects denied detection of the

stimulus (Greenwald, Klinger, & Liu, 1989; Swingle, 1992).

Attitudes or cognition

Categories of judgement, problem solving, and thought

concepts can be influenced by auditory stimuli that subjects

cannot detect (Swingle, 1992). Research in subliminal mere

exposure has shown conclusively that simple, unreinforced

exposure to a subliminal stimulus is sufficient to enhance

attitude toward that stimulus (Bornstein, 1992c). Bargh (1992)

contends that subliminality does not matter with respect to

stereotyping and other automatic evaluation effects of social

perception, since the same influences occur whether or not the

subject is aware of the stimulus.

Bornstein, Leone, & Galley (1987) demonstrated that

attitudes toward pictures of people and toward the actual

individuals encountered in the environment of the experiment

are enhanced with repeated subliminal exposures to photographs

of those individuals.
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Subliminal psychodynamic activation treatments have been

shown repeatedly to enhance learning by approximately 10%

(Parker, 1982; Hudesman, Page & Rautiainen, 1992). Sleep-

assisted subliminal learning has also been shown effective in

specific contexts (Aarons, 1976).

Psychophvsioloaical measures

Borgeat and Goulet (1983) showed that unconsciously

perceived activating and deactivating suggestions affected

subjects' heart rate and skin conductance level when presented

with a benign stress, although a later experiment by Borgeat

et al. (1989) replicated the effects on heart rate but not on

skin conductance. Borgeat et al. (1985) also reported that

skin conductance, heart rate and frontal EMG responded in

direct incremental fashion to masked stimuli beginning 15 dB

below the subject's auditory threshold when the subject was

actively attending. Only skin conductance level showed this

response when the subject was in a relaxed passive state.

Hence the type of physiological response seems to be mediated

by the attentional state of the subject. Heart rate alone was

faster with sexually-toned emotional stimuli than with neutral

stimuli. Borgeat et al. (1985) reported a response akin to

perceptual defense in psychophysiological variables;

physiological responses to emotional words were weaker than to

neutral words when subjects listened passively. Kotze &

Moller (1990) also demonstrated influence of subliminal
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stimuli on galvanic skin response. Event related potentials

(N100, P200, N200 and P300) are being explored and have been

found to be valid indicators of reception of subliminal visual

stimuli and to differentiate between emotionally-tinged and

neutral stimuli, nouns and verbs, and antonyms and homonyms

(Urban, 1992). Additionally, a conditioning effect has been

demonstrated wherein a neutral stimulus paired with an

emotional stimulus acquires the same P300 response as the

emotional stimulus, a response which resists extinction

(Kostandov & Arzumanov, 1989). Ehlers and Munz (1986) suggest

that the P200, N200, and P300 may be valid unconscious

indicators of cognitive control.

Behavior and habits

Subliminal messages have been shown to have a short-term

impact on behavior, and with repeated exposure, as an adjunct

to therapy, can assist in restructuring habitual behavior. 30

years of research devoted to the subliminal psychodynamic

activation paradigm (Silverman, 1983; Weinberger, 1992), has

shown that visual symbiotic messages perceived subliminally

can enhance adaptive functioning in a variety of

psychopathological conditions, such as anxiety, schizophrenia,

eating disorders, alcohol and drug use, depression, aggressive

behavior, and phobias (Silverman, 1985; Gustavson & Kallmen,

1990a; Talbot & Duberstein, 1991; Weinberger, 1990, 1992;

Fudin & Benjamin, 1991,1992; Greenberg, 1992). Heated
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controversy over these studies inspired a meta-analysis

(Hardaway, 1990), which affirmed a "moderate and reliable

treatment effect...that generalizes across laboratories and

subject populations (p 190)." Other messages, such as

"Winning Mom is OK," "Beating Dad is OK," "The Prof and I are

one," "The snake and I are one," and "My lover and I are one"

have also been tested and found to have positive effects on

behavior, depression, and anxiety, and phobias (Silverman,

1985; Fudin & Benjamin, 1991, 1991; Swingle, 1992).

Swingle (1992) reports that writing output, speed of

lever pushing, and interpersonal behavior can be altered by

subliminal auditory suggestions.

Hughes et al. (1994), in a large double-blind randomized

trial, successfully used repeated audiotaped suggestions under

surgical anesthesia to aid patients in smoking cessation.

Dreams and free associations

A famous 1917 study by Poetzl demonstrated that while

subjects were unable to reproduce immediately a drawing which

they had seen flashed tachistoscopically, initially

inaccessible stimulus elements emerged in the content of

dreams, allowing far better reproduction of the stimulus the

following day (Ionescu & Erdelyi, 1992). This finding has been

replicated, and the incorporation of visual and auditory

subliminal cues into dreams and free associations has also

been demonstrated (Fisher, 1960; Kaser, 1986; Shevrin, 1986).
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Primary process aspects of the stimulus and significant

details of content which were not consciously reported appear

to be recovered in dream content on the nights subseguent to

subliminal presentations. Dream content can also be influenced

by presenting auditory messages to subjects during rapid-eye-

movement (REM) periods of sleep (De Koninck & Koulack, 1975).

Methodological Factors in Auditory Subliminal Research

Models for subliminal research

Three main theoretical models for detection and

measurement of non-conscious perception underlie most of the

research. Traditionally, studies in subliminal perception have

relied on versions of the dissociation paradigm, in which

perception without awareness is inferred from a discontinuity

between the consciously recognized and the unrecognized

effects of stimuli. The major weakness in this model is that

it reguires a measure of conscious perception that is both

exhaustive and exclusive, a combination which is difficult to

document. Commonly, the measure used to index conscious

awareness has been subjects' self-report, the validity of

which is guestionable, due to the difficulty of

what criteria subjects use when reporting and to the

possibility of bias (Merikle & Reingold, 1992). A recent

alternative model, the direct versus indirect

paradigm (Reingold & Merikle, 1988) posits that if subjects
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score better than chance on an indirect target criterion while

the level of awareness claimed on comparable direct measures

is no better than chance, unconscious perception of a stimulus

must exist. This model avoids the requirement of such a

stringent measure of conscious processes by simply comparing

the relative sensitivity of the direct and indirect measures.

The design of the assessment measures in the present study is

based primarily on this model. While both of these methods are

currently in use, they have been criticized because they allow

some uncertainty about the degree to which stimuli were

perceived consciously or unconsciously (Jacoby, Toth, Lindsay,

& Debner, 1992). A very recent method is the process

dissociation paradigm (Jacoby, 1991), which is designed to

deliberately oppose conscious and unconscious processes

through experimental manipulation (Bornstein, 1992; Merikle &

Reingold, 1992; Jacoby, Toth, Lindsay, & Debner, 1992).

Subjects are supplied with information which will later

constitute their conscious response; other responses are

assumed to reflect the influence of subliminal stimuli and

unconscious processes. The model is so far somewhat limited in

its applicability, but ingeniously clarifies the issue of

unconscious versus conscious processes.

Intensity of stimulus

Determining a range of intensity and method of delivery

to assure that subjects receive auditory cues without
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conscious awareness of them has been a controversial problem.

Most recent research tends to present stimuli at an intensity

which would be audible in a silent medium or at close range,

but is subliminal relative to the masking sound or ambient

environmental noise (Fudin & Benjamin, 1991; Swingle, 1992;

Urban, 1992). Thus, the auditory system and the brain are

presented with a problem of signal extraction from noise,

rather than signal detection, as in the threshold technique.

Urban (1993) argues that much of the controversy over

subliminal effects has been justifiably attributable to a lack

of standardization of methods for presentation of subliminal

stimuli, making comparisons of the literature invalid.

Reported stimulus intensity has ranged from -5 dB to -30 dB

relative to threshold, and methods of masking and mixing

signals have varied widely, creating great confusion about

comparability of results. With this problem in mind, careful

studies in the last decade have devoted considerable attention

to the issue of preparing and delivering a signal which is

consistently and verifiably subliminal.

Urban (1993) urges the adoption of a standardized digital

signal processing (DSP) technique for preparation of

audiotapes for research, but the method he recommends involves

high-tech precision machinery and specialized software

developed for that purpose, which greatly limits its

applicability for smaller research endeavors. He stresses the

need for a consistent, reproducible sound-to-noise ratio
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between the masking sound and the signal, which can only be

produced by a subliminal mixing device.

Benes, Gutkin, & Decker (1989) established an individual

speech threshold for each subject through masking music, then

delivered the stimulus binaurally through circumaural

earphones at 5 dB below that subject's threshold.

Borgeat et al. (1981, 1985, 1989) use 25 dB subliminal

suggestions masked in 40 dB of white noise delivered

binaurally through an audiometer. In their 1985 study, pure

tone audiograms at frequencies from 250 - 6000 Hz were used to

determine a threshold range from -5 dB to +10 dB at 1000 Hz (a

frequency identified as nearest that of the average human

voice). Then they presented word stimuli masked in 40 dB white

noise at gradually increasing intensities from 0 dB, to

determine when subjects could detect a sound (speech detection

threshold) and when they could recognize the word (speech

identification threshold). Mean speech identification

threshold reported was 34.6 dB; mean speech detection

threshold was 30.5 dB for emotional stimuli and 29 dB for

neutral stimuli (consistent with perceptual defense theory).

Swingle (1992) presents research supporting the

administration of auditory subliminal treatments to groups or

individuals seated between two sets of three loudspeakers.

The speakers are located at least 1 meter from the subject's

ear in a bilaterally symmetrical configuration. The effective

stimulus delivery range is reported from -10 to -30 dB, with
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the roost effective range being from -15 to -25 dB relative to

ambient or embedding sound medium. Swingle reports evidence

of a perceptual "dead zone" in the region just below the

content discrimination threshold, around -5 dB. He also

identifies a physiological lower limit to the subliminal range

around -32 dB, a finding corroborated by Urban (1992).

Swingle recommends caution in group delivery, as only subjects

seated at certain distances from the sound source may

demonstrate the effect. This problem undermined subliminal

auditory effects in many research studies before it was

understood.

Duration of subliminal stimulus

A wide variety of stimulus duration has been used in

subliminal testing. Visual stimuli have the advantage of

requiring extremely brief presentation time. The effective

range for unmasked subliminal tachistoscopic presentations is

generally determined to be an exposure ranging from 4-12

msec with background illumination at least as bright as the

stimulus illumination (a ratio of blank field to stimulus

field illumination ranging from 1:1 to 3:1), and a rate of 5

exposures per stimulus with an interstimulus interval of 5

seconds (Swingle, 1992; Groeger, 1986; Fudin & Benjamin, 1991,

1992). Silverman reports a that a dose of four 4 msec

presentations produces improvements in behavior for up to 15

minutes, but for longer-term improvements, 3 doses/week for 6
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weeks is required. (Silverman, Bronstein, & Mendelsohn,

1976). Masked visual presentations are generally slightly

longer, ranging from 12 - 80 msec with pattern masks from 50 -

100 msec (Cheesman & Merikle, 1986).

It is still unclear how short auditory presentations can

be to be effective. The relationship of perception of the

stimulus and therapeutic effectiveness or dose:response ratio

has not been established. Auditory stimuli in recent studies

range in duration from less than one minute to 30 minutes

(Benes, Gutkin, & Decker, 1989; Borgeat et al., 1989; Fudin &

Benjamin, 1991; Swingle, 1992). Many studies do not report the

duration or number of presentations of the stimulus.

Bornstein (1989) suggests that in mere exposure research,

boredom or over-exposure to stimuli may serve to diminish the

effects of suggestions. This effect has not been documented in

auditory masking studies.

Urban (1992) encourages the potentiation of messages by

using techniques of compression, speeding, or multitracking in

the sound studio, allowing a greater number of messages to fit

within a time period. However, both Urban (1992) and Swingle

(1992) report that there is little evidence that placing a

high number of messages on a tape is more effective than a few

tracks minimally masked and produced with high fidelity.
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Masking techniques

One of the more difficult aspects of the preparation of

subliminal auditory materials is that of keeping the message

at a relatively constant level below ambient. Professional

preparation of tapes allows electronic manipulation and

digitization to maintain a constant signal-to-ambient level.

Urban (1993) proposes the use of a bank of tunable digital

filters for narrow-band masking, which yields a 10 dB

improvement in S/N ratio. This method of masking can only be

accomplished using a digitized recording process which slows

the message down by an order of magnitude to match the signal

to a narrow-band mask, and then records it again in real time.

If broadband masking is to be used, he stresses the importance

of obtaining the minimum possible S/N ratio to facilitate

retrieval.

When professional equipment is not available, Swingle

recommends the use of 300 Hz white noise because its sound

pressure level (SPL) is constant. When using music as an

embedding medium, both the music and the subliminal message

vary in intensity. The subliminal message must be timed to

start and stop in accord with natural pauses or drops in the

loudness of the music. "Leakage" occurs when the sound of the

embedding music drops but the sound level of the message

remains relatively constant. Given that the SPL of voice

fluctuates, the subliminal and ambient sound levels can be

adjusted so that the peak maximum subliminal SPL never exceeds
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-15 dB relative to ambient. Thus the message always remains

below the detection threshold. Leakage varies with the

frequency of the subliminal sound; male and female voices of

identical sound levels differ in terms of detectability when

embedded in an identical white noise medium (Swingle, 1992).

Swingle (1992) also discusses the use of backward

recording as masking to assure that the SPL of messages given

to controls is comparable to that of treatment subjects.

Baseline evaluation

A review of auditory subliminal psychodynamic activation

studies done by Fudin & Benjamin (1991) indicates that most

investigators measure auditory thresholds on subjects before

presenting the treatment. The measurement of baseline auditory

thresholds is also advocated by Borgeat et al. (1985,1989),

Urban (1992, 1993), and Swingle, (1992).

Outcome measures

Urban (1993) suggests that outcome measures appropriate

to protocols that use consciously available stimuli are poorly

suited to the case of subliminal stimuli. Although verbal

reports continue to be used, many researchers find they are

unreliable indicators of perception. He suggests definition

and measurement of effects secondary to predictable outcomes

or requiring subjects to identify a subliminal stimulus based

on subjective preference. Any unconscious process may have
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been fleetingly conscious but forgotten. Or, in contrast,

upward trends in memory may transform unconscious perceptual

traces into conscious traces at a later interval (Erdelyi,

1986; Merikle & Reingold, 1991).

Forced-choice (either\or) responding has been advocated

by many researchers as a measure of objective thresholds.

This method requires the subject to guess, maximizing the

opportunity for unconscious effects, and eliminates hidden

variables involved in subjective threshold or open-ended

responding (Merikle, 1982, 1992; Merikle & Reingold, 1992).

Bornstein (1989) noted that in subliminal mere exposure

research, a period of delay between stimulus exposure and

dependent measures resulted in stronger exposure effects than

when there was no delay.

Conclusion

As the forgoing review attests, a sizable body of

research has made it clear today that subliminal effects are

far-reaching and hold considerable potential as a

psychological intervention. However, despite the

sophistication of research design and theory, many fundamental

parameters of perception without awareness remain relatively

unknown. The parameters of the "subliminal window" for

different visual and auditory stimuli, and the differential

effects of right and left hemisphere processing remain to be

discovered (Spence, Klein & Fernandez, 1992). Effective
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parameters for dosage, exposure time and intensity of the

stimulus, intervals between exposures, number of words and

letters that can be understood at rapid exposure times and the

magnitude of the stimuli are all areas which are only

beginning to be elaborated. Nor do we have reliable

information about the duration of the effect after a subject

is exposed to a subliminal stimulus (Fudin & Benjamin, 1991;

Masling, 1992). The difficulty of scientifically capturing

subliminal effects and proving that, indeed, the effects

measured are subliminal has weakened the impact of many

carefully conducted experiments. Researchers in the field are

beginning to stress the need for standardization of research

methodology, but no consensual standard has yet evolved

(Urban, 1993). The most recent studies in some key areas date

back to the 1960s, and results have not been replicated.

These problems influence the design of research studies, but

need not stand in the way of making use of the information

which has emerged for beneficial adjunctive clinical

interventions.

Hypnosis

To the modern scientist, hypnosis remains a fascinating

enigma despite a half-century of research. Its essence is a

matter of intense investigation, controversy, and slow

discovery. (Schumaker, 1991; Lynn & Rhue, 1991a; Nadon,

Laurence, & Perry, 1991; Spanos, 1991; Banyai, 1991). The
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effective practice of hypnosis involves elements of both art

and science. Some believe it connects at times with the source

of human spirituality via the "mind-body connection" (Rossi &

Cheek, 1988; Rossi, 1989/1990).

Theories of Hypnosis

Widely differing theoretical perspectives on hypnosis

have stimulated considerable research and discussion over the

past fifty years. The tradition inherited from Mesmer, Braid,

Charcot, Freud, and Erickson defines hypnosis as a unique

altered state of increased responsiveness to suggestion (i.e.,

a trance) which enables an individual to opt out of objective

reality, accept logical contradictions, experience distortions

in perception and memory as if they were normal phenomena, and

extend control of body and mind beyond usual limits (Orne,

1977; Fromm, 1979a; Shor, 1979b: Tellegen, 1978/79; Schumaker,

1991; Kihlstrom, 1993). A contrasting perspective which

developed in the 1960s, associated most closely with Barber

(1965), Coe and Sarbin (1977), and Spanos (1991), denies the

presence of an altered state and describes hypnosis as a

social interaction in which one person is motivated to respond

to suggestions offered by another for experiences involving

alterations in perception, memory and voluntary action. These

experiences and behaviors may sometimes be associated with a

subjective conviction similar to delusion and with

involuntariness bordering on compulsion. (Barber & Calverly,

1964; Spanos & Hewitt, 1980; Spanos, Jones, & Malfara, 1982;
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Kihlstrom, 1985; Spanos, 1990). These two positions formed the

two poles of the "state versus non-state" controversy, which

had motivated research and theoretical diversification in

recent years, but still has not found resolution.

Over the past 20 years, theoretical models have

multiplied. Coe and Sarbin (1977, 1991) liken the hypnotic

scenario to a drama in which subject and hypnotist agree to

creatively interact in complementary roles. Individuals with

creative imaginations, ability to suspend reality, and skill

at role-playing are believed to make the best subjects.

Wagstaff's (1981, 1991) sociocognitive model focuses on

motivation for compliance and belief in the hypnotist as the

key factors in hypnosis. Erickson developed a model of

hypnosis based on highly sensitized interpersonal

communication, toward an end of eliciting latent human

potential and promoting therapeutic results (Erickson, 1952;

Erickson & Rossi, 1981; Zeig & Rennick, 1991). Recently,

Hilgard (1986), developing ideas originated by Janet and

Prince, has proposed that hypnosis involves a dissociated

state, or a co-consciousness, which can be communicated with

directly without the distortions due to primary process

thinking or archaic symbols. Fromm (1979a), Murray-Jobsis

(1988), and Nash (1991) view hypnosis as a special altered

state of psychological regression around the archetypal figure

of the hypnotist, involving an increase in primary process

material, more spontaneous emotion, and a posture of
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receptivity to experience. Edmondston (1991) and Benson &

Hoffman (1981) stress the view that the essential property of

hypnosis is deep relaxation, indicating that the

physiological, social, and phenomenological characteristics of

hypnosis, as well as its ability to strengthen communication

with the unconscious mind, are all the result of relaxation.

To the student of hypnosis, each of these models

illuminates a portion of the complexity of hypnotic

interaction. Recently, several integrative or multi-factorial

models have been proposed, (Lynn & Rhue, 1991; Nadon, Laurence

& Perry, 1991) which take into account pre-hypnotic cognitive

schema of the subject, social and situational variables,

transference and communication factors, subjective state, and

personality or skill factors. A thorough explanation of

hypnosis will most probably evolve through a furthering of

this integrative theoretical process.

Hypnotic Investigation of Unconscious Processes

The concept of an unconscious mind progressively

penetrated psychology following the discovery by de Puysegur

in 1784 of post-hypnotic amnesia and his postulate of two

memories, one conscious and the other unconscious. Freud also

often stressed the link between hypnosis and unconscious

processes, which he first observed when studying hysteria

under Charcot in Paris (Chertok, 1982; Edmondston, 1986).

Breuer, Charcot, Freud, and Janet used hypnosis as a means of

gaining access to unconscious memories from which hysterical
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symptoms originated (Stross & Shevrin, 1969). The phenomena of

post-hypnotic suggestion and hypnotic regression provide other

clear illustrations of hypnotic communication with unconscious

processes. Stross & Shevrin (1969) stress the unigue role

played by hypnosis in making available otherwise unknown

relationships between forgotten past experiences, and current

symptoms, dreams, behavior and thought patterns.

Chertok (1982) asserted at the First International

Symposium on the Unconscious in Tbilisi, Russia, that despite

the plurality of views about unconscious phenomena

internationally, the link between the terms, hypnosis and

unconscious, is universally acknowledged.

Fromm (1979a) describes hypnosis as ideally constituting

an altered state of heightened receptivity. This state

includes both an intensely focused and heightened awareness of

specific external stimuli and fantasies that are in part

suggested by the hypnotist, and an internal experiential

openness, which allows into awareness materials that are

usually unconscious. Critical judgement and goal-directed

thinking are minimized.

Psychoanalytic researchers have also approached the role

of unconscious factors in hypnosis from the point of view of

the hypnotic relationship and transference factors (Sheehan,

1980; Nash & Spinier, 1989). The hypnotist-subject

relationship has been described as a "primary relationship,"

characterized by regression, fusion and symbiosis, even in the
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absence of any previous interpersonal link (Chertok, 1982) or

as "perspectiveless overvaluation" (Diamond, 1988, p. 143).

Much of the power of hypnotic suggestion has been attributed

to the subject's unconscious archaic involvement with the

figure of the hypnotist.

Shor (1979b) describes eight variables which he views as

important underlying psychological processes in hypnosis.

Depth of nonconscious involvement, depth of trance, and depth

of archaic involvement are considered central dimensions of

hypnotic depth, the extent of development along each of which

implies a different type of hypnotic experience. Access to the

unconscious, absorbtion, drowsiness, relaxation, and vividness

of imagery were the five other important, but nonhypnotic,

dimensions.

Observations relevant to the "hidden observer" phenomenon

and to dissociative disorders have led to the concept of

divided consciousness in hypnosis (Hilgard, 1986), which is

closely related to the concept of state dependent learning.

This theoretical perspective hypothesizes a type of parallel

or intermittent processing of information, which, to some

extent, can be made conscious or unconscious by a decision of

the subject's executive function. In dissociative disorders,

this occurs as a response to deep trauma. In hypnosis, it is

theorized that the subject agrees to allocate part of the

executive function to the hypnotist, resulting in an

experience of some involuntariness or automaticity with
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respect to hypnotic suggestions and a reduction in the reality

orientation of the monitoring function. Because of this shared

control, hypnotic suggestion may also reverse the divided

processing and bring the information into consciousness, to

such extent as the subject is willing.

Beahrs (1983) has revived the concept of co¬

consciousness, originated by Prince in 1906, to suggest that

there always exists simultaneously, within each healthy

individual, more than one consciously experiencing entity,

each with some sense of its own identity and with separate or

overlapping conscious experiences. He views the "hidden

observer" in hypnosis as simply one clear example of this,

given that elements of hypnosis are common to many normal

conscious experiences. Thus, the study of hypnosis is

relevant to the understanding of general waking experience. In

dissociative disorders, the organizing and communicating

powers of the executive function have become impaired, and

therapy involves strengthening this internal communication and

organization.

Approaching the connection between hypnosis and

unconscious processes from a psychophysiological point of

view, DeBenedittis & Sironi (1988) found that hypnotic

behavior is mediated to some degree by a dynamic balance

between the amygdala and the hippocampus, two elements of the

limbic system, viewed as the regulator of deep unconscious

urges and needs (Joseph, 1992). This connection has been
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carried over by Rossi, Cheek, and others into the avenue of

psychosomatic medicine. Psychosomatic symptoms are viewed as

being acquired by a process of experiential learning, through

state dependent learning of response patterns as described in

Selye's General Adaptation Syndrome (Selye, 1982). Chronic

mind-body problems are seen as manifestations of state-bound

patterns of learning which have become encoded within the

limbic-hypothalamic system modulating mind-body communication.

This system coordinates all major channels of mind-body

regulation via the autonomic, endocrine, immune and

neuropeptide systems. Messenger molecules (e.g., hormones,

neurotransmitters, and immunotransmitters) flowing through

these channels mediate mind-body communications and

transformation. This appears to be the physiological basis for

unconscious mind-body healing which occurs through therapeutic

hypnosis, the placebo response, and holistic medicine (Hall,

1982\83; Darby, 1990; Siegel, 1986; Rossi, 1986; Rossi &

Cheek, 1988). Hypnosis makes it possible to act by simple

suggestion on a variety of physiological functions which elude

voluntary control. Ideodynamic signaling has been viewed by

some practitioners as a potential route of direct

communication with these unconscious psychophysiological

processes (Rossi & Cheek, 1988; Cheek, 1994). Exploration of

this type of interaction between relational and

psychophysiological phenomena can provide a fundamental key to

our understanding of unconscious processes (Chertok, 1982). At
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present, we have only a very limited understanding of this

interaction.

Hypnotic Suggestibility

Schumaker (1991) refers to suggestibility as "an ever¬

present determining factor in our behavior (p. 1)."

Historically, suggestibility has been viewed somewhat

pejoratively as linked to gullibility or lack of self-

determination. Within hypnosis, current concepts of

suggestibility, susceptibility, or hypnotizability evolved

from initial attempts to develop measures for quantifying

hypnotic capacity in the 1930s. Prior to that, hypnotizability

was generally measured in stages, based on physical and

cognitive-behavioral indicators of the greatest depth of

trance that a subject could achieve (Hilgard et al., 1961;

Edmonston, 1986; Laurence & Nadon, 1986). Following the

development of the Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale

(Weitzenhoffer & Hilgard, 1959), the first standardized

susceptibility scale, the terms hypnotic susceptibility and

hypnotic depth were generally used interchangeably, under the

assumption that depth of trance could be inferred from

responses elicited following a traditional induction and

standardized set of suggestions. The concept of capacity to

respond to hypnotic suggestion was confounded with the

momentary state of hypnosis under this approach (Laurence &

Nadon, 1986; Stanger, 1993).
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Today, theoretical differences about the nature of

hypnosis are reflected in varying perspectives on

suggestibility and depth of trance. Those who view hypnosis as

an altered state of consciousness view suggestibility as a

relative propensity to accept a communicated idea without

rational critical review, in the absence of logically adequate

reason (Fromm, 1979; Rossi & Cheek, 1988; Erickson, 1992).

Proponents of a nonstate perspective explain it as a skill or

motivation for a particular form of strategic social

interaction based on conscious planning and thought (Coe &

Sarbin, 1977; Wagstaff, 1981; Spanos, 1991). More recently,

others have suggested that a capacity for absorbtion (Council,

Kirsch, & Hafner, 1986; Cardena & Spiegel, 1991), depth of

archaic involvement (Shor, 1979b), creative imagery, or the

degree of involuntariness of responses (Barber & Wilson,

1978\79; Bowers, 1982) characterize, at least in part, the

level of suggestibility.

Terminology is evolving along with the theoretical

concepts. Although there is still considerable overlap in the

intended meaning of the terms, "hypnotizability,"

"suggestibility" and "susceptibility," "susceptibility" is

now most freguently used to allude specifically to the

quantified capacity measured on the standardized scales of

hypnotic susceptibility (e.g., the Stanford Hypnotic

Susceptibility Scales and the Harvard Group Scale of Hypnotic

Susceptibility). "Suggestibility" is used more broadly to
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reflect responsiveness to hypnotic suggestion, and

"hypnotizability" may denote the capacity to be hypnotized,

including any relevant elements of this capacity beyond those

measured on the susceptibility scales. "Hypnotic depth" may

figure into this broader definition of hypnotizability,

although "depth" has begun to be associated more specifically

with self-report measures of momentary subjective status on a

continuum from normal waking state to deep somnambulistic

trance (Tart, 1978\79, 1979, Tellegen, 1978\79, Perry &

Laurence, 1980; Weitzenhoffer, 1980; Hilgard, 1986, 1987;

Laurence & Nadon, 1986; Balthazard, 1993).

Estimates of population susceptibility rates have been

revised downward as measurement has become standardized around

response to specific uniform suggestions. Hilgard et al.

(1961) review and summarize 19th century hypnotists'

estimates, indicating that an average of 91% of individuals

were deemed capable of some degree of hypnotic responsiveness

(26% deep, 36% moderate, and 29% light), the other 9% being

refractory nonsusceptibles. More recent estimates, based on

results of laboratory studies using the Stanford Hypnotic

Susceptibility Scales, indicate that about 80% of the

population is capable of some hypnotic response (5% highly

susceptible, 25% moderately, 30% lightly, and an additional

20% very lightly), whereas 20% are assessed as completely

unhypnotizable (Hilgard, 1978/79). These figures may

underestimate the actual rate of response to hypnotic
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suggestion, as they are measured by a traditional,

standardized approach without adaptations in technigue to

compensate for individual differences or situational

variables.

Children seem to have special capacity for hypnotic

response. Ages 9-14 have been shown to be the prime

susceptibility period, although children generally exhibit

greater susceptibility than adults beginning at age 30 months.

Within adults, age is not an issue until old age, when a

slight decrease in susceptibility has been measured (Morgan &

Hilgard, 1973; Edmonston, 1986). Related to this age factor,

perhaps, is the finding that general mental and physical

health correlates positively with hypnotizability. (Edmonston,

1986; Zlotogorski, Hahnemann, & Wiggs, 1987). Sex differences

in the distribution of susceptibility have not been confirmed

(Hilgard et al., 1961).

Spiegel and Greenleaf (1992) describe a "fix-flex"

continuum of personality style which correlates with

hypnotizability. Subjects with a higher level of state

dependent responsivity to environmental cues tend to be most

suggestible, whereas those with higher levels of internal

trait capacities which are not subject to change by

environmental stimuli are least suggestible.

The question of how stable or mutable hypnotizability is

has been approached from numerous angles. Hilgard (1986)

reports a reliability factor of .80 to .90 on measures of
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susceptibility over a period of weeks. Morgan, Johnson, &

Hilgard (1974) followed up a group of undergraduates with

retesting ten years later, and found a correlation of .60,

indicating substantial persistence of measured susceptibility

over time. The possibility of some genetic basis for

hypnotizability has not been ruled out. Shor, Orne & O'Connell

(1966) discuss the concept of plateau hypnotizability,

indicating that capacity for hypnotic responsiveness is often

hampered in the novice subject by anxiety, false expectations,

or inexperience, but that after several experiences it may

reach a plateau level, some 15-20% higher, which remains

fairly stable over repeated assessments.

Several situational factors have been found to affect

susceptibility. (Talone, Diamond, & Steadman, 1975; Council,

Kirsch, & Hafner, 1986; Woolson, 1986; Hammond et al., 1988;

Stanger, 1993; Gearan & Kirsch, 1993). Erickson (1952, 1992;

Erickson & Rossi, 1982) found that subjects who did not

respond to traditional directive hypnotic approaches would

often respond to indirect techniques. Expectancy for hypnosis

has been shown to increase subject's measured levels of

hypnotizability, most probably through an attribution process,

so that when an intervention is presented as hypnosis,

subjective and objective reports of susceptibility and depth

of trance are greater than when it is presented as relaxation,

a test of gullibility, or simply suggestion (Barber &

Calverly, 1964b; Dolby & Sheehan, 1977; Radtke, & Spanos,
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1981; Council, Kirsch, & Hafner, 1986; Gearan & Kirsch, 1993).

Spanos, Burnley & Cross (1993) showed that the extent to which

subjects plan to respond actively to suggestions predicted

behavioral and subjective indexes of hypnotizability.

Provision of favorable information about hypnosis prior to the

induction has been shown to raise both subjective and

objective responses to suggestions. On the contrary, negative

expectations about hypnosis have been found to be powerful

inhibitors of measured hypnotizability factors, suggesting

that many individuals who appear to be unhypnotizable may

respond more positively when first presented with an

introductory session which places the experience in a positive

frame (Cronin, Spanos, & Barber, 1971; Spanos et al., 1987).

A number of specific training programs have been

developed to attempt to improve hypnotic susceptibility

(Barber & Calverly, 1964; Cronin, Spanos, & Barber, 1971;

Crouse & Kurtz, 1984;Spanos et al., 1987; Spanos, 1990; Bates

& Brigham, 1990; Bates & Kraft, 1991; Bertrand, Stam, &

Radtke, 1993). Results have been contradictory, supporting at

best a small augmentation in long-term clinical response to

hypnosis. Crouse & Kurtz (1984) found no clinically

significant gains in a comparison of the impact on

susceptibility of four of the central components of these

training procedures, which are based on a social learning

theory model: instructional information about hypnosis,

involvement instructions, goal-directed fantasy training, and
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practice in responding to hypnotic suggestions. The most

evolved of the training approaches is known as the Carleton

Skills Training Program, developed by Spanos and associates

(Bates & Brigham, 1990; Spanos, 1990; Bates & Kraft, 1991).

Reported immediate improvements in hypnotizability ratings

following this program are impressive (87% of subjects scored

in the high range), but longer-term results are yet eguivocal,

challenging the claim that significant lasting changes have

occurred in the subjects' ability to experience hypnosis

(Bates & Kraft, 1991).

The development of measures of hypnotic susceptibility

has permitted the exploration of guestions regarding the

amount of hypnotic ability or the depth of hypnotic experience

necessary for the attainment of certain clinical results.

One puzzling thing about hypnosis is that for many disorders,

clinical improvement is not related to susceptibility, as

measured by response to behavioral suggestions (Hilgard, 1987;

Rossi, 1986). Therefore, other dimensions of the hypnotic

experience, such as archaic involvement (Nash & Spinier, 1989)

and personal motivation, are being explored as potential

explanations for this clinical success.

Measurement of Hypnotizability and Depth of Trance

Current approaches to the measurement of hypnotic

performance originated in the 19th century. One early method

of measuring hypnotizability was to have subjects sit in a

quiet room, and listen to a tone which was presented at
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differing intensities. Subjects who responded to weaker tones

while in "reverie" than while awake were noted to be more

easily hypnotizable (Edmonston, 1986).

The classic hypnosis scales, such as the Stanford Scales

of Hypnotic Susceptibility (Weitzenhoffer & Hilgard, 1959,

1962) and the Harvard Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility

(Shor & Orne, 1962) are based on a "performance ladder" model,

with items of theoretically increasing difficulty either

passed or failed. The subject's susceptibility is related to

the most difficult item passed. This type of scale is based on

the theory an underlying ability\difficulty continuum, such

that the number of items an individual can pass serves as an

indicator of both the hypnotic capacity of the individual and

the difficulty of the items (Balthazard, 1993).

The central question with this approach is whether the

scales provide a good measure of the construct of "hypnotic

susceptibility." In general, despite the development of

several newer scales and recent theoretical issues, the

traditional scales still have strong support from the research

community (McConkey, Sheehan, & Law, 1980; Hilgard, 1981,

1987; Bowers, 1982; Laurence & Nadon, 1986; Nadon, Laurence &

Perry, 1991; Balthazard, 1993). However, in the early 1980s,

questions began to arise regarding the relationship of

measured susceptibility to hypnotizability. The point was

raised that these scales did not tap the "classic suggestion

effect," the experience of involuntariness in hypnotic
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responding. The pass\fail performance scoring system does not

take into account the degree of involuntariness in the

subject's experience, a point which is relevant to the altered

state vs. social interaction theoretical debate (Bowers, 1982;

Bowers, Laurence, Hart, 1988).

More recently, factor analytic evidence has been

presented that hypnotizability may not be measurable on a

single factor continuum, but may involve at least two

important factors. No agreement has yet been reached as to

what these factors are or how they are interrelated. Ability

and non-ability factors, responsiveness to suggestion and

somnambulism, compliance and genuine hypnotic responsiveness,

cooperativeness/expectancy and absorbtion, and differing

degrees of dissociation are some of the proposed

conceptualizations of these factors (Balthazard, 1993;

Tellegen, 1978/79; Hilgard, 1981; Spanos et al., 1987). Some

evidence has emerged, based on correlation of the hypnosis

scales with external measures, that the relative contributions

of the two mechanisms may vary with the difficulty of the

hypnotic performance items (Tellegen, 1978/79, Spanos et al.,

1983; Balthazard & Woody, 1985). The discovery of a slightly

bimodal distribution of susceptibility scores on the Stanford

Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale (Hilgard et al., 1961) has been

considered as possible, though inconclusive, support for the

two-factor theory.
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Although the resolution of the "one versus two mechanism"

question is still in the future, attempts to improve on the

measurement of hypnotizability have involved the development

of subjective scales to complement the objective performance

evaluations of the standardized susceptibility scales.

Several new scales have also been created focusing on specific

aspects of hypnotizability, such as the Absorbtion Scale

(Tellegen & Atkinson, 1974), the Carleton University

Responsiveness to Suggestions Scale (Spanos et al., 1983), the

Barber Suggestibility Scale (Barber & Wilson, 1978-79), the

Creative Imagination Scale (Barber & Wilson, 1978-79), the

Archaic Involvement Measure (Nash & Spinier, 1989), or the

index of nonvolitional behavior (N-VB index) for the Stanford

Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale, Form C (Bowers, 1982).

Measurement of the dimension of hypnotic depth has also

continued to evolve, stemming from the 19th century scales of

Bernheim and Liebault (Edmonston, 1986; Laurence & Nadon,

1986) and from the more recent efforts of LeCron (LeCron,

1953; Tart, 1979). Unlike the hypnotic susceptibility scales,

which have achieved practical acceptance among researchers of

varying theoretical orientations, hypnotic depth scales have

not received consensual support. Proponents of this approach

generally support the description of hypnosis as a distinct

altered state of consciousness, a position which has

encountered considerable theoretical opposition. The

experiential focus of this definition has led to the
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development of self-report estimates of subjective depth,

which can be used as momentary gauges of fluctuating trance

experience or as a corroboration or complement for other

objective ratings (Tellegen, 1978/79). A wide variety of types

of self-report scales have been employed, contributing to

difficulty in evaluating consistency of subjective reports

(Laurence & Nadon, 1986). Field (1965) developed a

retrospective self-report of hypnotic depth, administered

following the hypnotic experience. Tart (1979) reviews and

compares six self-report scales of hypnotic depth (LeCron,

North Carolina, Brief Stanford, Long Stanford, Harvard

Discrete and Harvard Continuous), emphasizing their

similarities and their utility as measures of the changing

experience of hypnosis. The subjective nature of these scales

has led to efforts to evaluate how subjects arrive at their

estimates (Council, Kirsch & Hafner, 1986). In a study

repeated twice over a one-year period, Perry and Laurence

(1980) found consistent highly significant correlations

between instantaneous subjective depth reports on a scale of

1 (completely unhypnotized) to 10 (as deeply hypnotized as you

could ever imagine being) and individual items of the Harvard

Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility: Form A (HGSHS:A).

Overall HGSHS:A scores also correlated .85 and .88 with the

total depth scores. O'Connell had similar findings in 1964.

Although further exploration is essential, these results
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suggest that a rapprochement in the terms of susceptibility

and hypnotic depth may be warranted.

Hypnotic Suggestion and Sensory Perception

Several types of perceptual alterations occur during

hypnosis, including positive hallucinations, negative

hallucinations, and distortions of perception. However, the

occurrence of perceptual alterations to the degree that the

subject is convinced of their reality is rare (Bowers, 1976).

Evidence of hypnotic perceptual alterations was one of the key

issues which originally separated the "credulous” and

"skeptical" views of hypnosis, a debate which has lasted over

40 years. Those of the credulous perspective believe that

hypnosis can produce aberrations in any given mental or

behavioral function and some degree of transcendence of normal

capacity, and accept the subject's testimony as genuine

(Erickson, 1952; Sutcliffe, 1961; Bowers & Gilmore, 1969). The

skeptics do not accept hypnotic testimony at face value, since

some subjects have been shown to adopt devious means of

achieving suggested effects (Pattie, 1950). They doubt that

hypnotic fantasies have the same sensory impact as real

stimuli, although they acknowledge that subjects may act as if

they do in response to the implicit and explicit expectations

of the hypnotist and the situation (Sutcliffe, 1961; Barber,

1965; Coe, 1973; Spanos & Hewitt, 1980; Wagstaff, 1981). Thus,

experimentation in hypnotic alterations of perception has

generally had a dual purpose: determining the limits of the
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impact of hypnotic suggestion on sensory perception, and

investigating the phenomenologic experience associated with

the subject's verbal reports of hypnotically suggested

perceptual aberrations. Studies of perceptual changes appear

to be highly sensitive to expectancy effects, as results often

have tended to reflect or confirm the bias and expectations of

the investigators (Spanos & Hewitt, 1980). Recently, Laurence,

Perry & Kihlstrom (1983) recommended the abandonment of

"either\or," "fact vs. fiction" approaches to perceptual

research, suggesting that complex cognitive and social

phenomena like hypnosis cannot usually be explained or

understood using a rigid model (p.168).

Decreases and alterations in perception. The classic

case of alteration of sensation and perception is hypnotic

analgesia. Psychophysical studies have demonstrated that

suggestions effectively reduce both sensory pain and suffering

and that the extent of the effect correlates with hypnotic

susceptibility. Several studies provide evidence that

hypnosis is preferable to chemical analgesics for pain

reduction in high hypnotizable subjects. Physiological

responses remain, but have been tuned out or dissociated,

similar to the situation presented in conversion disorders

(Hilgard & Hilgard, 1975; Stern et al., 1977; Medier et al.,

1991; Kihlstrom, Barnhardt, & Tataryn, 1992). Hilgard, in his

work on the "hidden observer," has communicated verbally with

dissociated parts of the self in some subjects, which do
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report perception of the pain, although it is not a feature of

conscious sensory awareness (Hilgard, 1986, 1987).

A substantial literature has also developed on the

effects of hypnotic suggestions on visual perception. It is

clear that, although an occasional subject has been involved

in fakery, many subjects do experience altered vision or

blindness in response to suggestion, but that this perceptual

change is not objectively equivalent to actual blindness or

physiologic defects in vision. Subjects may indirectly

demonstrate evidence of having seen stimuli to which they

reported blindness or may report piecemeal awareness of

certain features of the stimulus (Bryant & McConkey, 1989b;

Kihlstrom, 1992). Bryant & McConkey (1989b) demonstrated that

a type of implicit visual perception occurs under hypnosis,

using compound word priming (e.g., WINDOW-PANE) to show that

although subjects reported not seeing the cues, they were more

likely to select the primed spelling of a word than its

homonym (e.g., PANE vs. PAIN). The explanation for the

subjective experience of blindness or perceptual change

reported and the factors which predispose towards this

experience are still being explored (Pattie, 1950; Goldiamond

& Malpass, 1961; Bowers & Gilmore, 1969; Miller, Lundy, &

Galbraith, 1970; Blum, 1975; Hilgard, 1986; Bryant & McConkey,

1989a, 1989b; Kihlstrom, Barnhardt, & Tararyn, 1992). Bryant

& McConkey (1990) found that a constructive style (using

active personal strategies to experience the suggested effect)
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was more effective than a concentrative style (focusing the

thoughts on the hypnotist's words) in producing hypnotic

blindness. Some believe that motivation to comply with the

hypnotist's expectations causes the subject to respond as if

vision were altered (Goldiamond & Malpass, 1961; Wagstaff,

1981; Spanos, 1991).

Similar findings have been reported in the auditory

modality. With the exception of a few early studies (Sterling

& Miller, 1940; Eysenck, 1941; Schneck & Bergman, 1949),

auditory experimentation has generally dealt with deafness or

partial deafness, rather than with the improvement of hearing

(Pattie, 1950; Malmo, Boag, & Raginsky, 1954; Black & Wigan,

1961; Sutcliffe, 1961; Graham, 1977; Crawford, Macdonald &

Hilgard, 1979; Jones & Spanos, 1982; Spanos, Jones, & Malfara,

1982; Hilgard, 1986; ). As with vision and pain, the conscious

experience of sound seems to be eliminated by hypnotic

suggestion, but objective effects of auditory stimulation

remain. Subjects who report deafness to a sound may show

physical signs of discomfort when exposed to a loud noise, and

demonstrate signs of auditory interference in speech while

exposed to delayed auditory feedback or to dichotic listening

situations (Malmo, Boag, & Raginsky, 1954; Sutcliffe, 1961;

Barber & Calverly, 1964a; Bowers, 1976; Spanos, Jones &

Malfara, 1982). Graham (1977) reports a study done by Graham

and Schwartz in 1973 to separate true sensory changes from

verbal response bias patterns leading to reports of deafness.
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High susceptibles and low susceptible simulators were used.

Significant actual decrease in auditory sensitivity was found

only in the high hypnotizables, although both groups reported

substantial hearing impairment. Crawford, Macdonald & Hilgard

(1979) and Hilgard (1986) report that in high hypnotizables

after suggestions of deafness, only about half are able to

gain access to covert hearing by the hidden observer

technique. These two studies suggest that in some subjects the

alteration in perception occurs through some deeper process

which is not reversible by hidden observer methods or

explainable by reporting bias. Some have attributed the

experience of altered perception to defense mechanisms, which

prevent stimuli from reaching consciousness (Malmo, Boag, &

Raginsky, 1954; Hilgard, 1986). Erickson (1943) observed that

hypnotic deafness was sometimes incidentally accompanied by

changes in visual acuity or other behavioral disturbances,

suggesting an unconscious internal linking effect of

suggestions.

The few studies which have investigated hypnotic deafness

recently use small numbers of highly hypnotizable subjects.

Little success has been shown with low hypnotizable subjects.

Control is generally achieved through the use of a separate

waking control group, use of the hypnosis subjects in waking

state for pre/post control, or use of low susceptible

simulators. Due to limitations in research design and the

evolving conceptualization of hypnosis, the phenomenon remains
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poorly understood and controversial. Bowers (1976) concludes,

upon reviewing hypnotically induced auditory and visual

effects, that hypnotically suggested phenomena have a

subjective reality which cannot be explained away as faking.

Wagstaff (1981), however, asserts that present evidence is not

sufficient to establish that hypnotic deafness is genuine

deafness. He suggests that studies endeavoring to prove the

genuinity of hypnotic deafness or other perceptual alterations

need to use designs other than small number, same-subject

designs without independent control.

Augmentations in perception. Studies evaluating the

capacity of hypnosis to improve visual and auditory capacity

date back into the early 1900s (Sterling and Miller, 1940;

Eysenck, 1941; Erickson, 1943; Schneck & Bergman, 1949;

Goldberg, Kliman, & Reiser, 1961). Three recent controlled

studies have reported strongly significant temporary

improvements of vision in myopic subjects given suggestions

for relaxation of the eye muscles and improved vision (Graham

and Liebowitz, 1972; Sheehan, Smith, & Forrest, 1982; Kay,

1992). Graham & Liebowitz (1972) used nine highly hypnotizable

subjects of varying levels of visual acuity, who achieved the

maximum objective score on the Barber Susceptibility Scale

(BSS). Subjects were tested in three weekly hypnosis sessions,

and examined by an optometrist before and after the study.

Greatest improvements were found in subjects with poorest

acuity and in the hypnotized state or condition. When these
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subjects were compared with one myopic control group (n = 4)

given waking suggestions, relaxation, and reinforcement, and

another (n = 5) given only relaxation and tested for practice

effects, the hypnosis group improved significantly more than

the others. Both relaxation and hypnotic suggestion brought

significant improvement across sessions in the myopic

subjects. Those of normal vision showed no improvement. Some

degree of improvement carried over to the post-experimental

waking state in the highly myopic subjects only. As no

alterations in the refractive power of the eye were found, the

visual improvement was attributed to learning to relax the eye

muscles. Because controls were not assessed or matched for

susceptibility, a separate study compared improvements in six

high and five low susceptible subjects given waking practice

in relaxing the eye muscles and information that this could

improve vision. Improvement of a degree similar to that found

under hypnosis occurred in high susceptibles, and an

improvement which did not reach statistical significance was

found in low susceptibles. These results did not transfer

beyond the experimental situation, however.

Sheehan, Smith & Forrest (1982) used two groups of eight

subjects with moderate to high susceptibility (objective score

> 2.5 out of 8 on the BSS) , matched for susceptibility and

degree of myopia, in an effort to improve on the conclusions

which Graham and Liebowitz had reached with a an unmatched

control group predictably of lower susceptibility than the
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treatment group. 15 minutes of suggestions for relaxation and

improvement in vision was compared with 15 minutes of

listening to music. Monocular visual thresholds and accuracy

on a signal detection test were measured before and after.

Mean sensitivity in the suggestion group increased, whereas

that in the music group decreased slightly. The degree of

improvement did not correlate with either suggestibility or

refractive error, in contrast to Graham and Liebowitz'

findings. The criterion for reporting improvement in vision

did not change differentially between groups, indicating that

suggestion did genuinely affect visual sensitivity rather than

the grounds on which a decision to report a change was made.

Kay (1992) compared hypnosis using suggestion for

improved vision, hypnosis without any such suggestions,

nonhypnotic suggestion, relaxation only, and repetition

control. Each group had 15 randomly assigned subjects,

unmatched for degree of myopia and unassessed for

susceptibility. Significant improvement over baseline was

found only in the hypnosis plus suggestion group. Improvements

were greatest in subjects with the poorest baseline acuity.

Although all three of these studies conclude that

hypnotic suggestion improves visual acuity in myopes, only the

Sheehan, Smith, and Forrest study is designed carefully enough

to yield reliable conclusions. However, they discuss the role

of "relaxation and suggestion" on susceptible subjects,

avoiding issues around use of the term hypnosis. Both Kay and
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Graham and Liebowitz fail to control adequately for the role

of susceptibility. The use of such small subject groups

reduces the effectiveness of Kay's randomization process as a

control for both visual acuity and susceptibility. Thus, some

evidence of the capacity of suggestions (waking and following

a hypnotic induction) to temporarily augment visual acuity in

myopic subjects has accumulated, but no study yet has

demonstrated improvement in subjects with normal or hyperopic

vision or in subjects of low susceptibility.

Zamansky, Sharf, & Brightbill (1964) showed that

expectancy for hypnosis can have significant effects in

depressing baseline performance, which may be mistaken for

effects attributable to the hypnotic suggestions, themselves.

No investigations of the capacity of hypnosis to improve

auditory acuity have been reported since a poorly controlled

study by Schneck & Bergman in 1949. Smyth & Lowy (1983),

however, showed that scores on the Stanford Hypnotic

Susceptibility Scale: Form C were inversely correlated with

the subject's level of performance on auditory vigilance

tasks, indicating that more responsive subjects detect fewer

extraneous environmental stimuli.

Conclusion.

The study of hypnosis and of its relationship with

unconscious processes is becoming continually more exact. The

field has benefitted recently from a wide range of challenging

theoretical input, although currently many controversies
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regarding the process and definition of hypnosis remain

unresolved. The effects of hypnosis upon auditory and visual

sensory input are the subject of ongoing investigation. In

specific, it appears that hypnotic suggestion may alter the

subjective awareness and report of sensory input. This effect

has been demonstrated with deafness and with blindness and

other visual phenomena. Evidence exists that hypnotic

suggestion may improve visual acuity, particularly in highly

susceptible subjects, although this evidence bears further

substantiation with appropriately controlled studies before it

can be viewed as reliable. Thus far, no convincing evidence

has been presented as to the effects of hypnotic suggestion or

of suggestibility upon auditory acuity. This area is open for

future exploration, and well controlled, well designed studies

are essential to credibility of results.

Based on current information, it seems likely that no

permanent significant changes will result from suggestion.

The possibility of temporary augmentations in acuity in

response to suggestions, however, particularly in highly

hypnotizable subjects, seems less remote. Information about

suggestibility and its relationship to receptivity to

supraliminal and subliminal sensory cues will contribute to

the understanding of the issue of hypnotizability and

receptivity to suggestion which is currently the subject of

zealous exploration.
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Crossover Studies: Hypnosis and Subliminal Perception

Only four studies involving the effects of hypnosis on

subliminal perception were found in reviewing the literature

through 1994. These will be discussed individually.

Scharf and Zamansky (1963) reported two experiments

designed to investigate the effectiveness of hypnotic

suggestions in reducing visual word-recognition thresholds

(the shortest exposure time at which a word can be correctly

identified), measured by an ascending method of limits.

Fifteen common words were presented tachistoscopically.

Subjects were told to report what they saw and to guess if

unsure. They were informed when they answered correctly.

Twenty-four highly hypnotizable undergraduate subjects were

used for each experiment (The method of susceptibility

assessment is not described). The first experiment involved 3

sessions: hypnotic suggestion (to see the words more guickly

and easily) , waking suggestion (information/demonstration that

the tachistoscope was being adjusted for easier word

identification), and control (waking, no suggestions).

Treatment condition seguences were counterbalanced.

Thresholds were measured before, during, and after each

condition. Practice trials were given to reduce the learning

curve effect. Initial analyses indicated that word

recognition threshold was significantly reduced by hypnosis,

compared with waking suggestion and control. The threshold

also appeared to be reduced in the waking suggestion condition
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in subjects who had already been tested in the hypnotic

session. Further analysis, however, revealed that the apparent

threshold reduction was actually due to artificially elevated

pre-treatment thresholds, probably attributable to expectancy

for hypnosis. A second experiment, designed to remove

expectancy effects by convincing subjects that the

susceptibility assessment session and the treatment condition

sessions were different experiments, failed to fool the

subjects. Furthermore, in the second experiment, the 30-minute

rest period given to controls lowered the thresholds almost as

much as the hypnosis did. Therefore, the results were

inconclusive as to whether hypnosis actually had the predicted

effect of lowering word-recognition threshold.

Stross & Shevrin (1968) published three studies dealing

with thought organization in hypnosis and the waking state,

using subliminal visual technigues developed by Shevrin &

Luborsky (1961) as a modification of the Poetzl procedure. The

studies addressed the controversy over whether hypnosis is

indeed a differentiable altered state of consciousness, using

hypnosis to investigate unconscious thought processes

associated with subliminal visual stimuli. Poetzl had

corroborated Freud's theory that altered states of

consciousness were necessary for the delayed emergence of

earlier fleeting impressions, calling attention to the

important regulatory role that states of consciousness play in

determining the content and form of ideas. Freudian theory
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holds that waking discriminations of external reality follow

the rules of secondary process, while regressive ego states

and altered states of consciousness generally yield primary

process transformations of incidental stimuli.

Two pictographic stimuli (e.g. pen + knee) were presented

tachistoscopically to subjects in either waking or hypnotic

state. Flashes of blank light were presented as a control.

Following both presentations, subjects were asked to describe

what they saw (generally reported as just a flash of light),

then to describe the first image they had upon closing their

eyes, and to free associate for two minutes. This was done

first in the same experimental state in which the stimulus was

presented and subsequently in the other state. In the second

and third experiments (double blind control studies), dream

recall and thematic projective tests were also used. Responses

were analyzed for rebus and clang associations (characteristic

of primary processes) and for conceptual associations

(characteristic of secondary processes). Forty easily

hypnotizable subjects (passing at least 7 of the 12 Stanford

Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale, Form A items) were used in the

first study, 10 in the second, and 20 in the third.

Suggestions pertained only to deep relaxation and trance.

Depth estimates were obtained from hypnotized subjects, all of

whom were at least in medium trances.

Several conclusions were reported. The effect of hypnosis

upon subliminal perception was found to be rational (secondary
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process) when measured through freely evoked images,

immediately or in a subseguent waking state. The effect of

hypnosis on subliminal perception measured through dreams was

generally irrational (primary process). Conscious effort to

recall a subliminal stimulus did not result in improved

recovery of its contents either immediately or through later

reminiscence effects. Full subliminal effects were best

retrieved through such spontaneous, indirect avenues of

recovery as images and dreams. It was concluded that hypnosis

appeared to be a distinct state of consciousness with

hypermnesic properties which enhance subliminal effects,

generally of a rational nature, but of an irrational nature

under specified conditions.

Frauman et al. (1984) studied the effect of visual

subliminal psychodynamic activation (SPA) treatment on

hypnotic susceptibility and rapport with the hypnotist. In a

double-blind design, subjects of high (score 8-12), medium

(score 5-7), or low (score 0-4) susceptibility on the Harvard

Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility, Form A (HGSHSrA), were

assigned to tachistoscopic presentations of either "Mommy and

I are one," or "People are walking." Twelve subjects from

each susceptibility level were assigned to each group.

Subjects individually received eight 4-ms exposures

(alternately pictures and words) on two occasions 24 hours

apart while in a normal waking state. Following the second

treatment, they were administered the Stanford Hypnotic
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Susceptibility Scale, Form A, and, while hypnotized, given two

projective measures of rapport with the hypnotist (age

regression to grade school and a suggested dream about the

hypnotist and the subject) and one projective measure of

rapport with mother (age regression to childhood). Two

measures of intention to self-disclose to the hypnotist were

given upon awakening, and subjects were asked to guess what

the subliminal message had been. No subject guessed any part

of the message. A significant MANOVA effect for treatment

group was obtained, indicating overall positive effects for

the SPA. An ANOVA revealed near significant effects for SPA

treatment on susceptibility despite baseline susceptibility

matching of treatment and control groups, indicating that

brief SPA treatments had an effect comparable to a variety of

more extensive interventions which have been designed to

improve susceptibility. The projective measures of rapport,

aimed at indexing gualities of the transference, yielded no

significant results. However, the waking intent to self-

disclose measures of rapport did indicate that the SPA group

elected significantly more positive topics to disclose,

suggesting some small impact of SPA on rapport.

Nash, Lynn, Stanley, & Carlson (1987) tested for

subliminal auditory priming effects in 9 extremely highly

hypnotizable subjects (mean HGSHS:A score = 11) and 15 low

hypnotizable simulators (mean HGSHS:A score = 1.7) given

suggestion for hypnotic deafness. (A two-step screening using
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the HGSHSrA and the Revised Stanford Profile Scales of

Hypnotic Susceptibility, Form II was used.) Simulators were

instructed to respond as if they were hypnotically deaf, and

examiners were blind to treatment condition. Subjects were

told that they would be touched each time a word was spoken,

and that although they would hear nothing, they were to

subsequently try to choose the stimulus word from 4 words

printed on an otherwise blank page. The 4 words included two

unrelated words, one phonetically related, and one

semantically related word. Eighteen main trials were given.

Twenty control subjects were exposed to tachistoscopic flashes

of blank light, and then asked to choose the word they saw

from the same array of four words. Hypnotically deaf subjects

were expected to choose more related words than controls,

demonstrating a subliminal priming effect. Simulators were

expected to overplay their deafness by overselecting unrelated

words. In fact, the reverse occurred. Simulators generated

significantly more related responses (especially phonetically

related responses) than either hypnotically deaf or control

subjects. There was no significant difference between

responses of hypnotically deaf subjects and controls with

respect to related words. There was a non-significant trend

for hypnotically deaf subjects to avoid phonetically related

words.

The investigators suggest that the response of

hypnotically deaf subjects may be explained in either of two
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ways. Spanos' strategic enactment theory (Spanos, 1982) would

suggest that hypnotic subjects consciously tried to please the

investigators by responding as if they were deaf. Hilgard's

neo-dissociation theory (Hilgard, 1986) would posit a

dissociative barrier under hypnosis which maintains all

processing of auditory input outside of awareness.

Overrepresentation of phonetic choices by simulators was

interpreted as representing a simulation effect, wherein

simulators picked up on experimental hypotheses about priming

effects in the hypnotically deaf and acted them out.

In summary, therefore, the few studies which have

explored the influence of hypnosis on subliminal effects have

focused on widely divergent research issues. Preliminary

indications suggest that hypnosis does have a significant

impact on some subliminal effects, at least in highly

susceptible subjects. However, replication of these findings

has not been pursued. A small group of highly hypnotizable

subjects has generally been used, leaving unexplored the

reactions of the remainder of the susceptibility spectrum.

Several of the studies used only same-subject control designs,

without any independent control group. The concept of

alteration of visual threshold under hypnosis has been briefly

explored, as has the phenomenon of hypnotic deafness, but no

information has been gathered thus far about the impact of

hypnosis on auditory thresholds. Neither have these studies
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investigated the influence of varying levels of hypnotic

susceptibility upon any subliminal effects.

Purpose of Present Research

The aim of the present study is to contribute to our

ability to utilize unconscious processes in therapy by

initiating an investigation of the effects of hypnosis on

subjects' ability to respond to subliminal auditory cues. The

technique employed is one which could be applied in the

clinical use of subliminal therapeutic audiotapes. One

specific application addressed is the question of whether

clients who receive subliminal audiotapes as an adjunct to

therapy might benefit more from listening to the tape

following a hypnotic induction with appropriate suggestions

for attuned listening and receptivity.

Since no study thus far has explored the whole realm of

hypnotic susceptibility with respect to subliminal effects,

and, in fact, information about the complete range is

important for clinical purposes, subjects will all be

presented with a positive introduction to hypnosis and then

assessed for susceptibility. All ranges of susceptibility

will be included in the study. In order to avoid further

expectancy effects for hypnosis, subjects will be told that

hypnosis will occur on the first session only, and that the

second session will focus on assessment of auditory

sensitivity.
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As the foregoing review of auditory subliminal research

has indicated, the establishment of individual baseline

auditory thresholds is necessary to assure that the subliminal

cue is delivered at a level of intensity which is reliably

within the appropriate signal-to-noise ratio demonstrated as

effective for subliminal reception. An audiometer will be used

in combination with a precisely sound-designed tape to assure

accurate measurement and delivery of the stimuli.

Once susceptibility levels and baseline auditory

thresholds have been determined, subjects will be divided into

three groups balanced for hypnotic susceptibility. Two groups

will listen to a tape containing repeat auditory threshold

testing, along with subliminal cues for semantic priming,

behavioral responses, and cognitive responses. One of these

groups, however, will listen after receiving an audiotaped

hypnotic induction in the voice of the principal investigator

and suggestions for attuned listening. A control group will

listen to a similar audiotape without subliminal messages, to

measure the effects of repetition only. Subjects will not be

informed of the presence of subliminal cues until after the

listening period. Periodic measures of hypnotic depth will be

taken from the hypnosis group to assure that subjects

experience a hypnotic effect. Investigators will be blind to

the treatment group and susceptibility level of the subjects.

Any effects of hypnosis upon the auditory threshold

levels of subjects, which might affect subliminal reception,
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will be measured. Behavioral responses of all subjects

relative to the auditory cues will be recorded. A post-test

will provide both direct and indirect measures of the

reception of auditory cues under both conditions, as compared

with the control group who heard no cues. The main effect of

hypnosis upon reception of auditory cues will be measured.

Also, the study will address the potential relationship of

hypnotic susceptibility to reception of subliminal cues.



CHAPTER 3
METHODS

Subjects

Subjects for the study included 113 non-hearing-impaired

native-English speaking students at the University of Florida.

Subjects were recruited as volunteers from the undergraduate

subject pool and from undergraduate psychology classes.

Subjects were screened for potential psychological

contraindications to the experimental use of hypnosis (such as

on-going psychotherapeutic treatment, recent emotional trauma,

suicidal ideation, past history of attempted suicide or of use

of antipsychotic medications, extreme emotional lability or

depression, prior adverse reactions to hypnosis, or fear of

being hypnotized) (MacHovec, 1988; Udolf, 1992). Subjects were

also asked whether they had normal hearing capacities, and

individuals who reported hearing impairment of any kind were

not selected for the study.

Age of subjects ranged from 17 to 24 years, with a mean

age of 19.22 years (Figure 3-1). Thirty-seven subjects (32.7%)

were male and 76 (67.3%) were female. For 90.3% (102

subjects), this study represented their first experience with

hypnosis.

107
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fiGE in YEfiRS

FIGURE 3-1
HISTOGRAM: AGE OF SUBJECTS
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Instruments

Harvard Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility: Form A
(HGSHS:A1

This scale, published by Shor and Orne in 1962, is an

adaptation of the Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale:Form

A (SHSS:A) (Weitzenhoffer & Hilgard, 1959), which was designed

to permit the administration of the test to groups of any

size, as opposed to individuals, primarily for research and

screening purposes. It provides for retrospective item-by-item

pass/fail self-scoring by the subjects, using a standardized

questionnaire, and enables the researcher to screen large

numbers of potential subjects rapidly. Thus, the HGSHS:A is

the screening instrument which is most widely used in the

United States for the determination of baseline susceptibility

scores for potential subjects (Hilgard, 1978\79; Frankel et

al., 1979).

Induction and testing time last about 50 minutes. The

items are essentially similar to those of the SHSS:A

(including postural sway, eye closure, hand lowering, arm

immobilization, finger lock, arm rigidity, hands moving

together, verbal inhibition, visual hallucination, eye

catalepsy, posthypnotic suggestion, and posthypnotic amnesia) .

Scores range from 0 to 12, with a mean score of 7.39 indicated

in the Scoring Manual.

Scores from the HGSHS:A were found by its originators to

be compatible with those obtained from the individually
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administered SHSS:A scales, with a total reliability of r =

.74 (Bentler & Hilgard, 1963). Test-retest reliability over

periods ranging from several days to several weeks was

reported at r = .88 (Shor & Orne, 1962, 1963; Bentler &

Roberts, 1963). Correlations between the retrospective self-

report and item-by-item observer-report scoring on the HGSHS:A

was reported by the test originators to be r = .88 (Shor &

Orne, 1963) and by Bentler & Hilgard (1963) to be r = .83.

The HGSHS:A has been found to correlate with self-report

measures of hypnotic depth with a range of r = .74 (for the

Field Inventory of Hypnotic Depth; Field, 1965) to r = .88

(Perry & Laurence, 1980).

Norms for the HGSHS:A for a variety of national

populations have been developed and published (Lamas et al.,

1989; Udolf, 1992). A range of mean scores have been reported,

including 5.93 (Coe, 1964), 6.71 (Bentler & Roberts, 1964),

6.75, 6.94 (Kirsch et al., 1990), and 7.39 (Shor & Orne,

1963). The standard classification system defines 0-4 as low

susceptible, 5-8 as medium, and 9-12 as high susceptible (Shor

and Orne, 1962, 1963; Levine, Kurtz, and Lauter, 1984). These

are the divisions which were used for the current study.

The Long Stanford State Scale (LSSSI

This scale, published by Tart in 1970, provides a

subjective estimate of depth of trance, on a scale from 0 to

10, where zero indicates a state of normally awake alertness
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and ten indicates a deep trance state where the subject will

very readily accept and follow hypnotic suggestions.

Specifics of the procedure are included in Appendix J. The

methodology provides several reference points on the scale

which are used as guidelines for the subjects.

The LSSS has been shown to offer the advantage of

allowing subjects to provide instant estimates of their depth

of trance at any point during an induction and testing session

without significant disruption of the state of consciousness

which is being measured (Tart, 1970, 1979). This brief, scaled

estimate also allows the investigator to assess fluctuations

in depth of trance over the course of a session, rather than

providing only a compounded susceptibility score with item-by¬

item pass\fail evaluations, such as the SSHS:A, SSHS:B, and

the HGSHS:A produce. Using the LSSS following each item of

the Stanford Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility, Form C

(SSHS:C), Tart (1970) found that subjects commonly experienced

eight or nine (out of a possible 13) state changes over the

course of the testing, and that 57% showed a change of two or

more points from one item to the next.

The scale has been evaluated using both Instant estimates

and Deliberate estimates. In the Instant version of the scale,

the subject is asked to immediately call out the first number

that comes to mind representing his/her depth of trance, upon

hearing the cue word "state." Subjects are asked to do this

without any conscious effort or thought, trusting that the
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subconscious mind will know how deep the trance is. The

Deliberate version differs in that subjects are asked to

consider their estimate of trance depth for a few seconds

before responding. The Instant version has consistently been

found to correlate slightly more strongly than the Deliberate

version (but not significantly so) with other measures of

trance depth (Tart, 1979). Since the briefer Instant version

has demonstrated the same strengths as the Deliberate version,

the Instant version was chosen for this study. The measure

was used to verify that subjects expected to be in trance

actually reported being in a state other than normal

consciousness during the experiment. Two self-ratings per

subject were cued and recorded during the HGSHS:A. Three

others were obtained during the subsequent session from

subjects in the trance condition.

The mean state report obtained with the LSSS Instant

condition correlates highly with other common measures of

hypnosis, such as the SHSS:C experiential (r = .84) and

SHSS:C behavioral scores (r = .85) and Field's Inventory of

Hypnotic Depth scores (r = .69). Perry and Laurence (1980)

reported very high correlations of a similar type of self-

reported estimate with the HGSHS:A (r = .85).

Auditory Threshold Evaluation Usina Speech Audiometry

Most diagnostic audiometers have the capability of

delivering both pure-tone and speech cues. Pure-tone
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audiometry involves electronically generated and controlled

tones which are essentially one pure frequency, and are

delivered to the subject through an earphone for standard air-

conduction tests. Test tones can be produced at frequencies

ranging from 125 Hz to 8000 Hz and at a range of precisely

controlled intensities which surpasses the range of the human

ear. Audiometers can also deliver calibrated speech stimuli

from a live voice or a recording to one or both ears. These

stimuli may be masked or attenuated in various ways. Standard

audiometric testing involves both pure-tone and speech

testing, and results in the production of an audiogram, which

records the target test values and the precise response of

each of the subject's ears to a full range of frequency and

intensity of speech and tone stimuli (Martin, 1975; Newby &

Popelka, 1992).

The sound-pressure level required to make a tone of any

frequency barely audible to the average normal ear is called

zero-dB hearing level (HL) or the standard audiometric

threshold level (American National Standards Institute, 1986).

Audiometers are calibrated to national and international

standards based on studies of normal hearing subjects that

specify the sound-pressure levels for zero-dB hearing level at

each frequency. The hearing level required to reach the

threshold of an individual ear through calibrated earphones is

the hearing threshold level (HTL) for that ear. (American

National Standards Institute, 1986). This air-conduction
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threshold is determined for a range of tone frequencies in

each ear. Audiometers can produce sounds as low (quiet) as 20

dB below the zero-dB reference level (Newby & Popelka, 1992).

The majority of sub-threshold research on auditory subliminal

perception is done with stimuli presented at 5 to 10 dB below

zero dB hearing level (-5 to -10 dB) (Urban, 1992). A

threshold value is defined as the reading on the attenuator

dial when the tone or speech stimulus can be heard 50% of the

time. A hearing threshold of -10 dB HL is somewhat better than

normal hearing sensitivity, but still within the normal range

(Newby & Popelka, 1992). Recent research in auditory

subliminals frequently employs speech stimuli which are within

the normal range of auditory acuity, masked by white noise,

music, or some other sound (Borgeat et al., 1989; Urban, 1992;

Swingle, 1992). Borgeat et al. have successfully used the

audiometer to deliver masked subliminal stimuli to subjects in

several experiments (Borgeat & Goulet, 1983; Borgeat et al. ,

1985; Borgeat et al., 1989).

The American National Standard specifies that zero-dB SRT

hearing level for speech is a sound-pressure level of 19.5

(rounded to 20) dB when normal threshold is based on 50

percent correct responses to two-syllable words (American

National Standards Institute, 1989). The level of intensity

at which simple speech must be presented in order for the

subject to detect its mere presence or absence with 50 percent

accuracy is called the speech detection threshold ÍSDT1. Of
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greater pertinence to this study is the lowest intensity level

at which the individual can understand and repeat simple

speech cues with 50 percent accuracy. This level is called

the speech recognition threshold (SRT). This test is the

preferred speech audiology test. It is viewed as the most

representative single test of speech threshold, and is the

threshold for speech by which the zero dB hearing level norm,

referred to above, is defined (Martin, 1975; Newby & Popelka,

1992).

Both the SDT and the SRT are normally evaluated with two-

syllable word cues. These two-syllable words, referred to as

spondees, are pronounced with equal stress on both syllables.

The most commonly used lists of spondees are the Central

Institute for the Deaf's Auditory Test W-l (shown in Appendix

I), which consists of lists of 36 spondaic words recorded at

a constant level (Martin, 1975). A digital CD recording of

these standardized lists was used for the determination of SDT

and SRT in this study. Graduated attenuation and augmentation

of sound intensity was introduced over the course of the

testing to arrive at the subject's threshold. The percentage

of correct responses, plotted as a function of the intensity

level at which the speech test material is presented, is

termed the articulation function. Responses to the SDT and

SRT testing were recorded by an observer on the forms shown in

Appendix K, and the thresholds were computed.

Another major impediment to an individual's ability to
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understand speech is his or her ability to discern between

rhyming or phonemically similar one-syllable words. The

normal articulation function for monosyllabic words is much

shallower than that for spondaic words, with the result that

at levels of lower intensity, a much greater percentage of

monosyllabic words than spondaic words will be missed (Newby

& Popelka, 1992). The word discrimination score (WPS) is a

measure designed to evaluate this capacity to discriminate

monosyllabic words at various intensity levels. The most

popular test stimuli for making this evaluation are a set of

four fifty-word phonetically balanced lists called the

Auditory Test W-22 (shown in Appendix I). The lists may be

presented at varying intensities and under masking conditions,

and the WDS recorded for each level is the percentage of

correct responses at that level. For the purposes of this

study, a digital compact disk recording of the standardized

Test W-22, Form A, was presented to subjects at two intensity

levels: 25 dB unmasked (yielding the variable, WDS25), and

masked with white noise at an average signal-to-noise (S/N)

ratio of -15 dB (yielding the variable, WDS-15), which is the

minimum ratio recommended for subliminal testing by Swingle,

1992. For this second level, a signal at 25 dB was masked in

noise of 40 dB, following the method adopted in research by

Borgeat et al. (1983, 1989) and Swingle (1992). Subjects were

asked to repeat the words they heard, and to guess if they

were unsure. Responses were recorded on the Auditory Testing
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Response forms (Appendix K), and each subject's WDS for the

two levels was calculated.

For the purposes of this study, the articulation function

was determined for bilateral hearing, rather than for each ear

independently, as is done in clinical audiology. The

bilateral thresholds are more relevant to the perception of

subliminal messages, as in fact, the threshold curve for

bilateral hearing is normally lower (more sensitive) than that

for either ear alone (Newby & Popelka, 1992). Determination of

speech thresholds normally takes approximately 10 - 15

minutes. A verbatim transcript of the standardized, digitally

recorded testing procedure used for the study is documented in

Appendix 0. An Auricon Audiotone A-15 audiometer was used for

the testing. It was calibrated before data collection began

and checked again at the time when the digital audiometric

recordings were remade.

Post Session Questionnaire (PSO!

This measure is a brief form devised by the examiner to

record subjects' perceptions of the testing experience. Its

instructions informed subjects that they might have been

exposed to brief subliminal messages, and requested that they

let their subconscious minds assist them in sensing or

guessing what the messages might have been. The questionnaire

included both direct and indirect forced-choice questions

regarding subliminal cues which might have been perceived,
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consciously or unconsciously. It also contained selected open-

ended questions about what subjects remembered from the

listening experience and the relevant sensations and thoughts

they had during the experimental treatment procedure. A copy

of the PSQ is included in Appendix D.

Behavioral Observation Form (BOF)

This brief form (located in Appendix E) was designed by

the examiner to allow the data collector to record objective

observations of each subject, specifically related to

subliminally suggested behavioral responses. "State" estimates

relevant to the LSSS or to the comparable control procedure

(AS) were recorded by the data collector on this form.

Comments from the data collector about behavior relevant to

state of relaxation, possible hypnotic trance or other

observer comments were also recorded here.

Procedure

Subject Recruitment

A sign-up sheet group of students was posted in the lobby

of the Psychology Building, with instructions to potential

volunteers that they would be taking part in an experiment

investigating auditory responses to hypnosis. A total of 100

subjects was soliticed from the subject pool, to provide a

minimum of 90 whose data was complete and met all criteria

after both sessions. However, due to technical difficulties
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with the production of the audiometric and subliminal

recordings, data from 24 of these subjects had to be

eliminated from the study. Data from one other subject was

also eliminated due to failure to complete session two. An

additional 38 volunteer subjects were obained through

classroom solicitation by the Principal Investigator. All

subjects were compensated for research participation by

receiving class credit. The exclusionary criteria (similar

to those presented on the Pre-Intervention Questionnaire in

Appendix B) were listed on the experimental sign-up sheet.

Volunteers were encouraged to contact the principal

investigator if they had questions as to their eligibility

relevant to any of the criteria.

Subjects were informed that their involvement would

consist of: a.) attendance at an initial orientation group

meeting (about 2 hours), including the completion of a short

questionnaire; and b.) attendance at a second (90-120 minute)

individual session, during which they would be listening to

audiotapes and responding to questions about their experiences

and impressions during the session. They were informed that

all volunteers would hear an introductory discussion about

hypnosis and have a chance to experience hypnotic trance.

Subjects signed up for a time to participate in the first

orientation meeting (to be held in groups of approximately 20

- 25 people). The time of their participation in the
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subsequent individual session (to be held individually) was

arranged at the end of this first meeting.

First Session: Introduction to Hypnosis. Screening with
HGSHS:A

As they arrived for the session, subjects were given a

data sheet packet and asked to choose a pen from a container

which held equal numbers of green and other colored pens. (The

ratio of green:other was maintained at 1:1.) The meeting

began with an introduction to the experiment, presented by the

Principal Investigator (PI), and a brief, informative talk

about hypnosis followed by questions and answers( Appendix L).

Hypnotic trance was characterized as a naturally occurring

phenomenon, and common concerns and misconceptions about

hypnosis were addressed. The Pre-Intervention Questionnaire

(Appendix B) was completed next. Subjects were told that the

purpose of this questionnaire was to identify any persons who

might be experiencing any kinds of difficulties which might

lead to an increased likelihood of having negative experiences

with hypnosis or who might not meet the hearing criteria for

the experiment. Anyone who responded "yes" to any of the

questions was spoken to individually by the PI to ascertain

whether participation in experimental hypnosis was advisable

for them. No volunteers presented identified psychological

risk factors or hearing deficiencies at the first session.

At this point, the informed consent and Basic Subject

Information Form (found in Appendix C) were completed.
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Subjects were reminded of the complete anonymity and

confidentiality of the experimental data, and encouraged to

enjoy exploring the natural trance experience as much as

possible. A brief trial induction followed, after which any

further questions about the trance experience were answered.

The LSSS procedure was then explained and a list of the

guideline reference points, as shown in Appendix J, was handed

out to each subject. Following this, the HGSHS:A induction was

administered by the PI, as taken verbatim from the HGSHS:A

Manual (Shor & Orne, 1962). Subjects were asked for a "state"

estimate at the end of the induction and deepening component

of the HGSHS:A, just before the administration of the

behavioral response items. Again, they were asked for a

"state" estimate after item 6, the suggested dream, as this is

the point at which Tart reports peak depth of trance in his

subject group (Tart, 1978/79). After the HGSHS:A induction was

terminated, the subjects completed the HGSHS:A response

booklet.

When the HGSHS:A responses were complete, subjects were

given the option to confer with the PI, comment or ask

questions. The HGSHS:A responses were checked for

completeness. Any subject who expressed any minor discomfort

with the hypnotic procedure was attended to, and the

advisability of his or her participating in the second session

was evaluated. No complaints other than slight headaches or

difficulty remaining in trance occurred, and no subject
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elected not to return for session two, so the selective

debriefing (shown in Appendix G) was not used. (Later, one

subject failed several times to keep her session two

appointment and decided that she was too busy to complete the

experiment.) Before leaving, subjects signed up for a second

session time, and were thanked for their collaboration and

reminded that their participation in both sessions was

essential to the research.

Randomization. Blinding, and Treatment Conditions

Subjects were randomized into three groups which were

balanced for susceptibility level of the subjects. HGSHS:A

scores of 0-4 were considered Low, 5-8 were Medium, and 9-12

were classified as High. Data collectors were blind to the

susceptibility rating and the treatment group of subjects.

Treatment conditions

One group was a subliminal-only condition. Subjects in

this group were delivered a CD (compact disk) recording which

contained masked subliminal suggestions for improved hearing,

prior to, and interspersed with, the repeat auditory acuity

testing. This recording also contained the following masked

subliminal messages interspersed throughout the last half:

"Cross your legs," "Choose the green one," "Look behind you,"

"Bill is guilty of stealing the money," "It's the Ace of

diamonds," and "Phil Abrams would be the best mayor." Ten
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compounds words (milk man, rose garden, lunch box, household,

rainbow, heart attack, book mark, bedspread, fish hook, and

motor boat) were repeated as subliminal primes. (See Appendix

0 for a transcript of the recording.) The method of masking

followed the guidelines recommended by Swingle (1992) and by

Borgeat et al. (1989) to assure maximal standardization of the

stimulus mode and replicability of the data. Subliminal primes

were delivered at approximately 25 dB, masked in 40 dB of

white noise, yielding an effective minimal S\N ratio of -15

dB, which has been shown by the above-mentioned researchers to

be in the normal subliminal range. Subliminal and masking

sound levels were asjusted so that the peak maximum subliminal

SPL never exceeded -15 dB relative to the masking ambiance.

At three points in the tape, subjects were asked to state a

number from 1-10 (low to high) which represented either the

level of attentiveness with which they feel they are listening

at that moment (termed the AS, attentiveness state) or their

level of relaxation. Responses were recorded by the data

collectors. This procedure was done as a parallel to the LSSS

"state" estimates which the hypnosis-plus-subliminal group was

asked to give, in an effort to keep all three treatment

recordings as similar as possible and maintain the blinding of

the data collectors.

The second group was a hypnosis-plus-subliminal

condition. The recording given to these subjects first

included a hypnotic induction, with suggestions for heightened
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auditory acuity and sensitivity, prior to the repeat auditory

threshold testing. Then, as with the above-described group,

the recording presented masked subliminal suggestions for

improved hearing, prior to, and interspersed with, the

auditory acuity testing. Following the testing, a hypnotic

deepening procedure was introduced. The final half of the

tape contained the repeated masked subliminal messages similar

to the tape for the previously-described subliminal group. The

recording also requested three "state" estimates using the

LSSS Instant version procedure, the first one following the

induction procedures, the second following the audiometric

testing, and the third near the end of the CD, subsequent to

the deepening procedure. These were recorded by the observers

on the BOF. Subjects were awakened after receiving suggestions

to remember all of the material which they heard.

The third group was a control condition, and was

presented with a recording which contained neither a hypnotic

induction nor subliminal messages. The CD was otherwise

similar to the other groups' recordings, and contained a

repeat of the audiometric threshold testing, followed by a

period of white noise. Three instantaneous estimates of how

closely subjects were listening or how relaxed they felt were

included at various points in this tape, as they were in the

subliminal-only tape.
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Second Session: Baseline Audiometric Testing. Experimental
Condition Tape. Post-Session Questionnaires, and Debriefing

For this session, subjects were scheduled individually.

They were greeted by the principal investigator, thanked for

returning, and given a brief overview of the agenda for the

session. The anonymity and confidentiality of the experimental

data was again emphasized. The method for the audiometric

testing was explained and presented to the subjects in

writing. The lists of words to be used for the testing was

shown to subjects, as is done in standard audiometric testing,

to minimize the portion of the learning curve due to

unfamiliarity with the stimuli (Appendix N). For the

determination of the Speech-Detection Threshold (SDT),

subjects were given a recorded voice cue (or none), followed

by a touch signal from a data collector. At the signal, they

were asked to respond "Yes” or "No" to indicate whether they

heard any cue. For the Speech-Recognition Threshold (SRT) and

Word Discrimination Score (WDS) testing, they were given cue

words and asked to repeat the cues as they heard them,

guessing whenever they were uncertain. Responses were recorded

by one of two data collectors, who were trained by the

Principal Investigator and tested for reliability of

recording. Interrater reliability was measured at .91 for the

audiometric testing and .94 for the behavioral measures.

After the procedure was clearly explained, the subjects

were instructed to make themselves as comfortable as possible
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and listen carefully, first to a 20-minute audiometric testing

recording, and then to a longer 30-45 minute recording, using

headphones, following as closely as possible all of the

instructions on the CD. There was a short pause between

recordings. Subjects were told that the testing was being

repeated for maximum accuracy, but they were not told that any

of the CDs contained subliminal messages until after the

listening was completed. For subjects in the hypnosis-plus-

subliminals condition, the beginning of the second recording

explained that the CD contained a brief hypnotic induction

similar to that which they had experienced in the initial

session, and that they should simply relax, listen to the CD,

and follow the instructions as closely as possible.

The beginning of all recordings contained audible

instructions to close the eyes while listening. During the two

listening periods, all subjects were observed, and leg¬

crossing behavior and instances of turning to look behind were

recorded for each period on the Behavioral Observation Form

(BOF). After both tapes were completed, the subjects filled

out the Post-Session Questionnaire (PSQ), regarding any

messages they may have heard or sensations which they

experienced while listening. Writing implements of several

different colors were available for the subjects' use. The

color choice of subjects was observed and recorded on the BOF.

When the questionnaires were complete, subjects were offered

a choice of a small reward enclosed in yellow, white or green
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paper bags. Again the subjects' color choice was recorded on

the BOF. Finally, the subjects were debriefed about the

purpose of study, informed as to which of them received the

subliminal messages and what the messages were, and thanked

for their participation in the research project. The

debriefing scripts are included in Appendix F.

Research Null Hypotheses

HO-1. There will be no difference in auditory acuity to

speech within subjects from baseline to intervention

in any treatment condition (as measured by comparing

bSDT with iSDT, bSRT with iSRT, bWDS25 with ÍWDS25.

and bWDS-15 with iWDS-15).

(group x trial interaction)

(main effect for trial = practice effects)

HO-2. There will be no difference in auditory acuity to

speech stimuli (as measured by iSDT, iSRT, ÍWDS25

and iWDS-15) between treatment groups.

(main effect for group)

HO—3. There will be no difference in behavioral response to

subliminal suggestions (as measured by number who

choose green writing implement, number who choose

green reward, incidence and duration of leg
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crossing, and incidence of looking behind) between

groups.

(main effect for group)

HO-4 • There will be no difference in accuracy of direct or

indirect identification of subliminal messages on

the PSQ between groups, scored by correct responses

to guestions 1,2 3, 7A, 7B, and 8.

(main effect for group)

HO-5. There will be no difference in accuracy of

identification of subliminal compound word primes

between groups, as shown by response to question 5.

(main effect for group)

HO-6. The variable of hypnotic susceptibility level, as

measured by HGSHS:A score, will have no relationship

to subjects7 auditory acuity, as measured by iSDT,

iSRT, ÍWDS25 or iWDS-15, under any treatment

condition.

(main effect for susceptibility, or

susceptibility x group interaction)

HO—7. The variable of hypnotic susceptibility level, as

measured by HGSHS:A score, will have no relationship

to subjects7 response to subliminal behavioral
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suggestions under any treatment condition.

(main effect for susceptibility, or

susceptibility x group interaction)

HO-8. The variable of hypnotic susceptibility level, as

measured by HGSHS:A score, will have no relationship

to subjects' accuracy of identification of

subliminal messages under any treatment condition.

(main effect for susceptibility, or

susceptibility x group interaction)

HO-9. The variable of hypnotic susceptibility level, as

measured by HGSHSrA score, will have no relationship

to subjects' accuracy of identification of

subliminal compound word primes in any treatment

condition.

(main effect for susceptibility, or

susceptibility x group interaction)

Study Design and Planned Statistical Analysis

Susceptibility to suggestion, or hypnotizability, has

been correlated with performance on related studies, as

described in Chapter 2. Therefore, subjects are randomized

into three treatment conditions (subliminal-only, hypnosis-

plus-subliminals, and a repetition-only control group) on the

basis of the independent variable, susceptibility level
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(HGSHS:A score 0-4 = low, 5-8 = medium, and 9-12 = high, as

previously described). The groups were balanced on this

factor. Sex has not been shown to correlate with differences

in susceptibility or response to subliminal cues, and thus was

not a factor in the group assignment. It is assumed that

baseline auditory acuity, as measured by baseline SDT (bSDT),

baseline SRT (bSRT), and baseline WDS (bWDS25 and bWDS-15)

would be equivalent among the three groups and this assumption

will be tested before the analysis is done. Baseline measures

of the behavioral criteria will also be compared across groups

to verify the assumption of initial equivalence of the groups

on these measures.

Another fundamental assumption is that subjects in the

hypnosis condition actually were in trance during the

hypnosis-plus-subliminals intervention. Three "state"

estimates using the LSSS were taken to corroborate this

assumption. If there are any subjects whose combined LSSS

score for the three readings is 3 or less (indicating a self-

report of no more than a borderline trance-waking state), the

data analysis will be done twice. The initial analysis will

include all subjects, to provide for the possibility that the

subjects were in fact in trance for a significant portion of

the tape and did, at any rate, receive the subliminal cues.

Then the data from the subjects who responded with the

extremely low LSSS ratings will be removed from the hypnosis-

plus-subliminals group and the analysis will be repeated,
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using a group which gives a more satisfactory indication of

actually being in hypnotic trance.

For the testing of HO-1, which relates to within-subject

changes in auditory acuity from baseline to intervention

conditions, the study is treated as a split-plot repeated

measures design with 3 independent treatment groups. The

auditory acuity testing of Speech Detection Threshold (SDT),

Speech Recognition Threshold (SRT), and Word Discrimination

Score (WDS25 and WDS-15) is given twice to all subjects, once

under baseline conditions (yielding bSDT, bSRT, bWDS25, and

bWDS-15) and once under treatment conditions (yielding iSDT,

iSRT, ÍWDS25, and iWDS-15). An analysis of variance (ANOVA) is

done to test for a treatment x trials interaction. A main

effect for trials only would most probably suggest a practice

effect, which could be expected.

HO-2 relates to the between-group difference in auditory

acuity which may have been induced by the three different

treatment interventions. However, baseline differences in

auditory acuity need to be taken into account to increase the

accuracy of the between-groups comparisons. Therefore, bSDT,

bSRT, bWDS25 and bWDS-15 will be used as covariates, each

independently for comparison of the respective dependent

variable, iSDT, iSRT, ÍWDS25, and iWDS-15. The design will be

a single factor ANCOVA, the single factor being the three

treatment groups. A main effect for group would suggest

rejection of the null hypothesis.
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For HO-3, which measures behavioral responses, a key

confounding factor might be the subject's natural tendency to

perform those behaviors, independent of the treatment

condition. Therefore, the chosen form of analysis is a one¬

way (by treatment) analysis of variance of the subjects'

response score on the five behavioral variables iPEN (choosing

a green writing implement), iREWARD (choosing a green reward),

iLEGS (number of instances of crossing the legs), iLEGSMIN

(duration of time when the legs remain crossed), and iLOOK

(number of instances of looking behind). For iPEN, iLEGS,

iLEGSMIN, and iLOOK, the baseline value of these variables

(bPEN, bLEGS, bLEGSMIN, and bLOOK) was used as the covariate.

No baseline value for choice of reward was obtained. A

composite variable, iBEHVTOT, made up of the sum of each

subject's behavioral responses during intervention will also

be analyzed in a one-way ANCOVA, using the composite sum of

the subject's baseline behavioral responses, bBEHVTOT, as the

covariate.

Because subjects' natural level of auditory acuity to

speech may also account for some of the variance in between-

groups response to subliminal auditory stimuli, bSRT is used

a covariate in the testing of HO-4, and HO-5. This measure

was selected as the representative covariate to be used for

the analysis because audiologists consider it to be the best

single measure of auditory threshold for speech. These

hypotheses relate to the effect of treatment condition on
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behavioral and cognitive responses to subliminal suggestion.

As for HO-2 and HO-3, the statistical design is a single¬

factor analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), the single factor

being the three treatment groups. For HO-4, subject's number

of correct responses to questions 1, 2, 3, 7, and 8 on the PSQ

is the outcome measure. And for HO-5, subjects' score on

question 5 of the PSQ will be compared across groups. Main

effects for group on any of these variables would indicate

rejection of the relevant null hypothesis.

The remaining hypotheses investigate the relationship of

the subject's degree of hypnotic susceptibility (measured by

the HGSHS:A score) to his or her response to subliminal

suggestions. Thus, the analytic design is a two-factor

analysis of covariance. The two independent variables are

HGSHS:A score and treatment condition. Outcome measures for

testing HO-6, HO-7, HO-8, and HO-9 correspond to those used

for HO-2, HO-3, HO-4, and HO-5, respectively. Therefore, H0-

6, focusing specifically on auditory acuity changes, will be

tested using bSDT as a covariate for iSDT, bSRT as a covariate

for iSRT, and so on, similarly to HO-2. For HO-7, HO-8, and

HO-9, bSRT will be used as a representative covariate to help

separate out the potential impact of differences in baseline

auditory acuity. A main effect for susceptibility on any of

these variables suggests rejection of the corresponding null

hypothesis. A susceptibility x group interaction would also

indicate rejection of the null hypothesis, particularly if the
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effect of susceptibility is greatest in the hypnosis-plus-

subliminals group and least in the repetition-only control

group.

For all variables on HO-1 to HO-5, planned comparisons

will be done between the means for the hypnosis-subliminals

group and the control group and between the means for the

subliminals-only group and the control group. In cases where

both differences are significant, post-hoc comparisons of the

means for the hypnosis-subliminal group and the subliminals-

only group may be done also. Similarly, planned comparisons

will be done between means for the levels of hypnotic

susceptibility within treatment conditions for the variables

on HO-6 through HO-9, to determine where any significant

differences lie.



CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

Assumptions and Baseline Comparison

The sample of 113 subjects exceeded the size planned in

the original research design (i.e., 90 subjects). The final

sample included 40 subjects who were randomized into the

hypnosis-and-subliminals (H-S) group, 38 subjects in the

subliminals-only (S) group and 35 subjects in the repetition-

only control (C) group. There was no significant difference

in the distribution of age (F [2, 110] = .86, p = .43), sex

(chi2 [2] = .41, p = .82) or previous hypnotic experience (chi2

[2] = 1.15, p = .57) across the three treatment conditions.

Technical difficulties with the production of the digital

recordings for auditory testing and subliminal priming

occurred at the outset of the data collection, resulting in

the loss of 24 intended subjects. The test recordings were

produced at a professional sound studio, but test tones for

the two test recordings (purchased from Audiotec of St. Louis)

used as the basis of the audiometric testing were assumed to

be of equivalent intensity and actually were not, with the

result that the test stimuli from the second two auditory

tests and the subliminal portion of the tape were

significantly louder than intended. This was discovered while
135
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testing subjects with the audiometer, and the compact disks

were subsequently remade. Subjects were obtained from another

undergraduate psychology class to replace those whose auditory

testing was invalid. Altogether, 138 subjects completed

session one, and were administered the HGSHS:A, but of these

only 113 received an auditory intervention in session two

which met the study criteria.

Susceptibility, as measured by the HGSHS:A, was generally

slightly higher than has been reported in the literature.

Mean HGSHS:A score for the study was 7.75, compared with a

standard mean of 7.39 reported in the Manual. However, a group

of Harvard Medical School students who volunteered to

participate in an experiment involving hypnosis also produced

a mean of 8.77 (Shor & Orne, 1963), suggesting that groups who

have an interest in exploring hypnosis may tend to score

higher than unbiased groups. Additionally, presenting
favorable information about hypnosis, as was done in the

introduction to session one of this study, has been shown to

raise subjects' objective and subjective responses to hypnotic

suggestions (Cronin, Spanos & Barber, 1971; Bates & Brigham,

1990). Curves for sample group scores reported in normalizing

the scale generally have been skewed toward the upper end

(Shor & Orne, 1963; Coe, 1964), as is the case for the current

sample (Figure 4-1.).

For the study sample, the standard division of HGSHS:A

scores into low, medium and high susceptibility groups
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HGSHS:fi SCORE
by Susceptibility Level

FIGURE 4-1
HGSHS:A BY SUSCEPTIBILITY LEVEL

(N = 113 CASES)
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produced only 12 subjects (10.62%) with scores in the low

range of 0-4. Fifty-five subjects (48.67%) had HGSHSrA scores

in the medium range of 5-8, and 46 (40.70%) had scores in the

high range of 9-12 (Table 1).

Randomization, thus, allocated only 4 low susceptibility

range subjects to each of the 3 treatment conditions, a cell

size sufficiently small that the validity of statements made

about subjects of low susceptibility level must be viewed with
caution when using the planned 3 (susceptibility levels) x 3

(treatment conditions) statistical design. Of these, three (2

in the S group and 1 in the H-S group) were the only three

subjects in the study who correctly detected and identified
subliminal cues as being consciously audible, and thus were

excluded from all analyses related to subliminals. Another

one, randomized into the H-S group, reported a mean LSSS score

of 1, suggesting only borderline trance state. Thus, of the

12 lows, only 8 fully met the criteria for the study and were

included in all the analyses. Therefore, for most analyses it

was desirable to collapse low and medium susceptibility levels

into a single low-medium level, encompassing 67 subjects with

HGSHSrA scores from 0-8 (reduced to 64 subjects for analyses

of response to subliminal content). This was then contrasted

with the high susceptibility level (46 subjects with HGSHSrA

scores from 9-12), using a 2 x 3 analytical design.

There was no significant difference between treatment

conditions in the distribution of HGSHSrA scores (F [2, 110]



TABLE 1
SUSCEPTIBILITY LEVEL BY TREAlMEJ/r GROUP

(N 113 cases)

SUSCEPTIBILITY
LEVEL

TREATMENT GROUP
H-S S Control Total

Low 4 4 4 12

Medium 20 18 17 55

High 16 16 14 46

Total 40 38 35 113
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= .16, p = .85), susceptibility levels (Kruskal-Wallis H [2]
= .04, p = .98), or collapsed susceptibility levels (Kruskal-

Wallis H [2] = 0.46, p = .98).

Baseline comparison of treatment conditions on the four

measures of auditory acuity (bSDT, bSRT, bWDS25, and bWDS-15)

revealed no significant differences among the three conditions

(Table 2). Mean bSDT was 19.31 dB, and mean bSRT was 26.00

dB. The estimated population value for the SRT from the

audiometric literature is 20 dB, and the SDT is below that,

although no standardized parameter has been established for it

(Newby & Popelka, 1992). The difference between SDT and SRT

(6.69 dB) observed in this study is close to the 5.6 dB

difference reported by Borgeat et al (1985). Younger subjects,
as are found in the university student population, would be

predicted to have sharper hearing. Thus, baseline sample means

for the two auditory thresholds seem to be slightly higher

than would be predicted for a population of this age level in
standardized audiometric testing.

The sample mean bWDS25 of 4.93 words (out of 40

monosyllabic words presented at 25 dB) was slightly lower than

the predicted score of 6-8 words, a finding which is
consistent with observed speech hearing thresholds which were

slightly higher than predicted standards. The mean bWDS-15 of

0.12 words (standard deviation = 0.43) confirms that, as

expected, most subjects could not distinguish any monosyllabic
words in the -15 dB S/N masking condition. Many commented on
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TABLE 2
ANALYSIS OF BASELINE AUDITORY ACUITY BY TREATMENT GROUP

(N = 113 cases)

AUDITORY ACUITY
VARIABLE

SAMPLE
MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

F (2,110) E

benr 19.31 3.87 0.95 0.39

bSRT 26.00 4.17 0.01 0.98

LWDS25 4.94 3.86 1.30 0.28

bWDS-15 0.12 0.43 1.72 0.18
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the white noise "hiss" and stated that, with careful

listening, they could tell when a cue was being presented, but

could not identify any words. Thus, it appears that the

masked stimuli were delivered at a level appropriate for this

sample of subjects, although a slightly greater degree of

masking might have eliminated all awareness of speech.

Baseline behavioral variables (i.e., bPEN, bLOOK, bLEGS,

bLEGSMIN) were also compared across treatment conditions, and

no significant differences were found. The categorical
variable, choice of green pen (bPEN) was tested with a Chi2

statistic, and the others with a one-way ANOVA. Sample means

and test statistics for these analyses are found in Table 3.

Finally, the two Long Stanford State Scale estimates for

each subject taken in the baseline condition were averaged,

and the distribution of this average subjective estimate of

hypnotic depth was compared across treatment conditions. No

significant difference was found (F [2, 108] = 1.82, p = .17).
The sample mean for the first LSSS estimate was 3.94 and for
the second was 4.70 (on a scale from 0-10), indicating a

moderate level of trance involvement and a general progression

toward a slightly greater depth estimate at the second point.
For the average of the two scores, the sample mean was 4.31

(standard deviation = 2.02). Two subjects reported that they
could not recall their second depth estimate, so their scores

were removed from this analysis.
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TABLE 3
ANALYSIS OF BASELINE BEHAVIORAL CRITERIA BY TREATMENT GROUP

(N = 113 cases)

BASELINE BEHAVIORAL
VARIABLE

SAMPLE
MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

TEST
STATISTIC

P

bran 0.12 .32 Chi2 r 2] = .19 .90

bLBGS 0.56 0.63 F [2,110] = .13 .88

bLEEEMIN 6.24 7.78 F [2,110] = .80 .46

bLOCK 0.18 0.50 F [2,110] = .10 .90
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Testing of Research Null Hypotheses

HO-1. No difference in auditory speech acuity within subjects
from baseline to intervention in any treatment condition

This hypothesis focused on the changes in basic speech

hearing capacity which each subject may have experienced due

to the hypnotic suggestions for better hearing and/or the

subliminal cues to hear better and listen more closely. A

repeated measures ANOVA was done on each of the four measures

of auditory acuity, comparing baseline with intervention

scores across treatment conditions. Results of the analyses

of variance are shown in Table 4. Means and standard

deviations for the variables appear in Table 5.

Speech Detection Threshold

Mean SDT for the whole sample moved downward from 19.35

to 17.43 dB from Time 1 (baseline) to Time 2 (intervention),

a main effect which was highly statistically significant (F

[1, 110] = 32.55, p < .001). Planned comparisons of Time 1

(bSDT) and Time 2 (iSDT) , done on the three treatment

conditions individually to identify the source of the

differences, revealed that the difference in SDT from baseline

to intervention reached significance only in the two treatment

groups, hypnosis plus subliminals (F [1,110] = 28.26,

E < .001) and subliminals only (F = 10.56, e = .002).

Figure 4-2 represents the sample means for each of the three

treatment conditions at Time 1 (baseline) and Time 2 (during

intervention).
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TABLE 4

REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF AUDITORY ACUITY CHANGES BY TREATMENT GROUP
(N = 113 cases)

AUDITORY
ACUITY VARIABLE

TEST
EFFECT

F U

SOT Between Treatments .04 .95

Within Subjects (T1-T2) 32.55 .00

Interaction 3.33 .04

SRT Between Treatments .17 .84

Within Subjects (T1-T2) 1.23 .27

Interaction .28 .76

WDS 25 Between Treatments 1.60 .20

Within Subjects (T1-T2) 2.60 .11

Interaction 2.41 .09

VOS -15 Between Treatments .16 .85

Within Subjects (T1-T2) 8.67 .00

Interaction 2.96 .05



TABLE 5
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF AUDITORY ACUITY VARIABLES

AT BASELINE AND DURING INTERVENTION
(N 113 cases)

AUDITORY ACUITY
VARIABLE

SAMPLE
MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

bSDT 19.31 3.87

iSOT 17.39 3.56

bSRT 26.00 4.18

iSRT 25.58 3.98

fcWDS 25 4.94 3.86

iWDS 25 5.42 3.87

fcHDS -15 .12 .43

iWDS -15 .28 .54
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There was also a significant treatment x time

interaction, corroborating that the within subjects

improvement in speech detection was not of equal magnitude

across all the treatment conditions (F [2, 110] = 3.33,

p = .04). Planned contrasts of within subject changes in each

of the two intervention groups (H-S and S) individually

against the control group (C) revealed that only the H-S group

had a significantly greater change in SDT from baseline to

intervention than did the C group (H-S versus C: F [1, 110]

= 6.62, p = .01; S versus C: F [1,110] = 1.45; p = .22).

Thus, H0-1 is rejected at the p = .01 level with respect

to the SDT. Examination of the means in Figure 4-2 reveals

that the H-S group had the highest baseline mean, as well as

the lowest intervention mean, whereas the C group had the

lowest baseline and highest intervention mean. As reported

above, the differences in baseline SDT between groups were not

statistically significant, and no explanation for the small

existent differences is readily apparent, other than chance.

Speech Recognition Threshold

The sample mean for the SRT also decreased slightly from

26.00 dB at baseline to 25.58 dB during intervention. This

difference was not significant. As can be seen in Figure 4-3,

the mean SRT decreased slightly for all three conditions, but

the greatest change was in the control group mean. There was

no significant interaction effect indicating a differential

impact of the three treatments on the within subjects change
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Mean SDT in dB

H-S H-S S S C C

9sm

Hypnosis-Subliminal (H-S), Subliminal
(S), and Control (C) Groups

FIGURE 4-2
SPEECH DETECTION THRESHOLD (SDT),
BASELINE AND DURING INTERVENTION,

BY TREATMENT GROUP

T rea t merit
BaselIne
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H-S H-S S S C C

Hypnosis-Subliminal (H-S), Subliminal
(S), and Control (C) Groups

FIGURE 4-3
SPEECH RECOGNITION THRESHOLD (SRT),
BASELINE AND DURING INTERVENTION,

BY TREATMENT GROUP
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in SRT from Time 1 to Time 2, however (See Table 4.)* Planned

contrasts of within subject changes in each of the

intervention groups (H-S and S) with the control group also

yielded insignificant results. H0-1 was not rejected with

respect to this variable.

Word Discrimination Score at 25 dB

Although the mean WDS25 increased from 4.94 words at Time

1 to 5.42 words at Time 2, this change was not associated with

a within-subjects effect which reached statistical

significance. However, as can be seen from Figure 4-4, while
the means in both the H-S and the S treatment groups

increased, the control group mean dropped slightly. No

significant interaction effect was present, nor was there a

significant main effect between treatments (Table 4). However,

analysis of the within-subjects effect in each treatment

condition independently by planned comparison revealed a

significant difference from baseline to intervention in the

subliminals-only group (F = 5.29, p = 0.02), but not in the

H-S or C groups. Mean WDS25 for this group increased from a

baseline of 5.34 words to a score of 6.47 words after exposure

to the subliminal cues. Additionally, planned contrasts of

within subject effects in each of the two intervention groups

(H-S and S) versus the control group (C) revealed that the

change in WDS25 from baseline to intervention in the S group

was significantly different from that of the C group (F

[1,110] = 4.65; p = .03), whereas that in the H-S group was
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Mean UDS25

Hypnosis-Subliminal (H-S), Subliminal
(S), and Control (C) Groups

FIGURE 4-4

WORD DISCRIMINATION SCORE AT 25 dB (WDS25),
BASELINE AND DURING INTERVENTION,

BY TREATMENT GROUP



not (F [1, 110] = 2.24, p = .13). These findings support the

rejection of H0-1 with respect to WDS25 due to within subject

changes in the S group.

Word Discrimination Score at -15 dB Sound/Noise

In the masked condition (WDS-15), again there was a

slight increase in mean ability to detect masked words at Time
2 (mean = .28 words), compared with Time 1 (mean = .13 words).

This increase in WDS-15 produced a highly significant main

effect for the repeated measure (F [1,110]= 8.67; p = .00),

and was combined with a significant interaction effect between

treatment condition and within subjects effects (F [2,110] =

2.96; p = .05).

Figure 4-5 shows the changes in means for each treatment

condition from baseline to intervention. Both the H-S and the

S groups showed significant improvements in ability to detect
masked words, while the C group did not. Within subject

changes in both the H-S and S groups, when analyzed alone in

planned comparisons, were significant (H-S: F [1,110] = 8.24;

E = .01; S: F [1,110] = 7.03, p = *01). Planned contrasts of
within subject effects in each of the intervention groups (H-S

and S) against the control group showed that the changes in
WDS-15 from Time 1 to Time 2 were significantly different from

those in the C group in both cases (H-S vs C: F [1,110] =

4.78, p = .03; S vs C: F [1,110] = 4.23; p = -04).

Thus, H0-1 is rejected with respect to WDS-15. In light

of the intent of the study, it is worth noting that the mean
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Hypnosis-Subliminal (H-S), Subliminal
(S), and Control (C) Groups

FIGURE 4-5
WORD DISCRIMINATION SCORE AT -15 dB S/N RATIO (WDS-15),

BASELINE AND DURING INTERVENTION,
BY TREATMENT GROUP
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number of words identified under masked conditions for any

group is no more than 0.34 words, indicating essentially

complete masking of speech content.

HO-2. No difference in auditory acuity to speech stimuli
during intervention between treatment conditions

This hypothesis centered on the between-groups treatment

impact which hypnosis and/or subliminal messages may have had

on the four auditory measures when compared with the control

group, given that the groups had all been proven equivalent at

baseline. It was tested using a one-way analysis of covariance

(ANCOVA) on each auditory variable (SDT, SRT, WDS25 and WDS-

15), using its baseline value as covariate, and looking for

significant main effects for treatment condition. None were

present, although the means for the H-S and the S groups moved

in the predicted direction on all variables except SRT. Table

6 lists the F and p values for each of the analyses.

Planned comparisons between the H-S and C group means and

between the S and C group means, done on each of the four

variables, revealed only one reportable difference. On the

variable ÍWDS25, the group given subliminal messages (S)

scored significantly higher than controls (t [109] = 2.25,

p = .02). Refer again to Figures 4-2, 4-3, 4-4 and 4-5 for a

graphic display of the comparative treatment condition means.

HO-2, therefore, suggesting that the hypnotic and

subliminal treatments did not affect the auditory acuity

variables when compared groupwise against the control, was not



TABLE 6
ANALYSIS OF BETWEEN TREA3MEWT EFFECTS ON AUDITORY ACUITY VARIABLES

(N = 113 cases)

AUDITCRY ACUITY
VARIABLE

CDVARIATE F [2,109] E

ÍSOT bSDT 2.32 .10

ÍSRT bSRT .47 .63

ÍWDS 25 LWDS 25 2.70 .07

iWDS -15 LWDS -15 1.72 .18
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rejected for SDT, SRT or WDS-15. However, for WDS25, a

significant improvement in the subliminals-only group mean

versus the control group mean was found.

HO-3. No difference in behavioral response to subliminal
suggestions between treatment conditions

Five main variables were used to measure behavioral

response. Affirmative responses on choice of green writing

implement (iPEN) and choice of green reward (iREWARD) were

coded as YES/NO variables. The other three variables were

incidence and duration of leg crossing (iLEGS and iLEGSMIN),

and incidence of looking behind (iLOOK). Whenever baseline

measures were available (bPEN, bLEGS, bLEGSMIN, and bLOOK),

they were used in the analysis in order to control for

subjects' natural tendency to perform these behaviors. Data

from three subjects who were spontaneously able to correctly

name one of the subliminal cues was removed from these

analyses. Table 7 displays the results of between-treatment

analysis of the behavioral variables, and Table 8 shows the

mean and standard deviation of these variables.

Choice of pen color

In contrast to the planned methodology, analysis of the

categorical variable, iPEN, required the use of logistic

regression, using treatment condition and bPEN as categorical

predictors. The Wald statistic (Wf) , which has an approximate

large-sample chi-squared distribution, was used as the test

statistic for the significance of the predictors. Figure 4-6
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TABLE 7
ANALYSIS OF BETWEEN TREA3MHW EFFECTS ON BEHAVIORAL VARIABLES

(N 110)

BEHAVICRAL
VARIABLE

GOVARIATE

(significance)
TEST STATISTIC E

iPEN bPEN (e = -84) Vf [2] = 5.66 .06

ÍREHARD None V£ [2] = 7.56 .02

ÍLEOS bLEGS (e = .00) F [2, 106] = 3.52 .03

ilEGSMEN bLEG3HN (p = .00) F [2, 106] = 1.98 .14

ÍIOCK bUOOK (E = .04) F [2, 106] = 2.60 .08
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TABLE 8

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF BEHAVIORAL VARIABLES AT TIME OF DfTERVHWTCN
(N 110 cases)

BEHAVIORAL
VARIABLE

SAMPLE

MEAN
STANDARD
DEVIATION

ÍPEN .56 .50

ÍREWARD .62 .49

iTfKS 1.14 1.21

iLECSMTN 9.80 8.19

HOOK .45 .76
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illustrates the baseline and intervention values for selection

of green pen color. The increase in choice of green pen among

all groups is in part due to the fact that in session one,

subjects chose from a basket of pens with egual color

distribution (3 colors), whereas in session two they were seen

individually and given only two pens to choose from.

Furthermore, a number of subjects were observed to use a blue

pen which they had brought with them in session one, rather

than the selected pen. For this reason, most probably, the

covariate, bPEN, was not significant in the regression

analysis (Wf [1] = .04, p = .84). In fact the model Chi2 was

improved by removing bPEN as a covariate (Chi2 [3] with bPEN

= 5.87, p = .12; Chi2 [2] without bPEN = 5.83, p = .05). The

effect of treatment group on the choice of pen in session two

did not guite reach significance (Wf. [2] = 5.66, p = .06).

Both of the groups which received the subliminal cues chose

the green pen more often than controls (H-S mean = .67; S mean

= .61; C mean = .40). Controls chose green slightly less

often than chance. However, neither of these specific

comparisons was statistically significant in the overall

regression model (H-S vs C: If [1]=2.55, p = .11; S vs C:

Wf [1] = .55, p = .46).

Choice of reward color

Another categorical variable, iREWARD, was analyzed using

logistic regression without a covariate, as it had no baseline

value (Model Chi2 [2] = 7.77, p = .02). As seen in Figure 4-7,
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subjects in the H-S group and the S group chose green rewards

significantly more often than chance (71.8% in the H-S group

and 69.4% in the S group), whereas members of the control

group chose green less often than chance (42.9%). Treatment

was found to be a significant predictor of choice of reward

color (Wj [2] = 7.56, p = .02). Comparisons of the H-S group

with the C group and of the S group with the C group

individually in the regression model did not reach statistical

significance (H-S vs C: Wj [1] = 2.36; p = .12; S vs C:

Wf [1] = 1.29, p = .26).

Lea crossing behavior

A one-way (by treatment group) ANCOVA was done on the

variables, iLEGS (number of leg crosses) and iLEGSMIN

(duration of time with legs crossed). The covariates were

highly significant in both cases. A significant main effect

for treatment was present on iLEGS (F [2,106] = 3.52, p =

.03), but not on iLEGSMIN (F [2, 106] = 1.98, p = .14). In a

reanalysis of the variable, iLEGS, without the covariate, to

test for homogeneity of covariate effect, the main effect for

treatment was less significant (F [2, 107} = 2.54, p = .08),

reflecting the slightly higher bLEGS mean for the control

group. The baseline and intervention means for each treatment

group are illustrated in Figure 4-8 for number of leg crosses

(LEGS) and Figure 4-9 for duration of crossed legs (LEGSMIN).

Planned comparisons of each of the two intervention

groups (H-S and S) individually with the C group on the
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variable iLEGS indicated that the S group mean differed

significantly from that of the control (t [106] = 2.28, p =

.02), although the H-S group did not. This effect remained

robust to tests for homogeneity of the covariance, supporting

rejection of HO-2 with respect to iLEGS. Planned comparisons

(H-S vs C and S vs C) on the variable iLEGSMIN did not yield

significant findings.

Looking behind

A one-way (by treatment group) ANCOVA was done on iLOOK

(number of times the subject looked behind). The baseline

covariate was highly significant. The main effect for

treatment did not reach significance (F [2, 106] = 2.60, p =

.08). As shown in Figure 4-10, subjects in all three groups

looked behind more frequently during the intervention than

during the baseline condition, most probably because the

treatment intervention was given during a silent period of

white noise, which may have seemed long, whereas the baseline

value was taken during the active auditory testing. Planned

comparisons of the H-S group and S group mean individually

with the C group showed a significant difference between the

S group (mean = .67) and control (mean = .31) (t [106] = 2.00,

p = .05), but not between the H-S group and controls. This

finding remained robust when the covariate was removed from

the analysis as a test for homogeneity of covariate effect,

and supports the rejection of HO-2 for this variable.

In sum, therefore, H0-3 was rejected due to significant
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differences between treatment groups on variables, iREWARD,

iLEGS, and iLOOK. It was not rejected with respect to iPEN or

iLEGSMIN.

HO-4. No difference between treatment groups in accuracy of
direct or indirect identification of subliminal messages on
the Post-Session Questionnaire (PS01

This hypothesis was tested using three types of

questions, two indirect and one direct, following Reingold &

Merikle's (1988) direct vs indirect paradigm for demonstrating

unconscious perception. F and p values for ANCOVAs by

treatment condition of all of the PSQ questions are shown in

Table 9. Means and standard deviations follow in Table 10.

PS0123

PSQ questions 1, 2, and 3 tested subjects' response to

indirect questions about identification of three of the

subliminal messages (e.g., they were asked to select a card

from among three choices, after unknowingly being subliminally

cued for the Ace of Diamonds). Therefore, subjects' total

score for these three questions was computed in a variable

named PSQ123, which represents the most indirect measure of

cognitive response to subliminal cues. An ANCOVA was done on

these scores across the three treatment conditions, using

baseline SRT as a covariate, to control for possible

individual differences in speech recognition. The three

subjects who correctly named one of the subliminal messages

which was used were eliminated from this analysis, on the
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TABLE 9

ANALYSIS OF BETWEEN TREATMENT EFFECTS ON POST-SESSION QUESTIONNAIRE (PSQ)
COGNITIVE

(N = 110 CASES)

QUESTIONNAIRE
(PSQ) VARIABLE

CDVARIATE (bSRT)
SIGNIFICANCE TEST STATISTIC

N.S. (E 51) F [2,106] 1.38

E

25

N.S (E 16) F [2,106] 0.24 79

N.S. (B 28) F [2,109] 16.41 000

N.S. (E 25) F [2,109] 14.95 000

N.S. (E 61) F [2,109] 6.45 003

N.S. (E 20) F [2,106] 3.42 04

PSQTOTAL N.S. (E 77) F [2,106] 2.11 12
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TABLE 10

MEANS AND SEANDARD DEVIATIONS OF POST-SESSION QUESTIONNAIRE (PSQ) VARIABLES
(N = 110 cases)

(Por PSQ7A, PSQ7B, and PSQ7AB, N = 113 cases)

POST-SESSION

QUESTIONNAIRE
(PSQ) VARIABLE

SAMPLE
MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

PSQ123 1.03 .80

PSQ1 .25 .43

PSQ2 .42 .50

PSQ3 .36 .48

PSQ5 5.11 1.44

PSQ7AB .72 .72

PSQ7A .57 .50

PSQ7B .15 .36

PSQ8 2.64 1.06

PSQDOTAL 9.50 2.13
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premise that conscious hearing and identification was going on

in their cases; hence, the messages were not truly

"subliminal."

The covariate was not a significant source of variance (F

[1,106] = 1.58, p = .21), nor was there a significant main

effect for treatment condition (F [2, 106] = 1.24, p = .29).

Planned comparisons of the mean of group H-S with C and of S

with C revealed no significant differences either. In

general, subjects from all three conditions (including those

who heard the subliminal suggestions and those who did not)

averaged approximately 1 correct response out of the 3

indirect questions. Figure 4-11 displays the means for the

variable, PSQ123, for each treatment condition. HO-4,

therefore, is not rejected with respect to this first type of

indirect measure of cognitive response to subliminal

suggestion.

PS07AB

PSQ questions 7A and 7B evaluated subjects' awareness of

and ability to identify subliminal messages when asked

directly but open-endedly about them (i.e., Do you think there

were subliminal messages on the recording you heard?, Did you

hear any subliminal messages?, and If so, what were they?).

Each subject's responses to questions 7A and 7B were combined

into one variable (PSQ7AB), measuring the overall affirmative

response to direct questions about subliminals. An ANCOVA was

done across the treatment conditions. Baseline SRT was used as
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a covariate, but was not significant (F [1, 109] = 1.20,

P = .28). A strong main effect for treatment group was

present (F [2, 109] = 16.41, p = .000). Planned comparisons
between means of the H-S and C groups and between means of the

S and the C groups were both highly significant (H-S vs C: t

[109] = 4.09, p = .000; S vs C: t [109] = 5.58, p = .000).

Reference to the subgroup means indicates that subjects in

both the H-S (mean .83) and the S conditions (mean = 1.05)

were more likely than controls (mean = .23) to respond that

subliminals were present when questioned directly. Figure 4-

12 and 4-13 graphically illustrate the differences in

responses to PSQ7A and 7B, respectively, across treatment

conditions. This disparity, undoubtedly, to a great degree

reflects the fact that the correct response for the H-S and S

groups is "Yes,” (subliminals were present) whereas for the C

group, the correct response is "No."

From the perspective of accuracy of response,

therefore, given the presence or absence of subliminals in the

treatment condition, on PSQ7A 77.1% of the C group correctly

responded that no subliminals were present, and 76.3% of the
S group responded affirmatively that they believed subliminals
were present. However, only 67.5% of the H-S group responded

correctly that subliminals were present. This is not a

statistically significant difference (Chi2 [2] = 1.31, p =

.57), but it invites speculation as to its cause. On the

question as to whether subliminal messages were actually heard
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(PSQ7B), none of the C group responded affirmatively.

However, 15% of the H-S and 28.9% of the S group (again an

interesting but not statistically significant contrast)

responded that they heard words spoken through the white

noise.

The great majority of subjects who reported hearing

speech and answered affirmatively stated that, although they

sometimes heard something that sounded like conversation or

words fading in and out, they could not make out what it was.

The presentation of the segment of masked subliminal cues

immediately following the auditory testing appears to have had

the strong effect of priming subjects to attend to barely

audible sounds. A few subjects made inaccurate guesses as to

what the messages were. Two subjects from the S group and one

from the H-S group did correctly identify one subliminal cue.

Interestingly, all three scored in the low susceptibility

range on the HGSHS:A. The cues identified were not the same

one, however. Thus, the -15 dB S/N masking of the cues

allowed a small subset of the subjects to detect some

semblance of speech sounds, but for 97.3%, these were not

consciously identifiable in terms of content.

Statistically, then, HO-4 is rejected with respect to the

direct measure of awareness of subliminal cues. Practically

speaking, however, this response indicates that for some

members of the H-S and S groups, some speech-like sound was

intermittently detectable, and that there was a tendency to
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attribute these sounds to possible subliminal cues when the

question was posed.

PS08

PSQ question 8 listed a series of 18 statements and asked

subjects to choose 6 which might have been presented

subliminally. This is another form of indirect inquiry. The 3

subjects who identified subliminal cues directly were excluded

from this analysis. Mean scores on this question for each

treatment condition are shown in Figure 4-14. On ANCOVA,

using baseline SRT as covariate, a significant treatment

effect emerged (F [2, 106] = 3.42, p = .04). The covariate

did not have a significant effect. Planned comparisons between

the H-S group (mean = 2.79) and the C group (mean = 2.26) and

between the S group (mean = 2.83) and C group indicated that

small but significant improvements in identifying subliminal

cues were present in both of the treatment conditions relative

to the control (H-S vs C: t [106] = 2.23, p = .03; S vs C: t

[106] = 2.39, p = .02). Thus, HO-4 is rejected with respect

to the ability to identify subliminal cues presented from a

list of potential cues.

PSOTOTAL

Finally, the overall scores on the Post-Session

Questionnaire (Maximum = 19) were analyzed using the same

ANCOVA format. (Subjects directly identifying subliminal cues

were again excluded.) As the more specific analyses above

indicated, the baseline speech recognition threshold level
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(bSRT) was not a significant factor in the variance. On these

overall scores (called PSQTOTAL), there was no significant

treatment effect present (F [2, 106] = 2.11, p = .12).

However, planned comparisons between the H-S and C group means

and the S and C group means revealed a significant difference

between the subliminals group and controls (t (106] = 2.05, p

= .04), but not between the hypnosis-subliminals group and

controls. Examination of the subgroup means indicated that the

subliminals group (mean = 10.03) scored significantly better

than controls (mean = 9.00) overall in identifying subliminal

cues (t [106] = 2.05, p = .04), but the hypnosis-subliminals

group (mean = 9.46) did not. Figure 4-15 illustrates these

differences in overall Post-Session Questionnaire scores.

Thus, with respect to the overall post-test score, while

the treatment effect on ANCOVA was not strong enough to

support the rejection of HO-4, planned comparisons suggest

that HO-4 is rejected because the subliminals-only group

scored significantly better than the controls.

HO-5. No difference in accuracy of identification of
subliminal compound word primes between groups

On PSQ question 5, subjects were asked to identify

compound words which had been presented as subliminal primes

(i.e., rainbow) from a choice of two (i.e., rainbow OR

raincoat). Ten primes were presented, and the number of

correct identifications formed the score on PSQ5. An ANCOVA

(using bSRT as covariate) revealed no significant effect for
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treatment condition or for the covariate (Refer again to

Tables 9 and 10). Subjects who had directly identified

subliminal cues were excluded. Planned comparisons of H-S and

C group means and of S and C group means showed that neither

treatment condition scored significantly better than the

control in identifying these primes. Indeed, all three groups

scored approximately 5 out of 10 on this question. Figure 4-16

illustrates the relative equivalence of these PSQ5 means.

Clearly, then, HO-5 cannot be rejected based on these data.

HO-6. No relationship between hypnotic susceptibility level
(as measured by HGSHS:A score) and subjects7 auditory acuity
to speech under any treatment condition

This hypothesis was tested by a two-way (susceptibility

level x treatment condition) analysis of covariance on each of

the four measures of auditory acuity taken during the

intervention phase of the experiment (iSDT, iSRT, ÍWDS25 and

iWDS-15). The baseline value of each measure was used as its

covariate. All subjects were included in this analysis, and

the ANCOVAs were done both using 3 susceptibility levels (low,

medium and high) and again using the collapsed 2 levels (low-

medium and high) , in an effort to learn as much as possible

about the small group of low susceptibility level subjects.

On the ANCOVA tests, no significant main effects were

found for susceptibility level on any of the four auditory

acuity variables (iSDT, iSRT, ÍWDS25, and iWDS-15), using
either the three-level or the collapsed two-level division of
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susceptibility. Neither were there any significant treatment

x susceptibility level interactions. As expected, baseline

values of the variables used as covariates were highly

significant (p < .001) in all cases (Refer to Table 11).

Planned comparisons, however, did reveal one significant

susceptibility level effect within a treatment group. On the

variable, WDS25, within the control group only, subjects in

the low susceptibility level scored significantly higher (mean

= 5.46) than those in the moderate level (mean =4.5) (t [103]

= .27, p < .01). This effect disappeared, of course, when the

low and medium susceptibility levels were collapsed together.

Post hoc analysis of marginal and specific means showed

no differences in means attributable to susceptibility

effects. Figures 4-17, 4-18, 4-19, and 4-20 illustrate the

differences in means between high and low-medium collapsed

susceptibility levels for SDT, SRT, WDS25, and WDS-15,

respectively. Table 11 summarizes the results of the ANCOVA

tests on the auditory acuity variables.

HO-6, therefore, was not rejected for the measures of

sound detection threshold (SDT), sound recognition threshold

(SRT) or word discrimination score under masked conditions

(WDS-15). On the word discrimination score at 25 dB (WDS25),

differences were found between the low and medium

susceptibility levels within the control group, which were no

longer discernible when these susceptibility levels were

collapsed. Thus, from the perspective of the three
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TABLE 11

ANALYSIS OF AUDITCRY ACUITY VARIABLES BY SUSCEPTIBILITY LEVEL AND TREATMENT GROUP
(N = 113 cases)

AUDITORY
ACUITY VARIABLE

SOT

TEST
EFFECT

df F E

Covariate (bSDT) 1 44.07 .000

Susceptibility (L/M/H) 2 1.00 .37

Treatment 2 .78 .46

Interaction 4 .34 .85

Covariate (bSRT) 1 31.46 .000

Susceptibility (L/M/H) 2 .75 .48

Treatment 2 .17 .84

Interaction 4 .10 .98

Covariate (bSDS 25) 1 91.44 .000

Susceptibility (L/M/H) 2 .52 .60
WDS 25

Treatment 2 .39

Interaction 4 .74

.68

.57

WDS -15
Covariate (bWDS -15) 1 14.92

Susceptibility (L/M/H) 2 .34

Interaction

000

.72
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susceptibility group analysis, HO-6 should technically be

rejected with respect to WDS25. However, in view of the small

number of low susceptibles which represent the group and the

fact that the differences are found within the control only,

it is difficult to give much weight to this evidence for a

susceptibility effect, Therefore, HO-6 might more practically

be considered not rejected on any count.

HQ-7. No relationship between hypnotic susceptibility level
(as measured by HGSHS:A score 1 and subjects' response to
subliminal behavioral suggestions under any treatment
condition

For the categorical behavioral variables, iPEN and

iREWARD, this hypothesis was tested by a logistic regression

model using collapsed susceptibility group and treatment

condition as predictors. The baseline value, bPEN, was not

used in the regression model for iPEN, since it was not

significant (Wf = .02, p = .90) and the model Chi2 improved

slightly without it (Chi2 [6] with bPEN = 12.75, p = .05; Chi2

[5] without bPEN = 12.74, p = .03). A two-way (collapsed

susceptibility level x treatment condition) ANCOVA was used on

the variables, iLEGS, iLEGSMIN, and iLOOK. Because it was

necessary to eliminate the subjects who could identify

"subliminal" messages, leaving only 9 low susceptibles, the

collapsed 2-level susceptibility categorization had to be used

for all 5 behavioral variables. The analysis of covariance

had been planned using baseline SRT as a covariate, assuming

that hearing thresholds might affect response. However, bSRT
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was not found to be a significant factor in predicting any of

the intervention variables, whereas baseline values of these

three variables were. Therefore, the baseline equivalent to

the behavioral measure was used as covariate.

A summary of the analyses is shown in Table 12. On the

five primary behavioral variables, collapsed susceptibility

level was found to be a significant predictor only on rate of

green pen selection (iPEN) (Wf. [1] = 4.14, p = .04). Figure

4-21 illustrates the differences in means between high (Hi)

and low-medium (L-M) susceptibles in each treatment condition.

It is worth noting that when collapsed susceptibility level is

included in the model, treatment group becomes a significant

predictor of choice of pen color (W: [2] = 6.27, p = .04),

although it barely escaped significance in the regression

model with treatment and bPEN alone (reported under H0-3).

No significant treatment group x susceptibility level

interactions were found in the analysis of any of the

behavioral variables. Planned comparisons were done between

means for the two susceptibility levels within each treatment

condition, and no significant differences were found for any

of the five primary behavioral variables. The logistic

regression model, using collapsed susceptibility level as a

predictor for iPEN and iREWARD, was also applied to subjects

in each treatment condition individually, to identify possible

within-treatment susceptibility level effects, but none were

present. Figures 4-22, 4-23, 4-24, and 4-25 illustrate the
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TABLE 12
ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIORAL VARIABLES BY COLLAPSED SUSCEPTIBILITY LEVEL AND

GROUP

(N 110 cases)

BEHAVIORAL
VARIABLE

TEST
EFFECT

TEST
srAnsnc

E

A

Baseline value (bPEN) Removed if [1] = 0.02 .90
lPEN

Susceptibility (L-M /H) if [1] = 4.14 .04

Treatment if [2] = 6.27 .04

Interaction if [2] = 2.76 .25

iREWARD
Susceptibility (L-M /H) if [1] = 1.20 .27

Treatment if [2] = 6.94 .03

Interaction if [2] = 0.65 .72

ÍLEOS
Covariate (bLBGS) F [1,103] = 22.28 .000

Susceptibility (L-M /H) F [1,103] = 0.01 .90

Treatment F [2,103] = 3.47 .03

Interaction F [2,103] = 0.94 .40

ÍLE3SSMLN
Covariate (bLBGSMIN) F [1,103] = 22.14 .000

Susceptibility (L-M /H) F [1,103] = 0.24 .63

Treatment F [2,103] = 1.96 .14

Interaction F [2,103] = 0.28 .76

iUOCK
Covariate (bLOOK) F [1,103] = 3.48 .06

Susceptibility (L-M /H) F [1,103] - 0.43 .52

Treatment F [2,103] = 3.05 .05

Interaction F [2,103] = 1.14 .31
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1.0
Mean Rate o-t Green Pen Choice

0.5

0.0
H-S S C

High
Lou-Medium

Hypnosis-Subliminal (H-S), Subliminal
(S), or Control (C) Group

FIGURE 4-21
GREEN PEN SELECTION POST-INTERVENTION (iPEN),

BY COLLAPSED SUSCEPTIBILITY LEVEL (LOW-MEDIUM AND HIGH)
AND TREATMENT CONDITION
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Mean Rate oí Green Reuard

Hypnosis-Sub1íminal (H-S), Subliminal
(S), or Control (C) Group

FIGURE 4-22

GREEN REWARD SELECTION POST-INTERVENTION (iREWARD),
BY COLLAPSED SUSCEPTIBILITY LEVEL (LOW-MEDIUM AND HIGH)

AND TREATMENT CONDITION
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Mean Number o-f Leg Crossings
(fidjus led lor Baseline LEGS)

Hypnosis-Subliminal (H-S), Subliminal
(S>, or Control (C) Group

FIGURE 4-23
INSTANCES OF LEG CROSSING DURING INTERVENTION (iLEGS)

[ADJUSTED],
BY COLLAPSED SUSCEPTIBILITY LEVEL (LOW-MEDIUM AND HIGH)

AND TREATMENT CONDITION
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Mean Duration oi Leg Crossing

H-S S C

Hypnosis-Subliminal (H-S), Subliminal
(S), or Control (C) Group

FIGURE 4-24
DURATION OF LEG CROSSING (iLEGSMIN)

[ADJUSTED],
BY COLLAPSED SUSCEPTIBILITY LEVEL (LOW-MEDIUM AND HIGH)

AND TREATMENT CONDITION
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Mean Occurrences o-f Looking

H-S S C

Hypnosis-Subliminal (H-S), Subliminal
(S), or Coni rol (C) Group

FIGURE 4-25
INSTANCES OF LOOKING BEHIND DURING INTERVENTION (iLOOK)

[ADJUSTED],
BY COLLAPSED SUSCEPTIBILITY LEVEL (LOW-MEDIUM AND HIGH)

AND TREATMENT GROUP
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differences in subgroup means for the two susceptibility

levels in each treatment condition on the variables, iREWARD,

iLEGS, iLEGSMIN, and iLOOK, respectively.

Therefore, data does not support the rejection of HO-7

for the two behavioral variables related to leg crossing

response (iLEGS and iLEGSMIN) or for looking behind (iLOOK) or

choice of green reward (iREWARD). No susceptibility effects

were found for these variables for any treatment conditions.

Only for the variable, iPEN, is a significant effect for

susceptibility apparent, calling for the rejection of this

hypothesis.

HO-8. No relationship between the variable of hypnotic
susceptibility level, as measured by HGSHS:A score, and
subjects' accuracy of identification of subliminal messages
on the PSO under any treatment condition

As reviewed under HO-4, response to subliminal messages

was tested indirectly in PSQ questions 1, 2 and 3 and question

8, and directly by asking whether the cues were sensed or

perceived on PSQ questions 7A and 7B. A susceptibility level

by treatment condition ANCOVA was done on the variables,

PSQ123, PSQ7AB, PSQ8, and PSQTOTAL. Baseline SRT was used as

a covariate, to control for hearing level differences.

However, the covariate effect was not significant on any of

the analyses. Subjects who accurately identified any

subliminal cue on question 7B were excluded from analysis of

PSQ123, PSQ8, and PSQTOTAL, and the low and medium

susceptibility levels were collapsed.
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Significant main effects for susceptibility were present

on the variables, PSQ8 (F [1,103] = 4.76, p = .03) and the

total Post-Session Questionnaire Score, PSQTOTAL (F [1,103] =

5.22, p = .02), but not for PSQ123, or PSQ7AB. No significant

susceptibility level x treatment condition interactions were

found on any of the PSQ variables. Table 13 summarizes these

analyses. Table 14 presents analyses by individual Post-

Session Questionnaire item. Figures 4-26, 4-27, 4-28, 4-29,

and 4-30 illustrate the differences in susceptibility level

and treatment condition subgroup means for PSQ123, PSQ7A,

PSQ7B, PSQ8, and PSQTOTAL, respectively.

No significant differences were found between the two

susceptibility levels within any treatment group on planned

comparisons for the variables, PSQ123 or PSQ7AB.

For PSQ8, unexpectedly, the only specific difference for

collapsed susceptibility group which reached significance lay

in the control group, with the high susceptibles scoring a

mean of 2.71 out of 6 and the low-medium group mean being 1.95

(t [ 103 ] = -2.16, p = .03). An examination of the subgroup

means indicates that the mean score of 1.95 for the low-medium

control group subjects is distinctly below all of the other

subgroup means (Refer to Figure 4-29), and that in all

treatment conditions, the mean for low-medium subjects falls

below that of the high susceptibility level subjects. This,

then, represents the basis for the significant main effect for

susceptibility level on the ANCOVA.
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TABLE 13

ANALYSIS OF POST-SESSION QUESTIONNAIRE (PSQ) COGNITIVE VARIABLES
COLLAPSED SUSCEPTIBILITY LEVEL AND TREATMENT GROUP

(N 110 cases)
(Por PSQ7AB, N = 113 cases)

POST-SESSION TEST TEST P
QUESTIONNAIRE EFFECT siwnsnc

VARIABLE
'

Covariate (bSRT) F [1,103] == 2.03 .15

PSQ123
Susceptibility (L-M /H) F [1,103] == 0.32 .58

Treatment F [2,103] == 1.36 .26

Interaction F [2,103] == 0.44 .65

Covariate (bSRT) F [1,103] == 1.21 .27

PSQ5
Susceptibility (L-M /H) F [1,103] == 2.60 .11

Treatment F [2,103] == 0.35 .71

Interaction F [2,103] == 1.11 .33

Covariate (bSRT) F [1,106] == 1.44 .23

PSQ7AB
Susceptibility (L-M /H) F [1,106] == 0.92 .34

Treatment F [2,106] == 15.93 .000

Interaction F [2,106] == 0.98 .38

Covariate (bSRT) F [1,103] == 1.33 .25

PSQ8
Susceptibility (L-M /H) F [1,103] == 4.76 .03

Treatment F [2,103] == 2.82 .06

Interaction F [2,103] == 0.67 .52

PSQTOTAL
Covariate (bSRT) F [1,103] -= 0.25 .62

Susceptibility (L-M /H) F [1,103] =- 5.22 .02

Treatment F [2,103] -- 2.30 .10

Interaction F [2,103] == 1.43 .24
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TABLE 14
ANALYSIS OF SUPPLEMENTARY POST-SESSION QUESTIONNAIRE (PSQ) VARIABLES

BY COLLAPSED SUSCEPTIBILITY LEVEL AND TREATMENT GROUP
(N = 110 cases)

(Ftar PSQ7A and PSQ7B, N = 113 cases)

QUESTIONNAIRE
VARIABLE

TEST
7FECT

TEST
STATISTIC

Covariate (bSRT)

Susceptibility (L-M /H)

Treatment

Interaction

F [1,103] 1.00

F [1,103] 1.42

F [2,103]

F [2,103]

0.34

0.05

e

31

23

72

94

Covariate (bSRT) F [1,103] 0.95

Susceptibility (L-M /H)

Treatment

Interaction

F [1,103] 0.33

F [2,103] 1.11

F [2,103] 2.56

33

57

33

08

Covariate (bSRT) F [1,103] 0.20

Susceptibility (L-M /H) F [1,103] 0.52

Interaction F [2,103] 0.44

66

48

65

Covariate (bSRT)

Susceptibility (L-M /H)

F [1,106]

F [1,106]

1.48

0.87

Treatment F [2,106] 14.22

Interaction F [2,106] 0.49

Covariate (bSRT)

Susceptibility (L-M /H)

Treatment

Interaction

F [1,106]

F [1,106]

F [2,106]

F [2,106]

0.38

0.30

6.43

0.81

22

36

000

62

56

59

003

45
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3

2

1

0

Mean Score on PSQ123
(MfiX POSS = 3)

High
Lou-Medium

Hypnosis-Subliminal (H-S), Subliminal
(S), and Coni rol (C) Groups

FIGURE 4-26
RESPONSE TO INDIRECT QUESTIONS ABOUT SUBLIMINALS

(PSQ 1, 2, & 3)
BY COLLAPSED SUSCEPTIBILITY LEVEL (LOW-MEDIUM AND HIGH)

AND TREATMENT CONDITION
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H-S S C

Hypnosis-Sub]iminal (H-S), Subliminal
(S), or Control (C) Group

FIGURE 4-27
PERCENT WHO BELIEVED THEY WERE PRESENTED SUBLIMINAL CUES,
BY COLLAPSED SUSCEPTIBILITY LEVEL (LOW-MEDIUM AND HIGH)

AND TREATMENT CONDITION
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Percent Responding "Yes" to

H-S S C

Hypnosis-Subliminal (H-S), Subliminal
(S), or Control (C) Group

FIGURE 4-28

PERCENT WHO STATED THAT THEY HEARD SUBLIMINAL CUES,
BY COLLAPSED SUSCEPTIBILITY LEVEL (LOW-MEDIUM AND HIGH)

AND TREATMENT CONDITION
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Mean Score on PSQ8

H-S S C

Hypnosis-Sub1iminal (H-S), Subliminal
(S), and Control (C) Groups

FIGURE 4-29

CORRECT RESPONSES ON LISTS OF POSSIBLE SUBLIMINAL CUES (PSQ8),
BY COLLAPSED SUSCEPTIBILITY LEVEL (LOW-MEDIUM AND HIGH)

AND TREATMENT CONDITION
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Mean Post-Test Score

Hypnosis-Subliminal (H-S), Subliminal
(S), and Control (C) Groups

FIGURE 4-30
TOTAL POST-TEST SCORE (PSQTOTAL),

BY COLLAPSED SUSCEPTIBILITY LEVEL (LOW-MEDIUM AND HIGH)
AND TREATMENT CONDITION
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When the PSQ scores were totaled and the overall score of

the post-test (PSQTOTAL) analyzed, however, the planned

comparisons showed a significant difference between

susceptibility group means in the subliminals-only group

(t[103] = -2.52, p = .01). The overall mean PSQ score for the

low-medium group was 9.25, while for the high group it was

11.0 for those who received only the subliminal messages. The

difference within the S group is the greatest, but the high

susceptible subgroup scored above the low-medium subgroup in

the H-S and C conditions, too. This is the basis for the

significant main effects for susceptibility group which

appeared on the ANCOVA. These scores are higher than those of

the comparable susceptibility level in the control group, but

not significantly so. This finding on the overall PSQ scores,

however, substantiates the rejection of HO-8 with respect to

PSQTOTAL. It is also rejected due to the main effect on PSQ8,

although it is not rejected when the other subscores are

analyzed individually in PSQ123 and PSQ7AB.

Reanalysis of each of the PSQ scores using the three

susceptibility levels (low, medium, and high) in the treatment

x susceptibility level ANCOVA yielded no significant main or

interaction effects other than the very same ones which

appeared using the collapsed susceptibility levels.
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HO-9. No relationship between the variable of hypnotic
susceptibility level, as measured by HGSHS;A scoref and
subjects/ accuracy of identification of subliminal compound
word primes in anv treatment condition

This hypothesis was tested by means of a susceptibility

level x treatment condition ANCOVA of the variable, PSQ5,

which represented subjects' scores on identifying 10

subliminally cued compound words. Baseline SRT was used as

covariate. Subjects who identified subliminal cues were

excluded, and the susceptibility levels were collapsed. No

significant main effect for susceptibility level or

susceptibility x treatment interaction was present, suggesting
that the role of susceptibility in predicting this variable

was small. Refer back to Table 13 for a summary of the

analysis. Susceptibility and treatment subgroup means for PQS5

are displayed graphically in Figure 4-31. Planned comparisons
of the two susceptibility levels within treatment groups did

reveal a significant difference within the subliminals-only

condition. Subjects in the high susceptibility level scored

higher (mean = 5.86) than those in the low-medium

susceptibility level (mean = 4.75) in this condition (t [103]
= -2.35, p = .02). On post hoc analysis, there was no

difference beyond chance in marginal means, but again within

the subliminals-only group, a significant difference was found

between the two susceptibility levels (Scheffe: p = .02).

Therefore HO-9 is rejected due to the specific susceptibility

effect present in the subliminals-only condition.
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Mean Score on PSQ5
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0

S55Ü High

to*## Lou-Medium
H-S S C

Hypnosis-Subliminal (H-S), Subliminal
(S) and Control (C) Groups

FIGURE 4-31

RESPONSE TO SUBLIMINAL COMPOUND WORD PRIMES (PSQ5)
COLLAPSED (LOW-MEDIUM AND HIGH)

AND TREATMENT CONDTIION
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Summary of Findings

HQ-1: No difference in auditory speech acuity within subjects
from baseline to intervention in any treatment condition

[a] Rejected with respect to speech detection threshold.

Main effect within subjects.

Treatment x within subjects [SDT] interaction.

Changes within subjects [TI - T2 ] in H-S and S

groups.

Difference in SDT change [TI - T2] between H-S and

C groups.

[b] Rejected with respect to word discrimination score at

25 dB.

Changes within subjects [Time 1-2] in S group.

Specific difference in WDS25 change [TI - T2]

between S and C groups.

[c] Rejected with respect to word discrimination score at

-15 db S/N.

Main effect within subjects.

Treatment x within subjects interaction.

Changes within subjects [Time 1 - 2] in H-S and S

groups.

Specific differences in WDS-15 change [TI - T2 ]

between H-S and C groups and between S and C

groups.

[d] Not rejected with respect to speech recognition

threshold.
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HQ-2: No difference in auditory acuity to speech stimuli
during intervention between treatment conditions

[a] Rejected with respect to word discrimination score at

25 dB.

Specific difference between S and C group means.

[b] Not rejected with respect to speech detection

threshold, speech recognition threshold, or word

discrimination score at -15 dB S/N.

HQ-3; No difference in behavioral response to subliminal
suggestions between treatment conditions

[a] Not rejected with respect to selection of green pen.

[b] Rejected with respect to selection of green reward.

Significant W2 for Treatment.

[c] Rejected with respect to instances of leg crossing.

Main effect for treatment.

Specific difference between S and C group means.

[d] Rejected with respect to instances of looking behind.

Specific difference between S and C group means.

[e] Not rejected with respect to duration of leg crossing.

HQ-4: No difference between treatment groups in accuracy of
direct or indirect identification of subliminal messages
on the Post-Session Questionnaire (PSO

[a] Rejected with respect to direct questioning on Post

Session Questionnaire 7AB.

Main effect for treatment.
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Specific differences between H-S and C group means

and between S and C group means.

[b] Rejected with respect to indirect questioning on PSQ8.

Main effect for treatment.

Specific differences between H-S and C group means

and between S and C group means.

[c] Rejected with respect to overall PSQ score.

Specific difference between S and C group means.

[d] Not rejected with respect to indirect questioning on

PSQ123.

HO-5: No difference in accuracy of identification of
subliminal compound word primes between groups

Not rejected.

HO-6: No relationship between hypnotic susceptibility
level fas measured bv HGSHS:A score) and subjects'
auditory acuity to speech under any treatment condition

Not rejected.

HO-7: No relationship between hypnotic susceptibility level
(as measured by HGSHS;A scored and subjects' response to
subliminal behavioral suggestions under any treatment
condition

[a] Rejected with respect to selection of green pen.

Significant W2 for collapsed susceptibility group.

[b] Not rejected with respect to selection of green

reward, occurrences of leg crossing, duration of leg

crossing, or occurrences of looking behind.
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HO-8: No relationship
susceptibility level
and subjects7
subliminal
condition

of hypnotic
:A score.

identification of
any treatment

[a] Rejected with respect to overall Post Session

Questionnaire Score.

Main effect for susceptibility.

Specific difference between collapsed susceptibility

level means in the S group.

[b] Rejected with respect to PSQ8.

Main effect for susceptibility.

Specific difference between collapsed susceptibility

level means in the C group.

[c] Not rejected with respect to PSQ123 or PSQ7AB.

HO-9: No relationship between the variable of hypnotic
susceptibility level, as measured by HGSHS:A score, and
subjects' accuracy of identification of subliminal
compound word primes in any treatment condition

Specific difference between collapsed susceptibility

level means in the S group.

Relationship of Long Stanford State Scale ('LSSS’l Scores to
the Harvard Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility: Form A

(HGSHS:A)

Mean scores on the two LSSS measures taken during session

one were 3.94 and 4.67, giving an average LSSS depth reading

of 4.32 on a 0 - 10 scale, representing a moderate level of
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trance. Both bLSSSl and bLSSS2 correlated highly with HGSHSrA

scores (bLSSSl: R = .354, g = .000; bLSSS2: R = .484,

g = .000).

In session two, only the hypnosis-subliminals group was

asked to give LSSS estimates. For this group, there were

three estimates: the first after the hypnotic induction, the

second after the auditory testing series, and the third

following the masked subliminal message seguence, just before

being awakened. Mean scores for these variables were as

follows: iLSSSl - 3.76, ÍLSSS2 - 3.25, and ÍLSSS3 - 3.92.

This suggests that subjects felt least hypnotized after

hearing the auditory testing, which required close attention

and frequent verbal responses, and most hypnotized at the end

of the session following the quiet interval of masked cues.

The average of the three scores was 3.65, which is lower than

the overall mean for the session one readings, but still

indicates a light to moderate level of hypnotic depth. This

average iLSSS score correlates highly with HGSHS:A scores

(R = .410, g = .01), as does the third reading, ÍLSSS3

(R = .428, g = .01). Correlations for the first and second

readings fall just below statistical significance (iLSSSl: R

= .279, g = .09; ÍLSSS2: R = .295, g = .07).

A graphic comparison of mean level of trance in sessions

one and two for the hypnosis-subliminals group is presented in

Figure 4-32. This figure illustrates the fact that in session

one, 15.4% of the H-S group reported mean levels of trance in
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the higher (7-9) range, but in session two no one reported

a mean depth of trance above 7. Also, only one subject (2.6%)

presented a mean LSSS score in the 0-1 (borderline) range in

session one, whereas four subjects (10%) did so in session

two. Thus, subjects' subjective estimates of trance depth were

generally higher during the HGSHS:A administration in session

one than during the audiometric testing and masked subliminal

cue presentation in session two, despite the use of a

deepening technique. Thirty-six of the H-S subjects did

report an average depth of hypnotic trance in the light to

moderate range, however, which is sufficient for the purposes

of the research. Susceptibility (HGSHS:A) was not found to

correlate with measures of left or right handedness (R =

-.045, p = .64).

Although analysis by sex was not part of the experimental

design, post hoc review of the variables by sex revealed two

interesting differences. The only variables which yielded

significant correlations with sex were: HGSHS:A score (R

=.24, p = .01), susceptibility level (R = .214, p = .02),

and the four variables related to leg crossing behavior,

bLEGS (R = .332, p = .001), bLEGSMIN (R = .284, p = .002),

iLEGS (R = .227, p = .02), and iLEGSMIN (R = .341,

E = .000).
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fiverage LSSS Score (Trance Depth),
Baseline and Experimental

FIGURE 4-32
HYPNOSIS-SUBLIMINAL GROUP:

COMPARISON OF AVERAGE LSSS SCORE
AT BASELINE AND DURING EXPERIMENTAL INTERVENTION
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Original validation studies on the Harvard Group Scale

of Hypnotic Susceptibility: Form A did not report a sex

differential (Shor and Orne, 1962, 1963). However, since that

time, while the majority of studies either do not find or do

not discuss a difference in means across sexes (Bentler &

Roberts, 1964; Frankel et al., 1979, Hilgard, 1978/79; Kirsch,

Council & Wickless, 1990; Lamas et al., 1989; Perry &

Lawrence, 1980), a few do. Coe (1964) reported differences

between male (M) and female (F) dramatic arts majors (M mean

= 6.41; F mean = 8.00). Levine, Kurtz, and Lauter (1984)

reported that females obtained significantly higher behavioral

(M mean = 6.42; F mean = 7.42) and subjective scores (M mean

= 36.46; F mean = 40.62) than males. Stanger (1993) reported

a significantly higher mean HGSHS:A score for females than for

males in a recent dissertation study done at this university

(M mean = 6.41; F mean = 7.83).

Thus, when a differential is reported, females generally

demonstrate higher susceptibility. Such was also the case in

the current study sample (t [113] = 28.20, p = .00). Mean

HGSHS:A score for males was 6.95 (SD = 2.74); for females, the

mean was 8.14 (SD = 2.06). The distribution of HGSHS:A scores

by sex is illustrated in Figure 4-33.
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Leer Crossing

With respect to leg crossing behavior, females in the

study crossed their legs significantly more frequently than

males at baseline (bLEGS: Chi2 [2] = 13.12, p = .002) and

during the intervention period (iLEGS: Chi2 [2] = 11.29,

p = .05). However, while the mean duration of leg crossing

(LEGSMIN) for females was longer than that for males, the

difference was not significant in either time period. Means,

standard deviations, and test statistics for the four measures

of leg crossing behavior are summarized in Table 15.

The finding of a correlation between sex and the two

behavioral measures of leg crossing behavior is not

surprising from a sociological standpoint, but it suggests

that, unintentionally, sex was a significant predictor of

response to the suggestion, "Cross your legs." The use of

baseline measures as covariates in the analysis partially

compensated for this, but although there was no significant

sex difference between treatment groups at baseline, the

groups were not specifically balanced for sex. Thus,

differences in the sex ratio between groups might be

expected to confound measurements of leg crossing behavior

to some degree.

Reanalysis Without Borderline Hypnotized Subjects

As previously noted, four subjects in the hypnosis-

subliminals group reported a mean Long Stanford State Scale
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FIGURE 4-33
HYPNOTIC SUSCEPTIBILITY BY SEX:

MALES VS FEMALES
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TABLE 15

MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND TEST STATISTICS FCR LEG CROSSING
MEASURES,
BY SEX

(N = 113 cases)

VARIABLE (N
MEAN

37)
S.D

.27

.78

3.08

.51

1.03

6.26

6.14 7.73

(N
MEAN

.70

1.34

7.77

11.81

76)
S.D

.63

1.25

8.01

7.73

cm2 [2] E
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score of 1 or less (over three measurements) during the H-S

intervention. All of these had higher mean LSSS scores in the

initial session (7.5, 3.0, 7.0, and 3.5). Three scored in the

medium susceptibility range on the HGSHS:A, and one scored in

the low range. These factors suggest that situational

variables at the time of the second session may have largely

accounted for the low mean LSSS scores. However, out of

concern that these subjects may not have been actually

hypnotized, and that their responses may have confounded the

results reported for the H-S group, data on all behavioral and

PSQ variables was reanalyzed excluding these subjects. This

included a total N of 106 subjects: 35 in the H-S condition,

36 in the S condition, and 35 controls. None of the test

results changed in significance with this further precaution;

therefore, it was not deemed necessary to report these further

analyses individually throughout the chapter.



CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

Our normal waking consciousness ... is but one
special type of consciousness, whilst all about it,
parted from it by the filmiest of screens, there
lie potential forms of consciousness entirely
different. We may go through life without suspecting
their existence; but apply the requisite stimulus,
and at a touch they are there in all their
completeness, definite types of mentality which
probably somewhere have their field of application
and adaptation. No account of the universe in its
totality can be final which leaves these other forms
of consciousness quite disregarded. How to regard
them is the question, for they are so discontinuous
with ordinary consciousness!" (italics added)
- William James (1929 [1902], pp. 378-379.)

Summary and Interpretation of Findings

This study investigated the effects of two types of

unconscious treatment: subliminal auditory messages and

subliminal messages combined with hypnotic suggestion.

Response was measured in terms of auditory acuity variables,

behavioral variables, and indirect and direct questioning.

Both within-subject effects and comparison with a control

group were measured. Additionally, the relationship of

hypnotic susceptibility to subjects' response was

investigated. Findings will be discussed in four parts:

response to subliminal cues, response to hypnotic suggestion

220
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plus subliminal cues, overall treatment effects and

susceptibility effects.

Response to Subliminal Cues

The group that received only subliminal cues (S)

demonstrated the most wide-spread response across all the

variables measured. Significant within-subjects differences

were found in three out of four auditory acuity variables

(SDT, WDS25, and WDS-15). Differences between the subliminals

group and the control group were found in two out of four

auditory acuity variables (WDS25 and WDS-15), two out of five

behavioral variables (iLEGS, and iLOOK), and three out of five

Post-Session Questionnaire [PSQ] measures, including the

overall post-test score (PSQ7AB, PSQ8 and PSQTOTAL).

Significant results are summarized in Tables 16, 17, and 18.

Response on the other variables was almost invariably in the

predicted direction (as can be observed by reviewing Figures

4-2 through 4-16), even though it did not reach statistical

significance with a sample size ranging from 35-40 per group.

When measured as a percentage of the baseline or the

control group score, as is done in the medical model, the

differences often reached 50 - 70% and in some cases were even

greater. From a clinical standpoint vis a vis the individual

client, however, the impact was generally small, as has been

the case in most subliminal research. For example, on the

WDS25, the group who received subliminal priming to hear



TABLE 16

AUDITORY ACUITY VARIABLES:
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS

VARIABLES

[Within-Subjects

SUBLIMINALS

(Treatment x
Within-Subjects
Interaction)

Detection
Threshold

[p =.oo]
= .04)

Recognition
Threshold

Word

Discrimination
Score at 25 dB

Word

Discrimination

Score under

Masking
Conditions

= .00]
= .05)

WITHIN

SUBJECTS

HYPNOSIS-

SUBLIMINALS

VERSUS

CONTROL

WITHIN

SUBJECTS

VERSUS

CONTROL

p =.002 p =.001 p =.01

19.21 vs 19.94 vs 17.0 v

17.36 dB 17.0 dB 17.86
dB

p =. 02 p =. 03

5.31 vs 6.5 vs

6.5 5.0
words words
out of out of
40 40

p =.01 p = .04 p =.oi p =. 03

.11 vs .34 vs .3 vs . 3 vs

.34 .2 .05 .2
words words words words
out of out of out of out of
40 40 40 40

SUSCEPTI

BILITY

(Lo-Med
vs Hi)
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TABLE 17

BEHAVIORAL VARIABLES:
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS

TREATMENT SUBLIMINALS HYPNOSIS- SUSCEPTIBILITY

EFFECTS VS CONTROL SUBLIMINALS EFFECTS

VARIABLE EFFECTS VS CONTROL (Lo-Med vs

EFFECTS Hi)

Choice of L-M > H

Green Pen p =.04

Color 63.5 vs 44.6%

Choice of
Green

Reward
Color

p = .02

Instances p = .03 p =. 02
of Leg
Crossing

1.52 vs

0.88
Behavior crosses

Duration
of Leg
Crossing
Behavior

Instances p =. 05
of Looking
Behind

0.68 vs 0.3
times
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TABLE 18

COGNITIVE VARIABLES:
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS

TREATMENT

EFFECTS

VARIABLE

SUBLIMINALS

VS CONTROL
EFFECTS

HYPNOSIS-

SUBLIMINALS

VS CONTROL
EFFECTS

Total p =.04
Post-Test

Score
10.03 vs 9.0
correct out
of 19

Post-Test

Questions
1, 2, & 3
(Indirect)

Post-Test

Question 5
(Indirect)

Post-Test p =.04 p =.02 p = .03
Question 8
(Indirect)

2.83 vs 2.26
out of 6

2.79 vs 2.26
out of 6

Post-Test p =.000 p = .000 p =.000
Questions
7A & 7B

(Direct)

7A: 76.3 vs

22.9 %
7B: 28.9 vs

7A: 67.5 vs

22.9 %
7B: 15 vs 0%

0 %

SUSCEPTIBILITY

EFFECTS

(Lo-Med vs

H > L-M

p =. 02
10.02 vs 9
out of 19
S: H > L-M

11 vs 9.25
out of 19

H > L-M
= .03

2.88 vs 2.
out of 6

H > L-M

2.71 vs 1.95
out of 6



better scored 6.5 out of 40, compared to a mean of 5 for the

control group. And on the WDS -15, the difference was a mean

of 0.34 out of 40 for the subliminals group versus one of 0.2

for the controls.

No impact of subliminal cues on auditory acuity was

expected at all, as none has previously been reported in the

literature. Furthermore, the study confronted many

uncertainties and difficulties relevant to the technical

specifications of the subliminal stimuli to be presented.

Thus, the occurrence of these differences is an interesting

finding and suggests that further investigation may be

warranted. Within-subjects changes were stronger than

between-group changes, and were significant in the S group on

three of the four auditory acuity variables (SDT, WDS25 and

WDS-15). Overall, the study outcome suggests that subliminal

encouragement to hear more clearly can have a small clinical

impact on immediate measurements of speech hearing,

specifically with respect to speech detection threshold, word

discrimination at near threshold intensity, and word

discrimination under masked conditions.

The subliminal treatment seemed to have its strongest

impact relative to controls on the behavioral variables,

creating differences which ranged from 40 - 125% beyond

control levels. In addition to the two variables (iLEGS and

iLOOK) which demonstrated significant effects on the

subliminals-vs-controls planned comparisons, a large
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difference in rate of green reward selection between both the

S (69.4%) and the H-S (71.8%) groups and the control (42.9%)

group showed up as a significant treatment effect (p = .02).

On the other hand, the most unsatisfactory measure of response

to subliminal cues was the indirect post-test questioning,

with only one of the three types of forced-choice tests

yielding a significant improvement over controls. This was

PSQ8, where subjects attempted to choose 6 subliminal cues

from a potential list of 18. On the post-session

questionnaire as a whole (which combined all three indirect

methods of testing), however, the subliminals group scored an

average of 1 point (or 11%) more than controls, which was a

statistically significant margin. Thus, the presence of

subliminal effects is clearly supported by the study findings,

but an impact of the magnitude found in this study would not

be sufficient basis for the use of subliminals in a

therapeutic context. All cues used in this study were designed

to be emotionally neutral, however, and effects for

emotionally charged cues are generally stronger than those for

neutral stimuli (Niedenthal, 1992; Shevrin, 1992).

A further observation pertains to the threshold levels

measured in the study and their relationship to the

"subliminal window," or the range of sound intensity at which

subliminal cues can be received. The audiometer used in this

study was carefully calibrated to minimize the degree of

measuring error, and the baseline readings for SDT and SRT
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fell about 5 dB above those which would be predicted for a

population of this age group from the audiometry literature.

This difference can be partially explained by the method of

testing used, which yielded measurements whose accuracy was

approximated to the closest 1.25 dB. The method used in

standardized testing involves individualizing the delivery of

step-wise stimuli in successively smaller increments around

the approximate threshold, until the exact value (to the

closest dB) can be determined. However, practical time

limitations and the need for standardized methodology in this

study led to the decision to derive an approximation which

would serve the study's purposes, rather than attempt to make

a precise, individualized measurement on each subject. Thus,

some deviance from audiometric standards was expected.

Additional explanations for the observed variance might

include sampling differences, background noise, or differences

in the standardization of measuring equipment and recordings.

As reported previously, there are several methods

described in the literature for determining an appropriate

intensity level for delivery of subliminal cues, and little

consensus has been established as to their relative

effectiveness. Borgeat et al. (1985, 1989), using an

audiometric procedure for testing perception through 40-dB-

white-noise masking similar to that chosen for this study,

reported a mean SDT for neutral stimuli of 29 dB and a mean

SRT of 34.6 dB. The subliminal range measured in this study
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seems to coincide fairly well with this estimate. For this

group, the mean SRT for unmasked stimuli ranged fairly stably

around 26 dB [S.D. ~ 4 dB] across treatment conditions. The

stimuli were presented at an intensity very near the mean SRT,

but masked in 40 dB of noise. An average of 5 monosyllabic

words were identifiable at 25 dB without the masking, but as

a rule, subjects could not identify any of the monosyllabic

words in the masked condition. Some speech-like sounds were

periodically audible to about 2/3 of the subjects through the

masking, however, rendering the stimulus slightly perceptible,

although not comprehensible. Swingle (1992) describes a "dead

zone" for perception of subliminal cues around 5 dB below the

content discrimination threshold. Although the stimulus was

targeted for the -10 to -20 dB range relative to content

discrimination, because intensity of the stimulus remained

fixed while the individual subject's threshold varied, it

seems probable that a more completely masked stimulus

(delivered at a target intensity in the -15 to -25 dB range)

would have been more effective. Alternatively, of course,

individualization of the intensity of the stimulus relative to

subjects' measured SRT level or WDS25 score would be expected

to yield greater subliminal effects. In general, subjects in

this study consciously listened and detected more at the -15

dB S/N level than was intended or predicted, most probably

because they had been attuned to careful listening during the

auditory testing. Apart from this unexpected degree of
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awareness of presence of a stimulus, the effects measured are

generally consistent with the parameters for the "subliminal

window" set forth by Swingle (1992) and Borgeat et al. (1981,

1985, 1989) for effective subliminal priming.

Several significant departures from the tested subliminal

methodology were used in this study. As previously described

in the literature review, most of the evidence in the

subliminal literature pertains to single-word cues (Borgeat et

al., 1985; Bornstein, 1989, 1992; Dixon, 1981), although

Swingle (1992) and Urban (1992) assert that brief phrases and

sentences are also effective stimuli when presented

repetitively. Subliminal cues in this study included single

words used as compound-word primes, brief phrases, and short

sentences. Each stimulus on the recording was presented 4 or

5 times in varied order over a period of 20 minutes. Cues for

improved hearing were also presented throughout the auditory

testing period in the form of short phrases and sentences.

The assessment of response to cues was not done on an

immediate 1-to-l cue-to-assessment basis, which is the common

method found in the literature. The response to an immediate

1-to-l format did not seem as relevant to the clinical

scenario as the assessment of a longer-term post-recording

response, and the 1-to-l response was more difficult to

arrange in a double-blind context. Subjects in this study were

assessed for behavioral response during the period in which

the cues were given or in the post-listening period.
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Behavioral responses were moderately strong, with three out of

five reaching statistical significance and one other (iPEN:

p = .06) coming very close to significance. Cognitive

responses were assessed through the 10-minute Post-Session

Questionnaire immediately following the 20-minute subliminal

cue period. All indirect cognitive responses were measured in

a forced-choice format, as recommended by Merikle (1982, 1992)

and Merikle and Reingold (1992). Subjects were encouraged to

guess and follow hunches without having a logical reason for

the response, following Eagle's (1992) model for maximizing

subliminal response. Thus, this study evaluated a somewhat

longer-term cognitive response than what has been established

in the literature, and the response assessed was more complex

than the customary 1-to-l cue-reply.

The only statistically significant cognitive response

found (PSQ8) was the identification of subliminally-presented

sentences from a list of potential cues. This finding gains

importance when understood as a response to a mixture of

emotionally neutral sentence cues, measured at the end of a

20-minute stimulus period, however, and lends support to the

assertion by Swingle that auditory cues of longer length than

a word can be appropriate in treatment.

The response of study subjects to emotionally-neutral

subliminal compound word auditory primes was not significant.

This was an interesting result, since forced-choice response

to paired-word primes in the implicit perception and
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subliminal mere exposure research is relatively well

established (Eich, 1984; Bornstein, 1992; Kihlstrom,

Barnhardt, & Tataryn, 1992; Merikle & Reingold, 1992). These

responses are generally measured immediately, in a 1 cue: 1

response format, and stimuli are presented through the visual

mode. As might be expected, and in contrast to the response on

PSQ8 discussed above, the variations of stimulus and

measurement presented in this study appear to have effectively

reduced the measured response to these shorter cues.

Response to Hypnotic Suggestion Plus Subliminal Cues

The group that received a hypnotic induction as well as

suggestions for enhanced hearing demonstrated significant

within-subject changes from baseline to intervention in two

out of four auditory acuity variables (SDT and WDS-15). The

hypnosis-subliminals group also showed significant

improvements compared with the control group in the same two

auditory acuity variables (SDT and WDS-15) and two out of five

post-test measures (PSQ7AB and PSQ8). Their overall post-test

score was not significantly higher than that of controls.

(Refer again to Tables 16, 17 and 18 for a summary of these

results.)

Thus, contrary to the expectations of the PI, adding the

hypnotic suggestions does not appear to have potentiated

subliminal effects, but in fact may have attenuated or

confounded them to some degree. Eagle (1992) had defined
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situational correlates of subliminal receptivity as a relaxed

state, suspension of reality testing, encouragement of

response on the basis of guessing, and vague or less clear

stimuli. All of these conditions seem to have been met in the

current study more strongly by the hypnotized group than by

the subliminals only group, and yet the results do not reflect

an increase in receptivity or response.

The auditory testing was included as part of the study

for two reasons. The first was to validate the fact that the

masked auditory cues were indeed being delivered at a level

which, according to the relevant literature, was appropriate

for this population. In this respect, it was successful; in

fact, auditory testing was the key factor in discovering that

the original recordings were not done appropriately. In so

doing, the testing procedure prevented a failure of the

experiment due to missing the "subliminal window."

The other reason for doing the auditory testing was to

verify whether speech acuity measures actually changed under

the influence of hypnotic suggestion. This information was

intended to clarify whether any changes in reception of

subliminal cues could be attributable partially to changes in

hearing or entirely to enhanced unconscious awareness of the

cues under hypnosis. The impact of hypnosis on auditory

acuity has been a controversial guestion for many years.

Unfortunately, this study did little to clarify the matter,

despite being among the largest sample groups tested and
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having a double-blind within-subjects and control-group

design.

Speech detection threshold changed more under hypnosis

than with the subliminal cues alone, and the change in SDT

under hypnosis was significant in comparison with controls,

whereas the change from subliminal cues alone was not.

Neither speech recognition threshold nor word discrimination

threshold at 25 dB showed significant changes under the

hypnosis-subliminals condition (whereas WDS25 did show a

significant within-subjects and between-groups difference in

the subliminals vs control comparison). Word discrimination

under masked conditions (WDS-15) showed small but significant

increments under both the H-S and the S conditions, and a

small decrement in the control. Significant within-subjects

effects were found in SDT and WDS-15 for both the hypnotized

and the subliminals only conditions.

One minor confounding factor in these observations is the

fact that the baseline mean for the H-S group was higher on

the SDT than for any other group, and lower on the WDS25 and

WDS-15 than for any other group (Refer to Figures 4-2 through

4-5). As stated previously, these differences were not

statistically significant and are not explainable by anything

other than chance, since assignment was random and testing was

done without knowing which group the subject would be assigned

to. Nevertheless, baseline values may play some part in the

significance of the findings with respect to SDT and WDS-15.
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Hypothesis #2 tested the difference between the three

treatment conditions, irrespective of baseline values, with

respect to the four measures of auditory acuity. No

significant differences were found on any auditory acuity

variable, either as main effects for treatment or as specific

comparisons between the S group and control or the H-S group

and control.

Thus, the auditory testing data can best be summarized

by stating that the impact of a combined intervention

(hypnotic suggestions to hear more clearly and subliminal cues

for better hearing) on speech acuity variables is unclear, but

there is sufficient evidence of both a within-subjects and a

between-groups effect to warrant continued investigation. If

there is an impact, it appears to be small (a few dB) and its

duration beyond a few minutes is still untested.

On the behavioral variables, the impact of the hypnosis

plus subliminals condition was clearly less significant than

that of the subliminal cues alone. The only effect which

reached significance was the overall treatment effect for

choice of green reward (as reported previously), where 71.8%

of the H-S group chose green, compared with 42.9% of controls.

On the choice of both green pen and of green reward, the H-S

group means were higher than those of the S group (although

not significantly so) . On the other three behavioral variables

(iLEGS, iLEGSMIN, and iLOOK), the H-S group treatment response



did not differ from controls, whereas for iLEGS and iLOOK, the

S group treatment response did.

On the cognitive post-test assessment, the H-S group

means fell below the S group means on all variables (PSQ123,

PSQ7AB, PSQ5, PSQ8, and the total score, PSQTOTAL), although

individually the differences were statistically insignificant.

On the overall post-test score, the H-S group did not score

significantly better than controls, whereas the S group did.

The only indirect measure on which the H-S group scored better

than controls (and so did the S group) was PSQ8. On PSQ7AB,

the significant differences reported between the two groups

with subliminal priming and the control can be attributed to

the fact that speech-like sounds were occasionally audible

through the masking in the -15 dB S/N condition, while the

control group heard pure white noise.

Overall Treatment Effects

The presence of a treatment effect in the ANCOVA and

logistic regression analyses indicates, in the present case of

two treatment conditions and a control group, that treatment

is a statistically significant source of variance in the

measured response (or a significant predictor of response).

The finding does not clarify how the variance is apportioned

among the conditions; it simply indicates that significant

differences exist somewhere among the three conditions.

However, examination of the treatment group means corroborates
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the fact that the groups exposed to subliminal cues differed

from the control on many variables. This overall treatment

effect reached significance on two of the auditory acuity

variables (SDT and WDS-15), two of the behavioral variables

(iREWARD and iLEGS), and two of the cognitive variables

(PSQ7AB and PSQ8). The only variable which demonstrated a

treatment effect while neither the H-S or the S group showed

a specific difference in contrast with the control was choice

of green reward (iREWARD). Four of the behavioral variables

(iPEN: p =.04; iREWARD: p = .03; iLEGS: p = .03; iLOOK:

p = .05) demonstrated significant treatment effects once

collapsed susceptibility level was added to the model. Two of

these variables (iPEN and iLOOK) had shown marginally

insignificant treatment effects when tested for treatment

differences alone.

Thus, the general picture presented by the data is that

some statistically significant treatment effects appeared on

the majority of the variables tested. Contrary to the general

hypothesis of the study, there was no significant improvement

in response to subliminal messages attributable to the

hypnotic induction and suggestions. Overall, the response to

subliminal cues alone marginally surpassed that to the

combined hypnotic-subliminal treatment, although on SDT alone

this situation was reversed. Reasons for this slight

diminution in effect with hypnosis are not readily apparent.

It could be spurious, but might be related to deepened
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relaxation under hypnosis which could diminish behavioral

responses and focus attention away from the cues. There is

also the possibility that a residual cognitive haziness in the

immediate post-hypnosis period, as mentioned by a few

subjects, may have affected responses on the PSQ.

Susceptibility Effects

The capacity of the study to measure susceptibility

effects was greatly diminished by the small sample of low

susceptibility subjects found, and the resultant need to

collapse susceptibility measurements into two levels. Based

on the literature reviewed, the greatest differences would

predictably be found between lows and highs, and the absence

of an adeguate sample of low susceptibles prevented this type

of comparison.

It was the intention of the positive introductory

discussion of hypnosis presented in session one to allay

subjects' fears of loss of control under hypnosis, correct any

misconceptions, and enhance their motivation to explore their

capacity for hypnotic experience. However, it seems probable,

given previous similar findings in the literature (Cronin,

Spanos & Barber, 1971; Bates & Brigham, 1990), that one

unfortunate effect of this intervention was to critically

reduce the number responding in the low susceptible range on

the immediately succeeding HGSHS:A.
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In the comparison of the collapsed low-medium

susceptibility levels with the high susceptibility level, only

four significant effects were found among all the study

variables. No main or interaction effect for collapsed

susceptibility level was found on any of the auditory acuity

variables. This suggests that high susceptibility subjects do

not respond to threshold level speech stimuli or masked

stimuli under either of the two treatment conditions

differently from those in the low-medium range.

On the behavioral variables, collapsed susceptibility

level was found to be a significant predictor only of choice

of pen color, with subjects in the low-medium susceptibility

range choosing the green pen more commonly than those in the

high range. No other main or interaction effect for

susceptibility was observed on choice of reward, leg crossing

behavior or looking behind.

Three susceptibility effects were found reflected in the

PSQ responses. Probably the most significant susceptibility

effect found was a fairly strong (p = .02) main effect for

susceptibility in the overall post-test response, with

subjects in the high susceptibility group scoring

significantly higher than those in the low-medium range.

There was also a specific difference between collapsed

susceptibility levels (high > low-medium) registered in the

subliminals-only group on the PSQTOTAL score.
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On PSQ8, the identification of subliminal primes from a

list, there was also a moderately strong (p = .03) main effect

for collapsed susceptibility group with high susceptibility

level subjects again scoring above those in the low-medium

level. A specific effect was present in the control group,

due to the fact that subjects in the low-medium susceptibility

group scored much lower (1.95) than those in the high group or

any of the other low-medium or high subgroups (all 2.65 to

3.06). This lower score for the low-medium controls is

difficult to explain and is not repeated on any of the other

measures. On PSQ5, the test of response to compound-word

primes, a specific difference between collapsed susceptibility

levels (high > low-medium) was found in the subliminals-only

group also.

Hence, some susceptibility effects were sufficiently

strong to pass statistical tests, despite the absence of data

on the low susceptibility group, but the non-uniform

directionality of these effects raises questions about their

meaning. On the cognitive measures, high susceptibility level

subjects correctly identified more subliminal cues than those

in the low-medium group on all tests which reached

significance. This general trend (high > low-medium) is

carried out throughout the PSQ measures (as can be seen on

Figures 4-29, 4-30, and 4-31), but the fact that it is present

also in the control group makes its relationship to the

subliminal cues less clear. On the behavioral variable, iPEN,
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subjects of low-medium susceptibility level chose the

suggested green pen more frequently than those in the high

group. A review of the subgroup means on the other behavioral

variables (as illustrated in Figures 4-21 to 4-25) reveals no

consistent relationship between high and low-medium

susceptibility level subjects in the manifestation of these

behaviors.

Thus, on the basis of the data, it is difficult to make

any definite statement about the relationship of

susceptibility level and response to subliminal cues. This

question will have to be posed again in a future study. The

fact that all three subjects who correctly identified a

subliminal message were from the small group of low

susceptibles (3 out of 12 subjects) also suggests that an

interesting subject of study might be to explore the capacity

of low susceptibles to detect subliminal auditory messages.

With respect to the relationship between the HGSHS:A and

LSSS scores, mean HGSHS:A (7.75 on a scale of 0-12) was higher

than the average of the two LSSS scores taken in session one

(4.32 on a scale of 0-10). Since both of these are subjective

measures, this relationship corroborates research suggesting

that individuals may be able to accomplish a moderately high

percentage of hypnotic tasks while feeling that they are in a

light to moderate trance (Hilgard, 1987).
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and Limitations of the Study:
for Future Research

The study encountered several situations which limited

its ability to test the hypotheses as cogently as planned.

Probably the most frustrating of these was the insufficient

sample of low hypnotizable subjects, which prevented the

drawing of some potentially relevant and interesting

comparisons between high and low susceptibles with respect to

response to subliminal cues and the effects of hypnosis on

auditory acuity. The ratio of low susceptibles was so poor

(12/113) that, although the motivation to find another 12 or

more lows was great, it was not possible within the time frame

and expense limits of the study. A 1993 dissertation study

done with the subject pool population at this university,

using the HGSHS:A after a similar introductory talk about

hypnosis, also found only 13.5% of the subjects to score in

the low susceptibility range (Stanger, 1993). The talk, which

placed hypnosis in the context of an interactive relationship

between hypnotist and subject, emphasized the importance of

the creative role of the subject and encouraged students to

explore the limits of their capacity to respond to hypnosis.

This type of permissive context may have inadvertently led to

self-report of a greater number of hypnotic experiences which

met the "pass" criteria on the HSGHS:A, as suggested by

Cronin, Spanos, & Barber (1971). Whatever the reason, the

paucity of data on low hypnotizable subjects greatly limited
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the information which could be gleaned from tests of

hypotheses 7, 8, and 9. Therefore, comparison of groups of

high and low susceptible subjects on their response to

subliminal cues still remains to be done. The question of

whether a briefer, less positively suggestive introduction to

hypnosis would produce a greater percentage of low

hypnotizables would also be a simple, productive research

topic.

Concerns about the accuracy of the recorded

interventions in session two pose another limitation to the

study. Subliminal auditory recording is an area whose

technical precision and specifications lie outside the realm

of expertise of most recording studios, even with their best

equipment and most sincere efforts. The study was also the

Principal Investigator's first venture in the field, and much

has been learned in the process. The original CD recordings

of the auditory testing and subliminal cues deviated seriously

from specifications, most probably due to the fact that making

subliminal recordings was a new experience for the sound

technicians, too. Although the studio carefully remade the

recordings and stood behind their accuracy, the absence of

external corroboration of the parameters of the stimuli, other

than that provided by the range of the study findings, created

a measure of uncertainty, and no source of external validation

was readily available locally. Even though Borgeat et al.

(1985, 1989) reported that some sounds were audible in their
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studies, given that some subjects heard speech sounds through

the masking, a complete audiometric analysis of all cues on

the auditory recordings (other than the tests provided by the

sound studio and the audiometer) would have been reassuring.

Making such objective validation part of protocol in future

studies would reduce the uncertainty which is common with the

use of consciously imperceptible stimuli.

Baseline and intervention measurements of auditory acuity

were included in the study primarily as a way of verifying

that no change in auditory acuity could be confounding

measurements of subliminal response. This was a concern

because literature on the impact of hypnosis on sensory

thresholds has been inconclusive. In the interest of

standardizing and somewhat abbreviating the testing procedure,

the precise fine-tuning of individualized threshold

measurements was forfeited. The presence of statistically

significant threshold change following subliminal cues brings

the issue back to the accuracy of auditory measurements.

Thus, given the range of within-subject differences which

appeared, along with some between groups differences, the

absence of standardized individual auditory speech threshold

testing on each subject must be seen as a limitation of the

study methodology. Additionally, while sound meter

measurements taken in the data collection area generally

registered at or below the 30 - 35 dB parameters suggested for

standardized auditory testing, brief noise interruptions
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occurred during some of the testing which could have increased

the error in responses. Further research, therefore, involving

more precise measurements of auditory acuity in response to

subliminal cues and to hypnotic suggestions for improved

hearing would be very useful. A combined within-subjects

control-group design focusing on just one of these

interventions at a time appears to offer the best possibility

for reliable results.

Some of the behavioral measures selected for the study

showed evidence of bias, which posed another liability to the

study. As reported, post hoc analyses of the leg crossing

variables showed that this behavior occurred at baseline more

frequently in females. Also, the test of the subliminal cue

to "Choose green" by offering a choice of pen colors appeared

to be biased by the fact that the pens offered were green in

color and contained green ink, and some subjects voiced a

preference for pens that write in blue or black. Absence of

fully equivalent baseline values for the two measures of

response to the "Choose green" cue also limited the validity

of these observations. The fact that behavioral responses

were observed, however, suggests that further research using

cues pre-tested for bias, measured in a within-subjects

control-group design, could be productive.

Several decisions made about the methods and timing of

delivery of subliminal cues and the measurement of response

may be seen in retrospect as presenting limitations to the
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study. The main passage of subliminal cues lasted about 20

minutes, and cues were presented slowly in varied, unrelated

order about 4-5 times each. A total of 10 compound-word cues

and 6 phrase or short-sentence cues were presented; 3 were

behavioral suggestions, and 3 were purely cognitive. The

question of how many times a cue should be repeated for best

reception has never been answered. Based on the presence of a

small subliminal effect on some of the measures, it appears

possible that giving a greater number of cues in one specific

category might provide a better measurement. Thus, in future

research, it might be preferable to focus on one type of cue

per study and repeat the cues more times over the 20-minute

period. This would, theoretically, be more parallel to the

type of subliminal cue format used in subliminal tapes for

clinical use also. Tests with emotionally relevant cues,

perhaps grouped around a single topic, would also provide

useful information translatable to clinical contexts.

In view of the study's intention to assure that the

subliminal messages communicated with the unconscious portion

of the mind, the fact that many subjects heard some sounds

through the masking must also be viewed as a liability. The

presence of a positive response to direct questions about the

presence of subliminal cues also nullified the effectiveness

of the intended model for verifying non-conscious perception

(proposed by Merikle and Reingold, 1992), in which subliminal

perception is said to occur if response to indirect
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questioning is greater than chance while response to direct

questioning is no better than chance. Comparison with the

control group response was, therefore, used instead.

Listening to nothing but noise may be boring, but in order to

ensure that the cues are received completely unconsciously (as

the model requires), rather than through conscious listening,

complete masking is essential. Therefore, it appears that a

slightly softer cue (~ 23 dB) and/or slightly louder masking

(~42 dB) might be a more appropriate stimulus-to-masking

range. Further studies comparing different ratios of cue-to¬

masking stimuli are needed in order to clarify this key issue

in subliminal research. Additionally, studies in which

stimuli are presented at levels which vary according to the

subject's measured thresholds would be helpful in further

elucidating the issue of what is the maximally effective

subliminal range.

It appears from the outcome data that a format for post¬

session testing which provides more test questions or analyzes

the post-test as a whole, rather than by groups of only a few

questions, would provide outcome measurements which are more

statistically and practically solid. Because subliminal

effects can often be subtle, both a greater number of measures

of each type of outcome and a larger number of subjects would

serve to maximize the power of the study findings. Additional

research on retention of subliminal messages overnight and

over a period of days is also necessary before the
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applicability of subliminal priming to realistic clinical

situations can be determined.

One fundamental statistical issue must be considered in

reviewing the study findings as reported in this document. The

alpha parameter used to define significance on the statistical

measures was p = .05. However, when a large number of tests

are done on a sample population, the probability of error on

any one of the tests is greater than the measured alpha for

the test when run itself. Commonly, this factor may be

compensated for by restricting the alpha parameters further,

using, for example, p = .01 as the test for significance.

This was not done in the current study, and therefore, the

greater "family-wise" probability of an error in some of the

results reported must be taken into consideration when

evaluating the findings. Another effective approach would be

to use a multivariate analytic design.

Finally, the use of the university psychology subject

pool population presents a limitation in the generalizability

of study results to more diverse population groups. Therefore,

studies with other populations and with clinical groups are a

necessary eventual step in the testing of this model.

Conclusions

Given the relatively untested form of delivery of

subliminal auditory cues and the collective post-session form

of response measurement chosen, the strength and breadth of
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results obtained in this study are encouraging. Emotionally

neutral stimuli of varying length were repeated 4-5 times

each over a period of 20 minutes. Masked cues for improved

hearing were interspersed throughout the auditory testing

period. The order of the cues had no meaning and varied

throughout the recording. The presence of subliminal effects

using this type of neutral, nonsensical cue suggests that

stronger effects are likely to be measurable with emotionally

relevant stimuli such as would be used in therapy,

particularly if the mode of delivery were adjusted to client's

"subliminal window."

Measurement of behavioral response occurred during the

listening period (for some behavioral criteria) and in the

post-session assessment period (for other behavioral criteria

and the cognitive criteria). Most of the published research on

subliminal response is done with single-word stimuli and

responses measured in a cue-response format which tests

immediate effects of one simple stimulus. This type of

assessment is probably conducive to the strongest measurement

of response, and applies to clinical models such as that of

SPA. For the use of recordings in therapy, however, a more

relevant guestion is 'how long do effects last?' This study

provides one more piece of evidence that some effects are

retained over a period of 20-30 minutes, even when the stimuli

are unrelated in meaning and of neutral value.
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So many questions remain with respect to modes of

communication with the non-conscious mind. The challenges met

in conducting this study underscore the fact, recognized by

Freud and James 100 years ago, that both hypnosis and

subliminal perception are exceedingly complex and subtle

issues for research analysis. "How to regard them" is the

question posed so aptly by James (1929 [1902], p. 379). Before

definite answers can be found, time must be spent in the

development of sufficient expertise to enable researchers to

collect data which is valid, accurate, and focused on relevant

issues. Urban's (1993) call for concerted efforts at

standardization of methodology in subliminal research is well-

founded. However, as this study attests, substantial work at

clarifying parameters remains before that consensus can be

reached. Similar methodological and measurement issues

characterize the field of hypnosis research today and were

reflected in the difficulty encountered in testing effects

related to susceptibility and depth of trance, as well as in

questions about why the hypnotic intervention did not have the

expected potentiating effect on response to subliminal cues.

Despite the relevant, generally negative results of this

study, the question of whether additive effects can be

accomplished with the combination of hypnosis and subliminal

suggestion has sufficient theoretical foundation to merit

further testing. The relationship of hypnotic susceptibility

to receptivity to subliminal auditory (and visual) cues has a
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similarly valid theoretical basis, particularly relevant to

studies of unconscious and extrasensory phenomena, and demands

exploration. This study accomplished the purpose of bringing

such issues into research focus. It also provided additional

data for the growing pool which will someday provide answers

to guestions about these two modes of non-conscious

motivation. As such, it may also represent one small reply to

Greenwald's (1992) "two-word challenge" to the capacity of the

unconscious mind.
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APPENDIX A

FROJECT DESCRIPTION AND INFORMED m : tdi &

Your participation in a study of auditory responses and hypnosis is
being requested. The present research is being carried out in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in
Counseling Psychology at the University of Florida.

If you decide to participate, you will need to attend one group
session (approximately 105 minutes) and one individual session (90-100
minutes). In the first session, you will learn about hypnosis and have a
chance to participate in trance experiences. In the second, you will be
asked to listen to two short (20-45 minute) audio CDs, repeat some verbal
cues, and complete two brief questionnaires. Ihe CDs will present a range
of auditory cues.

You will be awarded psychology experimental credits for your
participation (6 credits, upon completioon of both sessions), but will not
receive any monetary compensation.

Your privacy will be protected through the coding of your response
forms with a secret I.D. number. Only a very limited amount of personal
information will be asked; this will be on the first pre-intervention
questionnaire. All information gathered in the study will be coded and
kept completely confidential. Curing the trance experiences, you will not
be asked to say or do anything personal or potentially embarassing.
Curing and after the sessions, you will be asked briefly about what you
experienced or perceived. You do not have to answer any questions that you
do not wish to answer, and you are free to withdraw your consent and
discontinue participation at any time.

After the experiment, participants will have a chance to learn more
about the specific nature of the study. If you have any questions or
concerns, or wish to discuss any aspects of your participation in the
study, please feel free to call Virginia Sloan, Principal Investigator, at
376-3884 or 392-0601.

Thank you in advance for sharing a portion of your time to help with
this research. I hope you find the experience enjoyable.

Your signature belcw indicates that you have read the consent form
and that you have voluntarily decided to participate.

INFORMED CONSENT:

I have read and I understand the procedure described above, and I agree to
participate in the project. I have received a copy of this description.

Signature of Volunteer

Volunteer's Name (Please print)
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Virginia W. Sloan,
Principal Investigator



APPENDIX B
ERE-INEEKVOilTCN QUESTIONNAIRE

Please answer Yes (Y) or no (N) to the following questions.1.To the best of your knowledge, is your hearing
normal in both ears?
If not, please describe briefly what the deficit is.2.Have you ever chosen to be hypnotized before?

If yes, was the experience BRIEF / MODERATE / EXTENSIVE ?

PLEASANT / UNPLEASANT ?

Please briefly describe that experience.

3. Are you currently in psychotherapy?

4. Are you taking any psychoactive medication?

5. Have you, in the past year or so, had severe depression
or extreme mood swings with no apparent cause?

6. Do you ever think seriously about committing suicide?

7. Have you ever had the experience of waking up in the
morning and not knowing who or where you are?

8. Have you experienced serious headaches or frequent
dizziness within the last year?

9. Have you experienced any significant emotional trauma
in the past year?

If you answered Yes to #9, please explain briefly what happened,
how it impacted you, and hew you helped yourself to get over it.



APPENDIX C
BASIC INFORMATION FORM

NAME

PHONE AGE SEX

NATIONALITY Is English your first language? Y N

Are you a GRADUATE STUDENT UNI RADUATE STODENT NON-STUDENT?

If a student, where do you attend school ?

What is your proposed or present major field of study?

Please check the statement which describes you best:

My right hand has better coordination than my left for all
or almost all activities.

My right hand has better coordination than my left for most
activities, but there are some tasks for which my left
hand has better coordination.

I have approximately equal degrees of coordination in my
right and my left hands and use them both about evenly.

My left hand has better coordination than my right for most
activities, but there are some tasks for which my right
hand has better coordination.

My left hand has better coordination than my right for all
or almost all activities.



APPENDIX D
POST-SESSION QUESTIONNAIRE PSQ #

INSTRUCTIONS

Hie audio CD which you just listened to may have contained several
simple subliminal messages. We are interested in learning whether you are
able to perceive what they may have been. Following your completion of
these brief questionnaires, you will be informed completely about whether
you were exposed to any messages and, if so, exactly what they were.

Please make your best guess in response to all the questions. Do not
leave any of the answers blank, even if you do not recognize any of the
choices.
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REMEMBER: PLEASE DO NOT LEAVE ANY BLANKS.

Select a playing card from among the list below.
(Circle your response.)a.Jack of Spades

b. Ace of Clubs

c. Ace of Diamonds

If you were told a story about a man named Bill, which of the
following do you imagine that the story might tell about?
(Circle your response.)

a. why Bill stole the money

b. hew Bill won the State diving contest

c. why Bill went to Mexico

If you heard a story about an individual who made a highly
popular and successful mayor, which person do you think the
story is likely to be about?
(Circle your response.)

a. Albert Brcwn b. Phil Abrams c. David Croft

pleasant? Yes No

difficult? Yes No

Was the listening experience



REMEMBER: PLEASE DO NOT LEAVE ANY BLANKS.5.Complete the following compound words by choosing one of the
two suggested endings. (Circle your choice. For example:
black + board = black board.)

a. MILK BOTTLE or MILK MAN

b. ROSE GARDEN or ROSE BUSH

c. LUNCH BOX or LUNCH TIME

d. HOUSE WIFE or HOUSE HOLD

e. RAIN COAT or RAIN BOW

f. HEART ATTACK or HEART BEAT

g- BOOK MARK or BOOK CASE

h. BED ROOM or BED SPREAD

•

l. FISH HOOK or FISH BOWL

•

i- MOTOR CYCLE or MOTOR BOAT6.Please list any thoughts or perceptions which came into your
mind during the time you were listening to the second tape.

7.a. Do you think there were subliminal messages on the tape you
heard? YES NO

Please explain why you answered as you did (to question #7a).

b. Did you hear any subliminal messages? YES NO
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PSQ #
REMEMBER: PLEASE DO NOT LEAVE ANY BLANKS.

8. After reading the phrases below, mark 6 which may have come into
your mind during the tape. (Make sure to choose 6, even if you have to
guess.)

The sun is hot.

Choose green.

School is out.

Albert Brown is a good candidate.

The Queen of hearts won the game.

Today is Sunday.

Bill took a trip to Mexico.

This is nice and easy.

Rick and Susan got married.

Look behind you.

Snap your fingers.

It's the Ace of diamonds.

Yellow is a friendly color.

Fhil Abrams is the best for mayor.

Cross your legs.

Work along quickly.

Bill stole the money.

The train is coming.

9. How would you describe your experience with the hypnotic
trance portion of the study?

If you have any further comments, please write them on the back. Thank
you very much for participating!



APPENDIX E
BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATION FORM

BOF#

BASELINE:

COLOR CHOICE: Pencil

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION:

Pencil

Reward

LEG CROSSING: # Times # Times

# Minutes # Minutes

LOOKING BEHIND: # Times # Times

iLSSS/AS #2 iLSSS/AS #3

RVER COMMENTS:
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APPENDIX F
DEBRIEFING SCRIPTS

HYPNOSIS PLUS MASKED AUDITORY CUES CONDITION

This has been an experiment designed to investigate changes in
auditory acuity and perception under hypnosis. The study tests whether
people exposed to masked auditory cues respond to the cues, and whether
hypnotic suggestions improve response to auditory cues over listening
under normal conditions. The relationship of hypnotic susceptibility to
response to masked cues is also being explored.

At the group session, you learned how to follow hypnotic
suggestion to enter a trance. I hope you found this experience
interesting, or even fun. During that session, you participated in the
Harvard Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility. This instrument measures
hypnotic responsiveness for research purposes, comparing scores from
this experiment with established susceptibility norms.

Today, the first tape determined your threshold for distinguishing
speech sounds under standard conditions. The second tape contained a
hypnotic induction, and then a number of messages masked in background
sound. You probably could not discern these messages very well. During
and after the speech testing were the following masked messages: You
hear very clearly. This is nice and easy. Choose careen. Bill is guilty
of stealing the money. Cross your legs. It's the Ace of Diamonds. Look
behind you. Phil Abrams would be the best mayor, milk man, rose garden.
lunch box, household. rainbow, heart attack, book mark, bedspread. fish
hook, motor boat.

Although subliminal messages have been used for some time in
advertising and in the domain of psychological self-help tapes, little
is known about how much material people can absorb and retain without
conscious awareness, or about hew to "package" messages optimally so
that they are useful to the listener.

We knew from research and clinical experience that hypnotic
suggestion can have powerful therapeutic impact. Sensory perceptions can
be altered by hypnotic suggestion. More susceptible subjects may behave
as if they were blind, deaf, or had anesthesia in a limb. A few studies
suggest that hypnosis can improve near-sighted vision, but little
research has tested the impact of hypnotic suggestion on hearing. Little
is known either about the effects of hypnosis on reponse to subliminal
cues. These questions underlie the hypotheses addressed by this study.
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The experience you just had probably does not represent your full
capacity for hypnotic response. Practice, self-determination, and
comfort facilitate successful hypnotic experience. If you want to use
hypnosis for your own purposes at some future time, you can probably
become significantly more skillful at it.

Your responses are totally confidential. No adverse reactions are
expected to any of the procedures. However, if you want to discuss
experiences or questions concerning the study, contact me

any
You

list not discuss this research with ary potential
collection is complete (in December); knowledge of
hypotheses can invalidate the data.

until data

By collaborating in this project, I hope you have learned
something useful. You have made a valuable contribution to my research,
and I thank you very much!

Virginia Sloan, M.A., M.P.H.
U.F. Counseling Psycholgy, PSY 114 Box #90
376-3884
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MASKED AUDITORY CUES CONDITION

This has been an experiment designed to investigate changes in
auditory acuity and perception under hypnosis. The study tests whether
people exposed to masked auditory cues respond to the cues, and whether
hypnotic suggestions improve response to auditory cues over listening
under normal conditions. The relationship of hypnotic susceptibility to
response to masked cues is also being explored.

At the group session, you learned how to follow hypnotic
suggestion to enter a trance. I hope you found this experience
interesting, or even fun. During that session, you participated in the
Harvard Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility. This instrument measures
hypnotic responsiveness for research purposes, comparing scores from
this experiment with established susceptibility norms. The experience
which you had probably does not represent your full capacity for
hypnotic response. Practice, self-determination, and comfort facilitate
successful hypnotic experience, so it is likely that if you want to use
hypnosis for your own purposes in the future, you can become
significantly more relaxed and skillful at it.

Today, the first tape determined your threshold for distinguishing
speech sounds under standardized conditions. The second tape contained a
number of messages masked in background sound. You probably could not
discern these messages very well. During and after the speech testing
were the following masked messages: You hear very clearly. This is
nice and easy. Choose green. Bill is guilty of stealing the money. Cross
vour leas. It's the Ace of Diamonds. Look behind you. Phil Abrams would
be the best mayor, milk man, rose garden, lunch box, household, rainbow.
heart attack, book mark, bedspread, fish hook, motor boat.

Although subliminal messages have been used for some time in
advertising and in the domain of psychological self-help tapes, little
is known about hew much material people can absorb and retain without
conscious awareness, or about how to "package" messages optimally so
that they are useful to the listener.

We knew from research and clinical experience that hypnotic
suggestion can have powerful therapeutic impact. Sensory perceptions can
be altered by hypnotic suggestion. More susceptible subjects may behave
as if they were blind, deaf, or had anesthesia in a limb. A few studies
suggest that hypnosis can improve near-sighted vision, but little
research has tested the impact of hypnotic suggestion on hearing. Little
is known either about the effects of hypnosis on reponse to subliminal
cues. These questions underlie the hypotheses addressed by this study.
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Your responses are totally confidential. No adverse reactions are

expected to any of the procedures. However, if you want to discuss any
questions concerning the study, please contact me. You must not
discuss this research with any potential subject until data collection
is complete (in December); knowledge of
invalidate the data.

experimental hypotheses can

By collaborating in this project, I hope you have learned
something useful. You have made a valuable contribution to my research,
and I thank you very much!

Virginia Sloan, M.A., M.P.H.
U.F. Counseling Psycholgy, PSY 114 Box #90
376-3884
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DEBRIEFING SCRIPT

REPETITION ONLY CONDITION

This has been an experiment designed to investigate changes in
auditory acuity and perception under hypnosis. The study tests whether
people exposed to masked auditory cues respond to the cues, and whether
hypnotic suggestions improve response to auditory cues over listening
under normal conditions. The relationship of hypnotic susceptibility to
response to masked cues is also being explored.

At the group session, you learned hew to follcw hypnotic
suggestion to enter a trance. I hope you found this experience
interesting, or even fun. During that session, you participated in the
Harvard Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibi1ity. This instrument measures
hypnotic responsiveness for research purposes, comparing scores from
this experiment with established susceptibi1ity norms. The experience
which you had probably does not represent your full capacity for
hypnotic response. Practice, self-determination, and comfort facilitate
successful hypnotic experience, so it is likely that if you want to use
hypnosis for your cwn purposes in the future, you can become
significantly more relaxed and skillful at it.

Today, the first tape determined your threshold for distinguishing
speech sounds under standardized conditions. The second tape for
subjects in your experimental condition contained repeat audiometric
testing and an interval of mixed background noise, without any masked
(subliminal) messages or hypnosis.

Although subliminal messages have been used for some time in
advertising and in the domain of psychological self-help tapes, little
is known about hew much material people can absorb and retain without
conscious awareness, or about how to "package" messages optimally so
that they are useful to the listener.

We know from research and clinical experience that hypnotic
suggestion can have powerful therapeutic impact. Sensory perceptions can
be altered by hypnotic suggestion. More susceptible subjects may behave
as if they were blind, deaf, or had anesthesia in a limb. A few studies
suggest that hypnosis can improve near-sighted vision, but little
research has tested the impact of hypnotic suggestion on hearing. Little
is known either about the effects of hypnosis on reponse to subliminal
cues. These questions underlie the hypotheses addressed by this
study.

Your responses are totally confidential. It is essential that you
do not discuss this research with any potential subject until data
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collection is ocnplete (in December); knowledge of experimental
hypotheses can invalidate the data. However, if you want to discuss any
experiences or questions concerning the study with me, please contact
me.

By collaborating in this project, I hope you have learned
something useful. You have made a valuable contribution to my research,
and I thank you very much!

Virginia Sloan, M.A., M.P.H.
U.F. Counseling Psycholgy,
PSY 114 Box #90
376-3884



APPENDIX G
HYPNOSIS DEBRIEFING SCRIPT

(SESSION ONE ONLY)

You have just participated in a standardized induction and susceptibility
test. The purpose of this instrument is to determine levels of

susceptibility (i.e., hypnotic responsiveness), which can then be compared

to norms collected from people exposed to the same procedure elsewhere.

I congratulate your willingness to explore your reactions to hypnotic

suggestion. Like any novel situation, the experience which you had on this

initial trial as part of a group is not likely to represent the best

experience you could have with hypnosis. A measure of practice, of self-

determination, and of comfort are involved in hypnotic trance experience,

so if you were to choose to use hypnosis for your own purposes some time

in the future, you could probably learn to become somewhat more relaxed

and skillful at it. No adverse reactions are expected to any of the

procedures you collaborated in. However, if you would like to talk to me

about any experiences or questions related to the study over the next few

days, please give me a call.

All of your scores and responses will be kept completely

confidential. It is very important that you do not discuss this research

with anyone who might be a potential volunteer subject until all data

col lection is complete (in December). Thanks very much for your

collaboration.

Virginia Sloan, M.A., M.P.H.
U.F. Counseling Psycholgy, Box #90
376-3884



APPENDIX H
SUBJECT VARIABLE SWMAEY FORM

ID #

AGE

SEX

HANDEDNESS

PRIOR HYPNOSIS

GROUP

HGSHSrA

bLSSS 1. 2.

ÍLSSS/AS 1. 2. 3.

bSDT

bSRT

iSDT

iSRT

bWDS (25 dB) bWDS

ÍWDS (25 dB) iWDS

bPENCDLOR

ePENCOLOR

REWARD

bLEGS

eLEGS

hLQOK

eLOOK

PSQ1

(-15 dB S/N)

(-15 dB S/N)

PSQ2

PSQ3

PSQ5

PSQ6

PSQ7a

PSQ7b

PSQ8
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APPENDIX I
AUDITEC of St. Louis
avowalE WORD LISTS

CID W-l

Form A -(SDT Determination) Form B -(SRT Determination)

1. Playground
2. Daybreak
3. Northwest
4. Mushroom
5. Doormat
6. Eardrum
7. Iceberg
8. Padlock
9. Sunset
10. Duckpond
11. Cowboy
12. Inkwell
13. Baseball
14. Whitewash
15. Oatmeal
16. Greyhound
17. Hotdog
18. Mousetrap
19. Airplane
20. Headlight
21. Hothouse
22. Stairway
23. Woodwork
24. Drawbridge
25. Armchair
26. Schoolboy
27. Horseshoe
28. Railroad
29. Workshop
30. Pancake
31. Hardware
32. Toothbrush
33. Grandson
34. Birthday
35. Sidewalk
36. Farewell

1. Hothouse
2. Armchair
3. Inkwell
4. Headlight
5. Grandson
6. Northwest
7. Schoolboy
8. Hardware
9. Greyhound
10. Pancake
11. Daybreak
12. Mushroom
13. Airplane
14. Cowboy
15. Drawbridge
16. Duckpond
17. Sunset
18. Horseshoe
19. Hotdog
20. Farewell
21. Playground
22. Eardrum
23. Sidewalk
24. Woodwork
25. Doormat
26. Stairway
27. Workshop
28. Toothbrush
29. Railroad
30. Padlock
31. Iceberg
32. Oatmeal
33. Baseball
34. Birthday
35. Mousetrap
36. Whitewash
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MONOSYLLABLE VO® LISES
CID W—22

LIST 1A - WDS ( 23 dB) Determination
1. an 2. yard 3. carve 4. us 5. day
6. toe 7. felt 8. stove 9. hunt 10. ran
11. knees 12. not 13. mew 14. low 15. owl
16. it 17. she 18. high 19. there 20. earn
21. twins 22. could 23. what 24. bathe 25. ace
26. you 27. as 28. wet 29. chew 30. see
31. deaf 32. them 33. give 34. true 35. isle
36. or 37. law 38. me 39. none 40. jam
41. poor 42. him 43. skin 44. east 45. thing
46. dad 47. up 48. bells 49. wire 50. ache

LIST 2A - WDS ( -19 dBS/N) Determination
1. your 2. bin 3. way 4. chest 5. then
6. ease 7. smart 8. gave 9. pew 10. ice
11. odd 12. knee 13. move 14. new 15. jaw
16. one 17. hit 18. send 19. else 20. tare
21. does 22. too 23. cap 24. with 25. air
26. and 27. young 28. cars 29. tree 30. dumb
31. that 32. die 33. show 34. hurt 35. cwn
36. key 37. oak 38. new 39. live(v) 40. off
41. ill 42. rooms 43. ham 44. star 45. eat
46. thin 47. flat 48. well 49. by 50. ail

LIST 3A

1. bill 2. add 3. west 4. cute 5. start
6. ears 7. tan 8. nest 9. say 10. is
11. out 12. lie 13. three 14. oil 15. king
16. pie 17. he 18. smooth 19. farm 20. this
21. done 22. use 23. camp 24. wool 25. are
26. aim 27. when 28. book 29. tie 30. do
31. hand 32. end 33. shove 34. have 35. ewes
36. jar 37. no 38. may 39. knit 40. on
41. if 42. raw 43. glove 44. ten 45. dull
46. though 47. chair 48. we 49. ate 50. year

LIST 4A
1. all 2. wood 3. at 4. where 5. chin
6. they 7. dolls 8. so 9. nuts 10. ought
11. in 12. net 13. my 14. leave 15. of
16. hang 17. save 18. ear 19. tea 20. cook
21. tin 22. bread 23. why 24. arm 25. yet
26. dam 27. art 28. will 29. dust 30. toy
31. aid 32. than 33. eyes 34. shoe 35. his
36. our 37. men 38. near 39. few 40. jump
41. pale 42. go 43. stiff 44. can 45. through
46. clothes 47. who 48. bee 49. yes 50. am



APPENDIX J
THE LONG STANFORD STATE SCALE OF HYPNOTIC DEPTH

During your experience of hypnosis, I will be interested in just how
hypnotized you have become during the present induction. You will be able
to tell me this by calling out a number from zero to ten, depending on how
hypnotized you feel yourself to be.

Zero will mean that you are awake and alert, as you normally are.

One will mean a kind of borderline state, between trance and waking,
perhaps fringing on a trance.

Two will mean that you are lightly hypnotized.
And so on...

Five will mean that you feel quite strongly and comfortably
hypnotized.

If you feel pretty deeply relaxed, and securely hypnotized, you
would call out an eight or a nine.

Ten will mean that you feel yourself to be in a very, very, deep and
comfortable trance, so that you could follow just about any
suggestion I might make to you.

Now let me explain how you will report your state of hypnosis.
When you hear the cue, "State?", you are to say out loud the first number
that pops into your mind, and this will represent your state at the time.
We've found that this first impression is more accurate than if you stopto think about just what the number should be. Just call out the first
number that pops into your mind when you hear the cue, "State?"

Now go back and read again what each of the numbers would signify, so
that you understand the continuum well. Then just trust your subconscious
mind to come up with the right number when you hear the cue.

Long

Adapted from: Tart, C. (1978\79). Quick and convenient assessment of
hypnotic depth: self-report scales. American Journal of Clinical
Hypnosis. 21(2 & 3), 186-207.
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APPENDIX K
AUDITORY TESTING R]mvi: w FORM

BASELINE TESTING

CID W-l Form A - SDT Determination:

1. Playground 2:36
(10)

2. Daybreak
(15)

:42

3. Northwest :47 4. :52

(20)
5. Mushroom

(25)
:57 6. Doormat

(30)
3:03

7. :08 8. Eardrum
(35)

:13

9. Iceberg :19 10. :25

(40)
11. Padlock

(45)
:30 12. Sunset

(40)
:37

13. :42 14. Duckpond
(35)

:46

15. :52 16. Cowboy
(30)

:57

17. Inkwell

(25)
4:03 18. Baseball

(20)
:08

19. Whitewash :16 20. :21

(15)
21. Oatmeal

(10)
:26 22. Greyhound

(10)
:31

23. Hotdog :37 24. :42

(15)
25. Mousetrap

(20)
:48 26. Airplane

(25)
:54

27. Headlight 5:00 28. :05

(30)
29. Hothouse

(35)
:11 30. Stairway

(40)
COrH•

•

31. Woodwork

(45)
:24 32. Drawbridge

(40)
:31

33. Armchair
(35)

:36 34. Schoolboy
(30)

:41

35. Horseshoe :48 36. :53

(25)
37. Railroad

(20)
39. Pancake

:58

:10

38. Workshop
(15)

6:04

(10)
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CID W-l Form B -SRT Determination:

ATOF-B #

1. Hothouse 7:10

(55)
3. Inkwell :23

(45)
5. Grandson :34

(35)
7. Schoolboy :45

(25)
9. Greyhound :58

(15)
11. Daybreak :10

(10)
13. Airplane :22

(20)
15. Drawbridge :33

(30)
17. Sunset :44

(40)
19. Hotdog :55

(50)
21. Playground :06

(50)
23. Sidewalk :17

(40)
25. Doormat :28

(30)
27. Workshop :39

(20)
29. Railroad :50

(10)
31. Iceberg 10:00

(15)
33. Baseball :11

(25)
35. Mousetrap :23

(35)
37. Hothouse :34

(45)
39. Inkwell :45

(55)

2. Armchair
(50)

:17

4. Headlight
(40)

:28

6. Northwest
(30)

:40

8. Hardware

(20)
:52

10. Pancake

(10)
8:03

12. Mushroom

(15)
:16

14. Cowboy
(25)

:28

16. Duckpand
(35)

:39

18. Horseshoe
(45)

:49

20. Farewell
(55)

9:00

22. Eardrum

(45)
:11

24. Woodwork

(35)
:22

26. Stairway
(25)

:33

28. Toothbrush :44
(15)

30. Padlock

(10)
:55

32. Oatmeal
(20)

:05

34. Birthday
(30)

:17

36. Whitewash
(40)

:29

38. Armchair
(50)

:39
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CID W-22 List 1A - WPS Í23 dBl Determination
ATOT-B #

1. an 2. yard 3. carve 4. us

11:56 12:01 :07

5. dav 6. toe 7. felt 8

:18 :25 :30

9. hunt 10. ran 11. knees 12

:41 :46 :52

13. mew 14. low 15. owl 16

13:03 COo•t
1

:14

17. she h-> 03 • £& 19. there 20

:25 :30 :36

21. twins 22. could 23. what 24

:46 :52 :58

25. ace 26. you 27. as 28

:08 :14 :20

29. chew 30. see 31. deaf 32

:31 :36 :42

33. aive 34. true 35. isle 36

:53 :59 15:04

37. law 38. me 39. none 40

:15 :21 :26

Comments:

CID W-22 List 2A - WPS f-19 dB S/N) Determination

1. vour 2. bin 3. way 4. chest

16:14
5. then

:21
6. ease

:26
7. smart 8. gave

:37
9. new

:42
10. ice

:48

11. odd 12. knee

:59
13. move

17:04
14. now

:10
15. iaw 16. one

:21
17. hit

:26
18. send

:31
19. else 20. tare

:43
21. does

:48
22. too

:54
23. cap 24. with

18:04
25. air

:10
26. and

:15
27. youm 28. cars

:26
29. tree

:31
30. dumb

:37
31. that 32. die

:48
33. show

:54
34. hurt

19:00
35. own 36. key

:10
37. oak

:16
38. new

:21
39. livefvl 40. off

:31 :37 :42

:13
stove

:36
not

:58
it
:19

earn

:41
bathe

14:03
wet

:25
them

:48
or

:10

jam
:32

:31

:53

:15

:37

:59

:21

:43

:05

:26

:48

Comments



ATRF-B #

AUDITORY TESTING R] FÜHM

EXPERIMENTAL INTERVENTION

CID W—1 Form A - SDT Determination:

1. Playground
(10)

2:36 2. Daybreak
(15)

:42

3. Northwest :47 4.
•

:52

(20)
5. Mushroom

(25)
:57 6. Doormat

(30)
3:03

7. :08 8. Eardrum

(35)
:13

9. Iceberg :19 10.
*

:25

(40)
11. Padlock

(45)
:30 12. Sunset

(40)
:37

13. :42 14. Duckpond
(35)

:46

15. :52 16. Cowboy
(30)

:57

17. Inkwell

(25)
4:03 18. Baseball

(20)
:08

19. fttiitewash :16 20. :21

(15)
21. Oatmeal

(10)
:26 22. Greyhound

(10)
:31

23. Hotdog :37 24. :42

(15)
25. Mousetrap

(20)
:48 26. Airplane

(25)
:54

27. Headlight 5:00 28. :05

(30)
29. Hothouse

(35)
:11 30. Stairway

(40)
:18

31. Woodwork

(45)
:24 32. Drawbridge

(40)

• '
• «■

33. Armchair
(35)

:36 34. Schoolboy
(30)

:41

35. Horseshoe :48 36. :53

(25)
37. Railroad

(20)
39. Pancake

:58

:10

38. Workshop
(15)

6:(

(10)



CID W-l Forra B -SRT Determination:

ATOF-B #

1. Hothouse 7:10 2. Armchair :17
_

(55) (50)
3. Inkwell :23 4. Headlight •• to 00

1

(45) (40)
5. Grandson :34 6. Northwest :40

.

(35) (30)
7. Schoolboy :45 8. Hardware :52

_

(25) (20)
9. Greyhound :58

_ 10. Pancake 8:03
_

(15) (10)
11. Daybreak :10 12. Mushroom :16

_

(10) (15)
13. Airplane : 22 14. Cowboy :28

_

(20) (25)
15. Drawbridge :33 16. Duckpand :39

_

(30) (35)
17. Sunset :44 18. Horseshoe* :49

_

(40) (45)
19. Hotdoq :55 20. Farewell► 9:00

_

(50) (55)
21. Playground :06 22. Eardrum :11

_

(50) (45)
23. Sidewalk :17 24. Woodwork :22

_

(40) (35)
25. Doormat :28 26. Stairway :33

_

(30) (25)
27. Workshop :39 28. Toothbrush :44

_

(20) (15)
29. Railroad :50 30. Padlock :55

_

(10) (10)
31. Iceberg 10:00 32. Oatmeal :05

_

(15) (20)
33. Baseball :11 34. Birthday :17

_

(25) (30)
35. Mousetrap :23 36. Whitewash :29

_

(35) (40)
37. Hothouse :34 38. Armchair :39

_

(45) (50)
39. Inkwell :45

(55)



A'ERF-B #
CID W-22 List 1A - WPS (23 dBl Determination

1. an 2. vard 3. carve 4. us
11:56 12:01 :07 :13

5. dav 6. toe 7. felt 8. stove
:18 :25 :30 :36

9. hunt 10. ran 11. knees 12. not
:41 :46 :52 :58

13. mew 14. low 15. owl 16. it
13:03 :08 :14 :19

17. she 18. hiqh 19. there 20. earn
:25 :30 :36 :41

21. twins 22. could 23. what 24. bathe
:46 :52 :58 14:03

25. ace 26. you 27. as 28. wet
COo•• :14 :20 :25

29. chew 30. see 31. deaf 32. them
:31 :36 :42

1

•• CO
33. cjive 34. true 35. isle 36. or

:53 :59 15:04 :10
37. law 38. me 39. none 40. iam

:15 :21 :26 :32

Comments:

CID W-22 List 2A - WPS l-19 dB S/N) Determination

1. vour 2. bin 3. way 4. chest
16:14 :21 :26 :31

5. then 6. ease 7. smart 8. gave
:37 :42 :48 :53

9. pew 10. ice 11. odd 12. knee
:59 17:04 :10 •

• 15
13. move 14. now 15. iaw 16. one

:21 :26 :31 :37
17. hit 18. send 19. else 20. tare

:43 :48 :54 :59
21. does 22. too 23. cao 24. with

18:04 :10 :15 :21
25. air 26. and 27. vouna 28. cars

:26 :31 :37 :43
29. tree 30. dumb 31. that 32. die

00•

• :54 19:00 :05
33. shew 34. hurt 35. own 36. key

:10 :16 :21
“ JL

:26
37. oak 38. new 39. livefv’) 40. off

:31 :37 :42 :48

Comments:



APPENDIX L
PRE-INDUCTION TALK: THE NATURE OF HYPNOTIC EXPERIENCE

Thank you very much for volunteering as subjects for my

research. I hope you will have an experience which will be

memorable because it is enjoyable and teaches you something

you wanted to know. I'd like to start with a little

introductory presentation to teach you about the nature of

hypnosis, and especially to correct any misconceptions which

might limit your response to hypnotic suggestion. This will

also serve as an introduction to the experiment, to outline

expectations for participation, to respond to your questions,

and to prepare you to engage in hypnotic experiences here this

evening.

Let me begin by introducing myself. I am Virginia Sloan,

and am in my last year of the Counseling Psychology Doctoral

program here at U.F. I have been studying graduate psychology

for about 9 years, and began my training in hypnosis about 5

years ago. I have had a number of training experiences with

hypnosis and have used it with my clients in my counseling

work and internship. I am fascinated with hypnosis because it

seems to me to hold great potential for allowing many people

to make contact with untapped parts of their mental resources

which otherwise operate sort of on their own and may actually
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work against the conscious aims of the individual. That's why

I wanted to become skilled as a hypnotherapist and use

hypnosis as part of my dissertation research.

Hypnosis has many valuable therapeutic uses. A few of

the more common ones are to control pain and stress, to help

the subject reach personal goals, to facilitate therapy, to

enhance performance in a variety of areas (such as sports,

musical performance, concentration, etc.), to assist in

changing habits, and to increase self-esteem or motivation.

We are beginning to recognize that hypnosis is a complex

phenomenon, and just how any one individual responds to a

hypnotic experience depends on a variety of factors.

Tonight's session will last about 90-120 minutes. This

evening will be your opportunity to learn about hypnosis,

whereas the other session, which you will schedule

individually as you leave tonight, will deal with auditory

testing. Therefore, since tonight is hypnosis night, and most

of you are, I imagine, fairly curious about hypnosis, I hope

you will use it as an opportunity to play with the experience

of hypnotic trance, enjoy it, and see where it will take you.

Under hypnosis, you will not be asked to do or say anything

embarassing or unusual, nor will you be asked afterwards any

probing personal questions about your experience. I want to

be very clear about this to reassure you. This session is

mainly for you to try out and explore how you respond to a

range of typical hypnotic suggestions. The range of
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experiences which you have with me as a hypnotist will be of

interest to my research, but also I hope it will be of

interest to you, to let you explore how easily you might make

use of hypnotic suggestion to accomplish a goal which you may

have in life someday, if not right now.

Everybody can and does experience trance every day, so it

is not a phenomenon which is new to you, although you may

never have paid much attention to it. Some common trance

experiences include driving familiar routes automatically or

driving for miles on super highways. Also, watching a "spell¬

binding" TV show or listening to an uninteresting lecture or

conversation can put you in trance. Have you ever walked into

a room and realized you didn't know what you had come in there

for? Or how about being "lost in a book" and tuning out

everything around you? These are two other common types of

trance experience. The capacity for trance is actually a

normal adaptive response which helps humans survive and cope

with life stresses.

Trance can happen between individuals or just within

yourself, but it generally only happens when you allow it to

happen. Hypnotic suggestion cannot be forced on someone who

does not allow it to happen. Nor can suggestions make you do

things which you are really opposed to doing. In fact,

anxiety, fear, or discomfort with the idea of hypnosis is one

of the most common reasons why people have trouble playing

with hypnotic suggestions and wind up disappointed with their
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response. Modern hypnosis is definitely not a power play or

an exercise in subjugating one person's will to another. This

is a common misconception derived from theatrical stage

hypnosis and cartoon stereotypes. Rather, hypnosis is a

complementary interaction of equals (the hypnotist and the

client or subject) , each of whom chooses to play a certain

role temporarily for the attainment of some mutually agreed

upon purpose.

Trance can be thought of as a combination of deep

relaxation (implying a sense of comfort and security) and

focused concentration. Most people are quite aware of their

experiences while in trance and remember most of them clearly

afterward. Some people report that they didn't "feel anything

different" at first when they experience hypnosis, and it is

important to know, if this happens to you, that this is one of

the variations of normal and does not need to prevent you from

responding to suggestions or from attaining whatever benefit

or objective you were seeking from the hypnosis. Some

suggestions are for physical responses (such as body movements

or actions) and some are for thought, feeling, or sensory

responses. People respond differently to each different

suggestion, so the best way to explore your responsiveness is

just to allow yourself to follow creatively and openly

whatever may be suggested without pre-guessing or analyzing at

all. Save the mental commentary and evaluation for later,

after you complete the experience and can see it as a whole.
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Just allow a main part of your mind to relax and stay

carefully focused on the sound of my voice, and, like in

meditation, if other thoughts float in, allow them to and then

let them float on out again while you keep listening. Most

clinicians believe that depth of trance is not necessarily

related to how effectively an individual can make use of the

hypnosis, so even if you are in a light trance, you can

probably accomplish whatever your own personal goal might be.

There are large individual differences in capacity for

hypnotic response, which is believed to be distributed

normally in the population. Researchers have not been able to

identify conclusively what personality traits, if any,

influence hypnotizability, but theorists speculate that the

capacity to achieve trance is probably linked to individual

differences in capacities to temporarily suspend critical

judgement, indulge in creative imagination and fantasy, and to

focus concentration and tune out extraneous stimuli. Some of

the hypnotic experiences which you will have tonight will give

you the opportunity to see just how hypnotizable you are. Your

level of trance will most likely fluctuate as I present

different suggestions to you; this is normal. Hypnosis is a

response which improves with practice. Thus, if this is your

first experience with hypnosis, and you enjoy it and use it

later, you can probably become more skilled at entering trance

and responding fully to suggestion than you will find yourself

tonight. For research purposes, all ranges of hypnotic
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experience are equally interesting, so there is no contest in

tonight's experience! I am just hoping that you will use me

and this psychology research assignment as a safe opportunity

to really try out your own subjective response to this

fascinating and controversial mental tool.

In order for you to have the best possible experience

tonight, it is important for me to help you feel as safe and

comfortable as possible. Hypnosis is generally quite a safe

and pleasant experience, not nearly so dramatic as it is often

presented as being. If it were not safe, I would not be

permitted to use it for graduate research here at the

university. Under a few conditions people may have

uncomfortable reactions, but we can generally screen or

predict what these conditions are likely to be, which is the

reason for the questionnaire which you answered before you got

involved in this experiment. All of you responded in ways

which indicated that you are likely to be a good candidate for

an experimental exerience with hypnosis at this point. I will

be happy to respond to questions which you may have about any

concerns, or simply curiosities, that may come to mind, so

that you can clear these up and be as present and focused as

possible during the trance.

We will practice more than once, so that you can go

through the whole experience of beginning and ending the

trance experience and know more comfortably what to expect.

While I am guiding you through the hypnotic experience, I
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would not recommend that you "try" to do the responses

suggested, but studies do seem to show that people who get the

best response in hypnosis are thoroughly relaxed but not

totally passive and expect to use their mind easily and

creatively to elaborate on and explore the experience

suggested and bring their own meaning to it. So it is

important for you to become actively absorbed in the process.

Coming out of trance is very easy, too. You couldn't get

stuck in trance any more than you could get stuck in a

daydream. If you were practicing hypnosis at home or elsewhere

and something happened that you needed to attend to, you would

come right out of trance. Time is often suspended while we

are in trance. Some people will comfortably remain in trance

for 30-60 minutes, while others may have to work or try a bit

to keep with my voice, let your mind play with the

suggestions, and not get restless.

Now, are there any questions before we go on and try our

first trance experience? Has everyone filled out these three

forms (Screening Form, Baseline Information Form, and Informed

Consent)? Are there any adjustments in position which you'd

like to make to get more comfortable? You may sit anywhere

you'd like. Having legs crossed or arms crossed could get

uncomfortable, but even during the hypnosis experience, you

can just move any way you need to to feel fully comfortable.



APPENDIX M

SESSION ONE: PRACTICE INDUCTION

Let's begin now by taking a comfortable position and

rolling your eyes upward to stare at a spot on the ceiling

just above your head. Keep your head facing forward and your

body relaxed, and just shift your eyes straight upward to look

at the ceiling just over your head. As you breathe in to a

count of four and out to a count of four, and in, and out,

slowly and gently, I'd like you to keep looking upward with

your eyes until they begin to feel tight and stressed, and

then whenever you find that looking upward is very

uncomfortable and your eyes want so badly to close and rest,

just allow them to close comfortably. Allow them to stay

closed easily, when you are ready to breathe gently and allow

your mind to follow the sound of my voice. For a moment, just

focus your attention on the way your body feels; take a minute

to let go of any sensations of tightness or discomfort that

you notice. Any time your body feels uncomfortable, you may

wiggle or shift position, but nothing will keep you from

following the sound of my voice and allowing yourself to

respond as fully as you would like to my suggestions. In fact,

each time you make yourself more comfortable, the release of

tension you experience will take you deeper on into the

trance. I want you to be surprised to discover how creatively
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you are able to respond to the ideas I suggest. Perhaps you

will notice that it feels oddly comfortable there in the

privacy behind your closed eyes, and you know that nothing

needs to disturb you. You can just tune out all other noises

in the room around you; you don't need to worry about them

now, just focus on the growing feeling of lazy relaxation in

your body, as you breathe softly, and on the sound of my

voice. Ask your thoughts to be still like a quiet lake.

Allow your emotions to be still, just for this short time.

Time can simply suspend itself for these few minutes; your

mind is becoming more and more absorbed in the hypnosis, and

the only thing you want to do is enjoy and explore this

feeling of trance, as deeply as you would like to go, because

that is what you came here to do.

I'd like you to imagine now that you are walking down a

staircase, and that as you go down, each step, like each

breath, takes you deeper into relaxation and trance. Down you

go, feeling very, very relaxed. At the bottom of the stairs,

you see a hallway. Imagine yourself walking down the hallway,

feeling very comfortable and safe. At the end of the hall, you

see a room, and you might be surprised to realize that it is

the favorite room you grew up in when you were a child. As

you approach the room, notice the pleasant feelings you

associate with this secret memory of yours. Walk into the room

and look around, and find yourself in that special place, a

very favorite nurturing place which you remember so clearly
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from your childhood. Look around, see the color of the walls

and the furniture and favorite objects you had there. Look at

everything, taking your time especially with those things you

liked the best. Imagine it very clearly, letting your memory

paint a 3-D picture for you, including the sounds and smells

that were often part of this room. Walk over to some of the

toys you used to play with. Pick up your favorite toy and play

with it for a moment. What did it feel like to be in that

house? Now lie down on the floor and look up. Remember how

big everything seemed? — the bed, the window, the furniture?

As you lie comfortably on the floor, let yourself remember

some of the joys you experienced while you lived in this

room, and, if you want to, remember some of the hurts

Now get up and walk to the doorway. As you look back in the

room, you see a child sitting on the floor where you lay down.

And you see that the child is you. What do you notice about

the way you looked? Say hello. Sit down and get to know each

other for a moment. Ask that little person how do you feel

today? Ask what do you need today? What feels good? What

hurts inside? How can I be a friend to you? Say any things

you think that little child might need to hear from you . . .

like you're really OK, I love you, I'll be here with you no

matter what. If you want to, give the little child a hug.

Say "It's time to go for now, but I'll be back. Help put the

child in a comfortable place, or you might want to give

him/her something of yours to play with. When you are ready,
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walk to the door, and down the hallway, remembering pleasantly

that this place is here for you to return to any time you need

to come back to its safety. Begin to climb the stairs,

keeping in your mind anything important you learned from the

experience. When you reach the top of the stairs, in your own

time, you will be back in this room, wide awake, alert and

feeling hopeful and very refreshed from the short rest. You

can open your eyes and stretch when you are ready to be back.

Followed by teaching the Long Stanford State Scale

and Harvard Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility; Form A



APPENDIX N
SESSION TWO HANDOUT

Thanks for coining back today to finish up the experiment. As you

know, we will be working together for about 90 minutes. Please

take a moment at the outset of today's session to read briefly

over the word lists which we will be using, to get a basic

familiarity with the words you will hear. When you are through,

you may put on the headphones and we will begin.

playground hothouse daybreak armchair
northwest inkwell mushroom headlight
doormat grandson eardrum sidewalk

iceberg schoolboy padlock hardware
sunset greyhound duckpond pancake
cowboy birthday toothbrush workshop
baseball airplane whitewash railroad
oatmeal drawbridge horseshoe woodwork

hotdog mousetrap farewell stairway

an yard carve us day toe

felt stove hunt ran knees not
mew low owl it she high
there earn twins could what bathe
ace you as wet chew see

deaf them give true isle or

law me none jam poor him
skin east thing dad up bells
wire ache your bin way chest
then ease smart gave pew ice
odd knee move now jaw one

hit send else tare does too

cap with air and young cars

tree dumb that die show hurt

own key oak new live(v) off
ill rooms ham star eat thin
flat well by ail

(AUDITEC of St. Louis Spondee and Monosyllable Word Lists)
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APPENDIX O
AUDITORY TESTING PRETEST SCRIPT
SESSION TWO: PART A (BASELINE)

( On tape:1
(Test tone: 1000 Hz). Please use this opportunity at

the beginning of the tape to make any adjustments in your

position or the headphones which might help you to attend

comfortably for about 20 minutes. The sound should be

audible through both ears and just loud enough to be clearly

and comfortably heard.

Today's session will deal primarily with hearing

threshold testing. We will be using your feedback to

determine the lowest degree of intensity (or loudness) at

which words become audible to you. Your close and relaxed

attention to the cues will be important to our getting an

accurate reading. You will hear four different series of

cues. Some of them will be hard to hear or completely

inaudible, and others will seem loud. This is normal

because we are varying their intensity around the threshold

area.

On the first series of cues, you will be presented with

either a word or a silent pause during a time interval.

After each word or no-word cue, the assistant will touch you

lightly on the hand. When you feel the touch, you need to

respond "Yes" if you heard a cue (even if you could not

288
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identify the word), and "No" if you heard nothing at all.

To make that clearer, on this first test we are interested

only in whether or not you could tell that some word cue was

being presented, —not in your ability to say what the word

was. When you feel the touch on your hand, please respond

"Yes," if you heard a cue, or "No," if you heard nothing

immediately prior to the touch. May I suggest that you

close your eyes to make concentration easier and intensify

your focus on the sounds. If you need to stop for any

reason, just raise your hand. If you are ready to begin,

please respond "Ready."

(Speech Detection Threshold [SDT] Determination)

{Cues from Auditec Spondee Word List Form A. Space cues at 5-

second intervals. Begin at 10 dB SPL, and increase by 5 dB

for each cue, then decrease when 45 dB is reached.)

Playground (10) Daybreak (15) Northwest (20)

Mushroom (25) Doormat (30)

Eardrum (35) Iceberg (40)

Padlock (45) Sunset (40)

Duckpond (35)

Cowboy (30) Inkwell (25) Baseball (20)

Whitewash (15) Oatmeal (10)

Greyhound (10) Hotdog (15)

Mousetrap (20) Airplane (25) Headlight (30)

Hothouse (35) Stairway (40)
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Woodwork (45)

Schoolboy (30)

Railroad (20)

Drawbridge (40)

Horseshoe (25)

Workshop (15)

Armchair (35)

Pancake (10)

******

Very good. Now, for the second series of words, please

repeat the word you hear. All cues will be words on this

trial; there will be no silent cues. The assistant will touch

your hand just after a cue is presented. If you heard no cue,

don't say anything. Some words will be hard to hear, as in

the first series. If you are unclear about what the word was,

say the word you think it may have been. In other words,

please guess: your guesses are often right. Say your

responses loudly so that the assistant can accurately hear

them and record them. It is a good idea to keep your eyes

closed, to help you focus optimally on the sound. If you are

ready to begin, please say "Ready."

(Speech Recognition Threshold [SRT] Determination)

{Cues from Auditec Spondee Word List Form B. Space cues at 5-

second intervals. Begin at 55 dB SPL, and decrease by 5 dB

for each cue, then increase when 10 dB is reached.)

Hothouse (55)

Headlight (40)

Armchair (50)

Grandson (35)

Inkwell (45)

Northwest (30)
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Schoolboy (25)

Stairway (10)

Airplane (20)

Duckpond (35)

Hotdog (50)

Eardrum (45)

Doormat (30)

Toothbrush (15)

Iceberg (15)

Birthday (30)

Hothouse (45)

Hardware (20)

Daybreak (10)

Cowboy (25)

Sunset (40)

Farewell (55)

Sidewalk (40)

Stairway (25)

Railroad (10)

Oatmeal (20)

Mousetrap (35)

Armchair (50)

Greyhound (15)

Mushroom (15)

Drawbridge (30)

Horseshoe (45)

Playground (50)

Woodwork (35)

Workshop (20)

Padlock (10)

Baseball (25)

Whitewash (40)

Inkwell (55)

k k k k k

That was fine. For this third series of words, the cue

will be: "Say the word Please repeat clearly the

word which fills in the blank. For example, if the cue

were: "Say the word, 'dog,'" you would repeat, "dog." This

time all the words will be cued at intensity levels which

should be just above or below your threshold and will

require your best concentration. To make sure you do not

miss any cues, the assistant will again touch your hand just

after the cue is presented. Always make your best guess

when you are not sure of what a word was. Keep your eyes

closed, if this is comfortable for you, and say your

responses loud and clear. Please just relax, repeat



whatever you hear, and don't give up! This test and the

next one are designed to help us make fine discriminations

right along the threshold point. If you are ready to

proceed, please say "Ready."

(Word Discrimination Score [WDS]: 25 dB Determination)

{Cues from Auditec Monosyllable Word List 1A Space cues at

5-second intervals and deliver them at 25 dB SPL.}

an yard carve

felt stove hunt

mew low owl

there earn twins

ace you as

deaf them give

law me none

us day toe

ran knees not

it she high

could what bathe

wet chew see

true isle or

jam

******

Good job. Now on this fourth series, once again please

repeat clearly the word you hear after the cue: "Say the word

." These words will be cued at different intensity

than the last series. You may hear a hiss in the background.

Make your best guess when you are not sure of what a word was.

It is important to do your best and not to worry when cues are
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inaudible to you If you are ready to proceed, please say

"Ready."

(Word Discrimination Score [WDS]:

Determination)

Masked 15 dB S/N

{Cues from Auditec Monosyllable Word List 2A. Space cues at

5-second intervals and deliver them at 25 dB SPL masked in 40

dB of white noise.}

your bin

smart gave

move now

else tare

air and

that die

oak new

way chest

pew ice

jaw one

does too

young cars

show hurt

live(v) off

then ease

odd knee

hit send

cap with

tree dumb

own key

* * * * *

Thank you. That concludes the first part of our testing.

You may remove your earphones if you wish, stretch, and take

a 5-minute break while we change tapes and record sheets.

Then we will resume the hearing tests.
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SESSION TWO: PART B

(HYPNOSIS PLUS SUBLIMINALS GROUP)

(On tape):

(Test tone: 1000 Hz).

{Induction and Suggestions: Voice of PI)

As you begin to listen to this second tape, I'd like you to

close your eyes and make yourself very comfortable. That's

good. You might take a deep breath and allow your attention

to drift toward any small sensations of discomfort which you

feel momentarily, and then just adjust your body so that you

can feel guite comfortable and relaxed. For the short while

remaining, I hope you will allow yourself to play with the

feeling of trance once more. I want you to have a new

experience today, one perhaps a little beyond any other

experience you have had, but you can be pleased to find it

very easy. I'd like for you to rest peacefully and bring to

mind now only the best feelings you experienced with trance

before. That's right. And you can discover today how to use

these familiar feelings to move comfortably on to something

better. As you focus on the pleasant sensation of breathing

in, and out, you may center your attention on the private

space you have created behind your closed eyes. No one can

invade this safe space unless you choose, and you can clear

out all thoughts except the sounds of my voice and the tape.



You will be undisturbed, and you can explore the feeling of

trance, privately, to see where it may take you, as far into

trance as you choose to go. And as you focus on the sounds

which this tape brings to your ears, there is no reason for

concern or apprehension, because everything will come so

easily and you can relax and trust yourself to respond as you

know how.

Since you did such a fine job of listening in the last

exercise, I'd like you to just focus your attention now on the

way my voice sounds as it comes out of the earphones,

sometimes softer and sometimes louder, and flows down into

your ears and your mind. Perhaps, as you pay especially close

attention, you might discover some slight characteristic of

those sounds which you had not noticed before. When you

listen carefully, focusing all your attention on listening,.,

setting other thoughts., and sensations., aside, you may be

surprised to find that you can hear. . more. . than you normally

would hear. Just like the volume control and the fine tuning

control on a high guality stereo, your mind has its own

internal volume control and fine tuning adjustment which it

already knows how to use to tune sounds in and out. Now as

you let each word I speak bring you deeper relaxation, you may

wonder as you explore that capacity you have to discover new

facets of your hearing. And you can be pleased as you begin to

notice something that's happening to you, as your mind makes

these words clearer, or perhaps you'll notice that they sound
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louder. As you listen and attend so carefully, you can notice

sounds you hear in the pauses between my words. Perhaps you

can hear a change in that pause just before my word begins, or

some tiny sounds just as it ends. Listening carefully, openly,

you may let yourself become more and more aware of all that

you can hear. I wonder if you'll be curious that every sound

has its own meaning which you might discover with your careful

listening. As these sounds flow in,— the words, and the

pauses, and the words within the pauses,— you can learn to

hear so much more, as you turn off your internal filter and

just let your mind fully listen, receiving every sound and

hint of a sound as it comes to you.

(Long Stanford State Scale Reading #1)

Now, as we learned the other day, I'd like you to give me

a "State estimate" of how deeply hypnotized you have felt as

you've been exploring with me. Say out loud immediately the

number from 0-10 that comes to mind describing your trance

experience.

[Repeat Auditory Testing]

{Record in voice of PI with 40 dB of white noise as

background.}

Thank you. As you sit comfortably, continuing to relax,

I would like you to listen once again to an auditory testing
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series similar to the one you just completed. This time the

background sound may be louder, as it is now. You will

respond verbally just as you did before, but I wonder if you

will find it seems surprisingly easier this time, because you

now know you can allow yourself to pick up all the sounds so

much more clearly and distinctly, keeping your eyes

comfortably closed to help your concentration remain very,

very focused on just listening creatively to all the sounds

you can discern. Each time you feel the touch on your shoulder

following a cue, your unconscious mind will fall a little more

deeply into trance. I hope you will choose to use the

relaxation of trance to explore just how far your powers of

hearing can be expanded, by your own mind, any time you decide

to use that extra ability which you always possess. I wonder

if you will bring the voice of the speaker in even more

clearly than my own voice, as if through your own internal

amplifier, and be secretly pleased at how well you can choose

to let yourself hear. All of the sounds will flow in clearly

and easily as you invite them, and even the sounds between the

words will come in so gently and clearly.

{Subliminal cue, in voice of PI, at 25 dB : Your hearing

is excellent, you hear everything. Use your mind to amplify

the sounds. Listen; you hear every cue.}
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On this first series of cues, you will be presented with

either a word or a silent pause during a time interval. After

each word or no-word cue, the assistant will touch you lightly

on the hand, just as we did a few minutes ago. On this first

test we are only interested in whether or not you could tell

that some word cue was being presented,—not in your ability

to say what the word was. When you feel the touch on your

hand, please respond "Yes" if you heard a cue, or "No" if you

heard nothing immediately prior to the touch. I suggest that

you keep your eyes closed to make concentration easier and

intensify your focus. If you are ready to begin, please

respond "Ready." If you need to stop for any reason, just

raise your hand.

{Subliminal cue, in voice of PI, at 25 dB: Can you notice you

hear very clearly, hear very clearly? Listen, hear every

sound.}

{Stop background noise.)

(Speech Detection Threshold [SDT] Determination)

{Cues from Auditec Spondee Word List Form A. Space cues at 5-

second intervals. Begin at 10 dB SPL, and increase by 5 dB

for each cue, then decrease when 45 dB is reached.)

Playground (10) Daybreak (15) Northwest (20)
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Mushroom (25) Doormat (30)

Eardrum (35) Iceberg (40)

Padlock (45) Sunset (40)

Duckpond (35)

Cowboy (30) Inkwell (25) Baseball (20)

Whitewash (15) Oatmeal (10)

Greyhound (10) Hotdog (15)

Mousetrap (20) Airplane (25) Headlight (30)

Hothouse (35) Stairway (40)

Woodwork (45) Drawbridge (40) Armchair (35)

Schoolboy (30) Horseshoe (25)

Railroad (20) Workshop (15) Pancake (10)

******

{Begin 40 dB background noise. Voice of PI.}

That was fine. Please continue relaxing and listening.

On this second series of words, please just repeat the word

you hear. All cues will be words on this trial; there will be

no silent cues. The assistant will touch your hand just after

a cue is presented. If you heard no cue, don't say anything.

If you are unclear about what a word was, say the word you

think it may have been. In other words, allow yourself to

guess freely: you will often be right. It is a good idea to

continue with your eyes closed, to help you focus optimally on

the sound. If you are ready to begin, please say "Ready."
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******

{Subliminal cue, as before Listen carefully, listen well,

you hear everything, you hear every sound.}

{Stop background noise.}

(Speech Recognition Threshold [SRT] Determination)

{Cues from Auditec Spondee Word List Form B. Space cues at 5-

second intervals. n at 55 dB SPL, and decrease by 5 dB

for each cue, then increase when 10 dB is reached.}

Hothouse (55)

Headlight (40)

Schoolboy (25)

Stairway (10)

Airplane (20)

Duckpond (35)

Hotdog (50)

Eardrum (45)

Doormat (30)

Toothbrush (15)

Iceberg (15)

Birthday (30)

Hothouse (45)

Armchair (50)

Grandson (35)

Hardware (20)

Daybreak (10)

Cowboy (25)

Sunset (40)

Farewell (55)

Sidewalk (40)

Stairway (25)

Railroad (10)

Oatmeal (20)

Mousetrap (35)

Armchair (50)

Inkwell (45)

Northwest (30)

Greyhound (15)

Mushroom (15)

Drawbridge (30)

Horseshoe (45)

Playground (50)

Woodwork (35)

Workshop (20)

Padlock (10)

Baseball (25)

Whitewash (40)

Inkwell (55)
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{Begin background of 40 dB white noise. Voice of PI.}

Very good. For this third series of words, the cue will

be "Say the word, ." Please repeat clearly the word

which fills in the blank, as you did on the first tape. For

the cue, "Say the word, 'dog7", you would respond, "dog." All

the words will be cued at intensity levels which should be

just above or below your threshold and may reguire extra good

concentration. To make sure you do not miss any cues, the

assistant will again touch your hand just after the word is

presented. Make your best guess, when you are not sure of

what a word was. There is no need to be concerned, just relax,

repeat whatever you hear, and don't give up! This test and the

next one help us make fine discriminations right along the

threshold point. If you are ready to proceed, please say

"Ready."

{Subliminal cue: Your hearing is excellent, you hear

everything. Listening is easy. Amplify, you can hear every

word.}

{Stop background noise.}

(Word Discrimination Score [WDS]: 25 dB Determination)

{Cues from Auditec Monosyllable Word List 1A. Space cues at

5-second intervals and deliver them at 25 dB SPL.}
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an yard carve US day toe

felt stove hunt ran knees not

mew low owl it she high

there earn twins could what bathe

ace you as wet chew see

deaf them give true isle or

law me none jam

k k k k * *

{Begin background masking, as before.)

Good job. One more series and then we'll have a change of

pace. On this fourth series, once again please repeat clearly

the word you hear <ifter the cue: "Say the word, ." These

words are cued at different intensity than the last series.

You may hear a hiss in the background. To make sure you do not

miss any cues, the: assistant will again touch your hand just

after the word is presented. Make your best cjuess, when you

are not sure of what a word was. It is important to do your

best and not to worry about anything. If you are ready to

proceed, please say "Ready."

{Subliminal cue: You hear very clearly, hear very clearly.

Listen, every word is coming in clearly.)
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(Word Discrimination Score [WDS]: Masked -15 dB S/N

Determination)

{Cues from Auditec Monosyllable Word List 2A. Space cues at

5-second intervals and deliver them at 25 dB SPL masked in 40

dB of white noise.)

your bin way chest then ease

smart gave pew ice odd knee

move now jaw one hit send

else tare does too cap with

air and young cars tree dumb

that die show hurt own key

oak new live(v) off

* * * * * *

(Long Stanford State Scale Reading #2)

{Recorded in voice of PI. Background masking continues • )

Thank you very much. That was just fine. We have

finished with the testing , and can go on with something

different for the remaining minutes of the tape. I would like

to ask you to once again focus carefully and quietly on the

sound of my voice, and as you breathe gently in... and out...

allow yourself to relax ever more deeply, feeling just as

comfortable as you would like.
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And just now, I would like to ask you once mroe to say

out loud immediately the number from 0-10 which represents

a "State" estimate of just how deeply hypnotized you feel.

(Deepening Passage)

(Voice of PI, with background masking)

Good. And now would you just allow a part of your

mind follow my voice and to play.. safely and comfortably..

with the image of an elevator for a few moments. You might

imagine that you are standing outside the door of a private

elevator which can take you down, down, to the very deepest

level of relaxation and concentration. You might picture

yourself pushing that elevator button and waiting patiently,

pleasurably watching the lights change, until the doors open

softly on your floor. You may notice that it feels so good to

just get inside and begin the gentle ride, down, as far down

as you would like to go when you push the button. And you

might discover that as you imagine those lights up above

changing, for each floor you go down, you feel more deeply

relaxed. One.., two.., three.., you can find yourself feeling

more comfortable with each breath, with each floor, ..four,

..five.., six... Go as far down as you would like, deeper and

deeper into trance and pleasant relaxation. You know now how

good it can feel. Go as deep as you desire to go. And when

you are ready you can allow the elevator door to open, and we
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will listen for a while to the quiet. Time is of no concern

now, you can just be here and allow yourself to enjoy the

relaxation. It is what you have come here to do.

(Interlude of Subliminal Cues)

{Record the following passage of subliminal cues, in voice of

PI at 25 dB, with background masking of 40 dB of white noise.}

Listen carefully, let all these messages come in

clearly Choose the green one, the green one, choose

green, choose green, choose green Look behind you, look

behind, see what's behind you, look behind you, look behind

you Bill is guilty, Bill stole the money, Bill is

guilty of stealing the money, Bill stole the money, Bill stole

the money It's the ace of diamonds, the card is the ace

of diamonds, the ace of diamonds, ace of diamonds Phil

Abrams is the best for mayor, Phil Abrams for mayor, Phil

Abrams would be the best mayor, Abrams for mayor, Phil Abrams

for mayor, he's the best Cross your legs, crossed legs

feel good, cross your legs, cross your legs, keep legs

crossed, cross your legs Bill stole the money, Bill is

guilty, Bill stole the money, Bill stole the money, Bill stole

it You hear so well, you can hear everything It's

the ace of diamonds, the ace of diamonds, ace of diamonds, the

card is the ace of diamonds Choose the green one, the

green one is for you, choose green, choose the green, choose
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green Look behind you, look behind, something is behind

you, look behind you, look behind you Phil Abrams for

mayor, Phil Abrams would be a great mayor, Abrams for mayor,

Phil Abrams is the best for mayor, Phil Abrams for mayor....

milkman... rose garden.... lunch box.... household....

rainbow.... heart attack.... book mark.... bed spread.... fish

hook.... motor boat.... milkman.... rose garden.... lunch

box.... household.... rainbow.... heart attack.... book

mark.... bed spread.... fish hook.... motor boat....milkman...

rose garden.... lunch box.... household.... rainbow.... heart

attack.... book mark.... bed spread.... fish hook.... motor

boat.... milkman.... rose garden.... lunch box....

household.... rainbow.... heart attack.... book mark.... bed

spread.... fish hook.... motor boat.... Listen carefully,

listen Choose the green one, the green one, choose

green, choose green Bill stole the money, Bill is guilty,

Bill stole the money, Bill is guilty of stealing the money,

Bill stole the money It's the ace of diamonds, the ace of

diamonds, ace of diamonds, choose the ace of diamonds

Phil Abrams is the best for mayor, Phil Abrams for mayor,

Phil Abrams would be a great mayor, Abrams for mayor, Phil

ABrams is the best for mayor, Phil Abrams for mayor, he's the

best Cross your legs, cross your legs, cross your legs,

crossed legs are more comfortable Let every sound come

in, hearing is so easy Bill stole the money, Bill is

guilty, Bill stole it, Bill is the guilty one, Bill stole the
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money.... You hear so well, you hear everything It's the

ace of diamonds, the ace of diamonds, the card is the ace of

diamonds, it's the ace of diamonds Cross your legs,

crossed legs feel good, cross your legs, cross your legs, keep

legs crossed, cross your legs Phil Abrams for mayor,

Phil Abrams would be a great mayor, Abrams for mayor, Phil

Abrams is the best for mayor, Phil Abrams for mayor. Look

behind you, look behind, something is behind you, turn and

look behind you, look behind you milkman, milkman....

rose garden, rose garden.... lunch box, lunch box....

household, household.... rainbow, rainbow.... heart attack,

heart attack.... book mark, book mark.... bed spread, bed

spread.... fish hook, fish hook.... motor boat, motor boat....

milkman, milkman.... rose garden, rose garden.... lunch box,

lunch box.... household, household.... rainbow, rainbow....

heart attack, heart attack.... book mark, book mark.... bed

spread, bed spread.... fish hook, fish hook.... motor boat,

motor boat.... Cross your legs, cross your legs, cross your

legs Choose the green one, choose green, the green one is

better, choose green Look behind you, look behind, look

in back, turn and look behind you. }

{In audible voice of PI)

(Long Stanford State Scale Reading #3)
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As you listen to my voice, notice how relaxed and deeply

hypnotized you feel, and please say immediately the number

which best represents your trance '•state."

(Post-Hypnotic Suggestion and Awakening from Hypnosis)

Thank you. That's right. And I would like for you to

remember everything that you have heard, everything that you

allowed to enter your mind through your excellent listening,

you will remember it all when you awaken. And now the time has

come to gradually begin to waken back up, taking your time,

coming back up the imaginary elevator at your own best pace,

from the bottom up to the place where you entered, feeling so

good and comfortable, and gradually coming out of the

trance,... until, in your own time,... you are wide awake,

alert, and feeling oriented, and rested, returning to the same

normal state of consciousness in which you arrived. That's

good When you are ready

you may remove your earphones, stretch, and we will go on to

the final phase for today. (Post-Test follows.)

The Subliminals-Only group heard the same script without the

hypnotic induction, deepening, and awakening portions. The

Repetition-Only group heard a repeat of the first recording,

followed by 20 minutes of white noise.
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